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Executive Summary
Big Data is an emerging field where innovative technology offers alternatives to resolve the
inherent problems that appear when working with huge amounts of data, providing new ways to
reuse and extract value from information. The main dimensions of Big Data are typically
characterized by the 3 Vs (volume, velocity and variety) that require new forms of data
processing enabling enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization. As
a result Big Data technology adoption within industrial domains is not a luxury but an imperative
need for most organizations to gain competitive advantage.
The BIG Project (http://www.big-project.eu/) is a EU coordination action, which will provide a
roadmap for Big Data. The work is split into various groups over industrial sectors and technical
areas.

Figure 0-1: The BIG Project Structure.

As can be seen in Figure 0-1, BIG is split into a number of Sector Forums, which will gather
needs from vertical industrial sectors and Technology Working Groups which focus on different
Big Data technical aspects. The Data Value Chain is comprised of Data Acquisition, Data
Analysis, Data Curation, Data Storage, and Data Usage. For each part of the value chain a
Technical Working has been established to examine the capabilities and current maturity of Big
Data technologies in these areas. Each technical working group has established the current
state of play within their areas by, firstly, analysing the state of the art from the literature and
secondly through interviews with prominent industrial players and academic researchers in
related organisations and research fields.
This whitepaper details the initial reports from the Technical Working groups in the Data Value
Chain describing the state of the art in each part of the chain together with emerging
technological trends coping with Big Data. Exemplar use cases are provided to illustrate existing
approaches and a comprehensive survey on the existing approaches and tools are described.
This document will provide an initial mechanism to tie the work of the Technology Working
Groups and the Sector Forums together by linking generated sector forum requirements with
found technology working group capabilities.
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1.

Data Acquisition

1.1. Introduction
In this chapter we present the state of the art in data acquisition for Big Data. Over the last
years, the term Big Data was used by different big players to label data with different attributes.
Moreover, different data processing architectures for Big Data have been proposed to address
the different characteristics of Big Data. Overall, data acquisition has been understood so far as
the process of gathering, filtering and cleaning data (e.g., getting rid of irrelevant data) before
the data is put in a data warehouse or any other scalable storage solution on which data
analysis can be carried out. The acquisition of big data is most commonly governed by four of at
least seven Vs that can be found in literature (Eaton et al., 2012; Zikopoulos et al., 2012):
Volume, Velocity, Variety and Value. Especially, most data acquisition scenarios assume highvolume, high-velocity, high-variety but low-value data, making it important to have adaptable
and time-efficient gathering, filtering and cleaning algorithms that ensure that only the highvalue fragments of the data is actually processed by the data-warehouse analysis. However, for
some organizations whose business relies on providing other organization with the right data,
most data is of potentially high value as it can be important for new customers. For such
organizations, data analysis, classification and packaging on very high data volumes play the
most central role after the data acquisition. This leads to the volume dimension being crucial for
these companies.
The detailed goals of this section of the white paper are threefold: First, we aim to present open
state-of-the-art frameworks and protocols for big data acquisition as used in the industry. Our
second goal is to unveil the current approaches used for data acquisition in the different sector
forums of the project. Finally, we aim to present current requirements to data acquisition as well
as possible future developments in the same area. The results presented herein are closely
intertwined with the results on data storage and data analysis presented in the subsequent
chapters.
The structure of this chapter is thus as follows: We begin by presenting the different
understandings of Big Data acquisition and giving a working definition of Data Acquisition for
this document. To this end, we present some of the main architectures, which underlie Big Data
processing. The working definition that we adopt governs the choice of the two main
technological components, which play a role in Big Data acquisition, i.e., data acquisition
protocols and data acquisition frameworks. We present the currently most prominent
representatives of each of the two categories. Finally, we give an overview of the current state
of data acquisition in each of the sector forums and present some of the challenges that data
acquisition practitioners are currently faced with.

1.2. State of the Art
1.2.1 Definition
The Big Data Processing pipeline has been abstracted in manifold ways in previous works.
Oracle (Oracle, 2012) relies on a three-step approach for data processing. In the first step, the
content of different data sources is retrieved and stored within a scalable storage solution such
as a NoSQL database or the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The stored data is
subsequently processed by first being reorganized and stored in an SQL - capable Big Data
Analytics software and finally analysed by using Big Data Analytics algorithms. The reference
architecture is shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1: Oracle’s Big Data Processing Pipeline
1

Velocity (Vivisimo, 2012) relies on a different view on Big Data (see Figure 1-2). Here, the
approach is more search-oriented. The basic components of the architecture are thus a
connector layer, in which different data sources can be addressed. The content of these data
sources is gathered in parallel, converted and finally added to an index, which builds the basis
for data analytics, business intelligence and all other data-driven applications. Other big players
such as IBM rely on architectures similar to the Oracle’s (IBM, 2013; see Figure 1-3).
Throughout the different architectures to Big Data processing, the core of data acquisition boils
down to gathering data from distributed information sources with the aim of storing them into a
Big Data-capable data storage unit. To achieve this goal, three main components are required:


Protocols that allow gathering information for distributed data sources of any type
(unstructured, semi-structured, structured),



Frameworks with which the data collected from the distributed sources by using these
different protocols can be processed and



Technologies that allow the persistent storage of the data retrieved by the frameworks.

In the following, we will focus on the first two technologies. The third technology is covered in
the chapter on data storage for Big Data.

1.2.2 Technologies
The bulk of big data acquisition is carried out within the message queuing paradigm (sometimes
also called streaming paradigm). Here, the basic assumption is that manifold volatile data
sources generate information that needs to be captured, stored and analysed by a big data
processing platform. The new information generated by the data source is forwarded to the data
storage by means of a data acquisition framework, which implements a predefined protocol.
In the following, we describe these two core technologies for acquiring Big Data.

1.2.2.1

Protocols

Several of the organizations, which rely internally on big data processing, have devised
enterprise-specific protocols of which most have not publicly released and can thus not be
described in this chapter. In this section, we will thus present commonly used open protocols for
data acquisition.
1 Velocity is now part of IBM, see http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/information-optimization/
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Figure 1-2: The velocity architecture (Vivissimo, 2012)

Figure 1-3: IBM Big Data Architecture
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1.2.2.1.1.

AMQP
2

The reason for the development of AMQP was the need for an open protocol that would satisfy
the requirements of large companies with respect to data acquisition. To achieve this goal, 23
companies including Bank of America, Barclays, Cisco Systems, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Börse
Systems, Goldman Sachs, HCL Technologies Ltd, Progress Software, IIT Software, INETCO
Systems, Informatica Corporation (incl. 29 West), JPMorgan Chase Bank Inc. N.A, Microsoft
Corporation, my-Channels, Novell, Red Hat, Inc., Software AG, Solace Systems, StormMQ,
Tervela Inc., TWIST Process Innovations ltd, VMware (incl. Rabbit Technologies) and WSO2
compiled a sequence of requirements for a data acquisition protocol. The result, AMQP
(Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) became an OASIS standard in October 2012.

Figure 1-4: AMQP message structure (Schneider, 2013)

The rationale behind AMQP (Bank of America et al., 2011) was to provide a protocol with the
following characteristics:


Ubiquity: This property of AMQP refers to its ability to be used across different
industries within both current and future data acquisition architectures. AMQP’s ubiquity
was achieved by making easily extensible and simple to implement. The large number
of frameworks, which implement it, including SwiftMQ, Microsoft Windows Azure
Service Bus, Apache Qpid and Apache ActiveMQ, reflects how easy the protocol is to
implement.



Safety: The safety property was implemented across two different dimensions. First, the
protocol allows the integration of message encryption to ensure that even intercepted
messages cannot be decoded easily. Thus, it can be used to transfer business-critical
information. Moreover, the protocol is robust against the injection of spam, making the
AMQP brokers difficult to attack. Second, the AMQP ensures the durability of
messages, meaning that it allows messages to be transferred even when the sender
and the receiver are not online at the same time.



Fidelity: This third characteristic is concerned with the integrity of the message. AMQP
includes means to ensure that the sender can state the semantics of the message and
thus allow the receiver to understand what it is receiving. Especially, the protocol
implements reliable failure semantics that allow systems to detect errors from the
creation of the message at the sender’s end until the storage of the information by the
receiver.



Applicability: The intention behind this property is to ensure that AMQP clients and
brokers can communicate by using several of the protocols of the OSI model layers
such as TCP, UDP but also SCTP. By these means, AMQP is applicable in manifold
scenarios and industries where not all the protocols of the OSI model layers are

2 http://www.amqp.org/
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required and used. Moreover, the protocol was designed to support manifold messaging
patterns including direct messaging, request/reply, publish/subscribe, etc.


Interoperability: The protocol was designed to be independent of particular
implementations and vendors. Thus, clients and brokers with fully independent
implementations, architectures and ownership can interact by means of AMQP. As
stated above, several frameworks from different organizations now implement the
protocol.



Manageability: One of the main concerns during the specification of the AMQP was to
ensure that frameworks that implement it could scale easily. This was achieved by
pushing for AMQP being a fault-tolerant and lossless wire protocol through which
information of all kind (e.g., XML, audio, video) can be transferred.

To implement these requirements, AMQP relies on a type system and four different layers: a
transport layer, a messaging layer, a transaction layer and a security layer:


The type system is based on primitive types from databases (integers, strings,
symbols, etc.), described types as known from programming and descriptor values that
can be extended by the users of the protocol. In addition, AMQP allows the use of
different encoding to store symbols and values as well as the definition of compound
types that consists of combinations of several primary types.



The transport layer defines how AMQP messages are to be processed. An AMQP
network consists of nodes that are connected via links. Messages can originate from
(senders), be forwarded by (relays) or be consumed by nodes (receivers). Messages
are only allowed to travel across a link when this link abides by the criteria defined by
the source of the message. The transport layer support several types of route
exchanges including message fan-out and topic exchange.



The messaging layer (see Figure 1-4) of AMQP describes how valid messages look
like. A bare message is a message as submitted by the sender to an AMQP network.
According to the AMQP specification, a valid AMQP message consists of the following
parts:













At most one header.
At most one delivery-annotation.
At most one message-annotation.
At most one property.
At most one application-property.
The body consists of either one or more data sections, one or more AMQPsequence sections or a single AMQP -value section.
At most one footer.

The transaction layer allows for the “coordinated outcome of otherwise independent
transfers” (Bank of America et al., 2011, p. 95). The basic idea behind the architecture
of the transactional messaging approach followed by the layer lies in the sender of the
message acting as controller while the receiver acts as resource as transfers the
message as specified by the controller. By these means, decentralise and scalable
message processing can be achieved.
The final AMQP layer is the security layer, which allows defining means to encrypt the
content of AMQP messages. The protocols for achieving this goal are supposed to be
defined externally from AMQP itself. Protocols that can be used to this end include TSL
and SASL.

Due to its adoption across several industries and its high flexibility, AMQP has good chances to
become the standard approaches for message processing in industries that cannot afford
implementing their own dedicated protocols. With the upcoming data-as-a-service industry, it
also promises to be the go-to solution for implementing services around data streams. One of
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3

the most commonly used AMQP brokers is RabbitMQ , whose popularity is mostly based due to
the fact that it implements several messaging protocols including JMS.

1.2.2.1.2.

JMS

Java Message Service (JMS) API was included in the Java 2 Enterprise Edition in March 18,
2002 after the Java Community Process in its version 1.1 ratified it as a standard.
4

According to the 1.1 specification JMS “provides a common way for Java programs to create,
send, receive and read an enterprise messaging system’s messages”. Administrative tools allow
you to bind destinations and connection factories into a Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) namespace. A JMS client can then use resource injection to access the administered
objects in the namespace and then establish a logical connection to the same objects through
5
the JMS provider :

Figure 1-5: Java Message Service Overview

The JNDI serves in this case as the moderator between different clients who want to exchange
messages. Note that we use the term “client” here (as does the spec) to denote the sender as
well as receiver of a message, because JMS was originally designed to exchange message
peer-to-peer. Currently, JMS offers two messaging models: point-to-point and publishersubscriber, where the last is a one-to-many connection.
6

AMQP is compatible with JMS , which is the de-facto standard for message passing in the Java
world. While AMQP is defined at the format level (i.e. byte stream of octets) JMS is
standardized at API level and is therefore not easy to implement in other programming
languages (as the “J” in “JMS” suggests). Also JMS does not provide functionality for load
balancing/fault tolerance, error/advisory notification, administration of services, security, wire
protocol or message type repository (database access).
The definite benefit of AMQP over JMS is, however, the programming language independence
of the implementation, which avoids vendor-lock in and platform compatibility. JMS 2.0 is under
active development with completion scheduled within 2013.

1.2.2.1.3.

MemcacheQ

MemcacheQ is a simple queuing system based on MemcacheDB, a persistent storage system
that implements the Memcached protocol. The basic incentive behind MemcacheDB was the
need for a time-efficient persistent storage solution that allowed serving thousands of clients
without the over the overhead of a Database Management System, leading to faster response
7
times yet less expressive queries (Chu et al., 2008). The Memcached protocol is a memory
caching system used by many sites to decrease database load, and hence speed-up the
dynamic websites that work on the top of databases. It is currently used by many high-traffic
3 http://www.rabbitmq.com/
4 http://download.oracle.com/otndocs/jcp/7195-jms-1.1-fr-spec-oth-JSpec
5 http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/5/tutorial/doc/figures/jms-architecture.gif
6 http://www.wmrichards.com/amqp.pdf
7 http://memcached.org/
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sites including: LiveJournal, Wikipedia, Flickr, Twitter (Kestrel), Youtube and WordPress.com.
The approach works by caching small chunks of arbitrary data (strings, objects) in memory in
order to reduce the number of times entries must be read from persistent storage. This is
achieved by a simple yet very large key/value data structure stored in memory. The key value
structure is based on hashing, which is the process of converting large data into a small integer
which can play the role of an index of an array, which speed up the process of table-lookup or
data comparisons (MySQL, 2008).
A typical Memcached installation consists of the following components:





A client, which is given a list of available Memcached servers.
A client-based hashing algorithm, which chooses a server based on the "key" input.
A server, which stores your values with their keys into an internal hash table and
Server algorithms which determine when to throw out old data (if out of memory) or
reuse memory.

These components enable Memcached to make better use of the system memory as it allows
the system to take memory from parts where it has more than it needs and make this memory
accessible to areas where it has less than it needs, as indicated in Figure 1-6. Thus,
MemcacheQ scales with the total memory of the server network on which it is installed.
MemcacheQ’s popularity is due its simple design, which makes it easy to deploy. Furthermore,
its API is available for many of the popular programming languages.

Figure 1-6: Memcached’s shared cache approach8

1.2.2.2

Software Tools

Software tools for data acquisition are broadly distributed across manifold applications and
many use cases. Still, the correct use of each tool requires of a deep knowledge on the internal
working and the implementation of the software. Different paradigms of data acquisition have
appeared depending on the scopes these tools have been focused on. Figure 1-7 shows an
overall picture of the Big Data workflow with a focus on data acquisition tools and frameworks.

8 http://www.memcached.org
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Figure 1-7: Tools in the Big Data Acquisition workflow

1.2.2.2.1.

Kafka

Figure 1-8: Kafka deployment at Linkedin
9

Kafka is a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system designed to support mainly
persistent messaging with high-throughput. Kafka aims to unify offline and online processing by
providing a mechanism for parallel load into Hadoop as well as the ability to partition real-time
consumption over a cluster of machines. The use for activity stream processing makes Kafka
comparable to Apache Flume, though the architecture and primitives are very different for these
systems and make Kafka more comparable to a traditional messaging system. Kafka was
10
originally developed at LinkedIn for tracking the huge volume of activity events generated by
the website. These activity events are critical for monitoring user engagement as well as
9 http://engineering.linkedin.com/tags/kafka
10 http://linkedin.com
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improving relevancy in our data-driven products. Figure 1-8 gives a simplified view of the
deployment topology at LinkedIn.
Note that a single Kafka cluster handles all activity data from all different sources. This provides
a single pipeline of data for both online and offline consumers. This tier acts as a buffer between
live activity and asynchronous processing. Kafka can also be used to replicate the data from a
given data source to a different data centre for offline consumption. Moreover, Kafka can feed
Hadoop for offline analytics, as well as provide means to track internal operational metrics that
feed graphs in real-time. In this context, a very appropriated use for Kafka and its publishsubscribe mechanism would be all processing related stream data, from tracking user actions
on large-scale web sites to relevance and ranking uses.

1.2.2.2.2.

Flume

Flume is a service for efficiently collecting and moving large amounts of log data. It has a simple
and flexible architecture based on streaming data flows. It is robust and fault tolerant with
tuneable reliability mechanisms and many failover and recovery mechanisms. It uses a simple
extensible data model that allows online analytic application. The system was designed with
four key goals in mind: reliability, scalability, manageability and extensibility. The purpose of
Flume is to provide a distributed, reliable, and available system for efficiently collecting,
aggregating and moving large amounts of log data from many different sources to a centralized
data store. The architecture of Flume NG is based on a few concepts that together help achieve
this objective:














Event: A byte payload with optional string headers that represent the unit of data that
Flume can transport from its point of origination to its final destination.
Flow: Movement of events from the point of origin to their final destination is considered
a data flow, or simply flow.
Client: An interface implementation that operates at the point of origin of events and
delivers them to a Flume agent.
Agent: An independent process that hosts flume components such as sources,
channels and sinks, and thus has the ability to receive, store and forward events to their
next-hop destination.
Source: An interface implementation that can consume events delivered to it via
a specific mechanism.
Channel: A transient store for events, where events are delivered to the channel
via sources operating within the agent. An event put in a channel stays in that channel
until a sink removes it for further transport.
Sink: An interface implementation that can remove events from a channel and transmit
them to the next agent in the flow, or to the event’s final destination.

These concepts help in simplifying the architecture, implementation, configuration and
deployment of Flume.
A flow in Flume NG starts from the client. The client transmits the event to its next hop
destination. This destination is an agent. More precisely, the destination is a source operating
within the agent. The source receiving this event will then deliver it to one or more channels.
One or more sinks operating within the same agent drain the channels that receive the event. If
the sink is a regular sink, it will forward the event to its next-hop destination, which will be
another agent. If instead it is a terminal sink, it will forward the event to its final destination.
Channels allow the decoupling of sources from sinks using the familiar producer-consumer
model of data exchange. This allows sources and sinks to have different performance and
runtime characteristics and yet be able to effectively use the physical resources available to the
system. Figure 1-9 shows how the various components interact with each other within a flow
pipeline.
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Figure 1-9: Schematic showing logical components in a flow. The arrows represent the
direction in which events travel across the system.

The primary use case for Flume is as a logging system that gathers a set of log files on every
machine in a cluster and aggregates them to a centralized persistent store such as the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). Also, Flume can be used for instance as an HTTP event
manager that deals with different types of requests and drives each of them to any specific data
store during data acquisition process, such an NoSQL databases like HBase. Consequently,
Apache Flume is not pure data acquisition software but may complements successfully to this
type of systems by managing the different data types acquired and transforming them to
specific data stores or repositories.

1.2.2.2.3.

Storm

Storm is an open-source framework for robust distributed real-time computation on streams of
11
data. It started off as an open-source project , now has a large and active community and
supports a wide range of programming languages and storage facilities (relational databases,
NoSQL stores, etc.). One of the main advantages of Storm is that it can be utilized in manifold
data gathering scenarios including stream processing (process streams of data, update and
emit changes and forget the messages afterwards) and distributed RPC for solving
computationally intensive functions on-the-fly and continuous computation applications (Grant,
2012). Many companies and applications are using Storm to power a wide variety of
12
productional systems processing data. These are among others : Groupon, The Weather
Channel, fullcontact.com and Twitter. The logical network of Storm consists of three types of
nodes: A master node called Nimbus, a set of intermediate Zookeeper nodes and a set of
Supervisor nodes.




The Nimbus is equivalent to Hadoop’s JobTracker: It uploads the computation for
execution, distributes code across the cluster and monitors computation.
The Zookeepers handle the complete cluster coordination. This cluster organization
layer is based upon the Apache ZooKeeper project.
The supervisor daemon spawns worker nodes and is comparable to Hadoop’s
TaskTracker. This is the place where most of the work of application developers goes
into. The worker nodes communicate with the Nimbus via the Zookeepers to determine
what to run on the machine, starting and stopping workers.

11 https://github.com/nathanmarz/storm/
12 A complete list can be found at https://github.com/nathanmarz/storm/wiki/Powered-By
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Figure 1-10: Architecture of the Storm framework13.

A computation is called Topology in Storm. Once the user has specified the job Storm is called
by a command line client submitting the custom code packed in a JAR file for example. Storm
will upload the JAR to the cluster and tells the Nimbus to start the Topology. Once deployed,
topologies can run indefinitely.
There are four Concepts and abstraction layers within Storm:







Streams: Unbounded sequence of tuples, which are named lists of values. Values can
be arbitrary objects implementing a serialization interface.
Spouts are sources of streams in a computation, e.g., read from the Twitter APIs.
Bolts process any number of input streams and produce any number of output streams.
This is where most of the application logic goes.
Topologies, the top-level abstraction of Storm. Basically, a topology is a network of
spouts and bolts connected by edges. Every edge is a bolt subscribing to the stream of
a spout or another bolt.

Figure 1-11: A Topology in Storm. The dots in node represent the concurrent tasks of the spout/bolt.

Both spouts and bolts are stateless nodes and inherently parallel, executing as many tasks
across the cluster; whereat, tasks communicate directly to one another. From a physical point of
view a worker is a JVM process with a number of tasks running within. Both spouts and bolts
are distributed over a number of tasks and workers. Storm supports a number of stream
grouping approaches ranging from random grouping to tasks, to field grouping, where tuples are
grouped by specific fields to the same tasks (Madsen, 2012). Storm uses a pull model; each
bolt pulls events from its source. Tuples traverse the entire network within a specified time
window or are considered as failed. Therefore, in terms of recovery the spouts are responsible
to keep tuples ready for replay.

13 Figure taken from: Dan Lynn: "Storm: the Real-Time Layer Your Big Data's Been Missing", Slides @Gluecon 2012
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1.2.2.2.4.

Yahoo S4

S4 (Simply Scalable Streaming System) is a distributed, general-purpose platform for
developing applications processing streams of data. Started in 2008 by Yahoo! Inc, it has been
Apache Incubator project since 2011. S4 is designed to work on commodity hardware, avoiding
I/O bottlenecks by relying on an all-in-memory approach (Neumeyer, 2011). In general keyed
data events are routed to Processing Elements (PE). PEs receives events and either emits
resulting events and/or publishes results. The S4 engine was inspired by the MapReduce model
and resembles the Actors model (encapsulation semantics and location transparency). Among
others it provides a simple programming interface for processing data streams in a
decentralized and symmetric and pluggable architecture.
A stream in S4 is a sequence of elements (events) of both tuple-valued keys and attributes. A
basic computational unit PE is identified by the following four components:





Its functionality provided by the PE class and associated configuration.
The event types it consumes.
The keyed attribute in this event, and
The value of the keyed attribute of the consuming events.

A PE is instantiated by the platform for each value of the key attribute. Keyless PEs is a special
class of PEs with no keyed attribute and value. This PEs consumes all events of the
corresponding type and is typically at the input layer of an S4 cluster. There is a large number of
standard PEs available for a number of tasks such as aggregate and join. The logical hosts of
PEs are the Processing Nodes (PNs). PNs listen to events, execute operations for incoming
events, and dispatch events with assistance of the communication layer.
S4 routes each event to PNs based on a hash function over all known values of the keyed
attribute in the event. There is another special type of the PE object: the PE prototype. It is
identified by the first three components. These objects are configured upon initialization and, for
any value it can clone itself to create a fully qualified PE. This cloning event is triggered by the
PN for each unique value of the keyed attribute. An S4 application is a graph of composed of
PE prototypes and streams that produce, consume and transmit messages. Whereas PE
instances are clones the corresponding prototypes containing the state, and are associated with
unique keys (Neumeyer at al., 2011).

Figure 1-12: Architecture of a S4 processing node.14

As a consequence of this design S4 guarantees that all events with a specific value of the
keyed attribute arrive at the corresponding PN and within it are routed to the specific PE
14 Taken from Bradic, Aleksandar: “S4: Distributed Stream Computing Platform”, at Software Scalability Meetup, Belgrad 2011:
http://de.slideshare.net/alekbr/s4-stream-computing-platform
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instance (Bradic, 2011). The current state of a PE is inaccessible to other PEs. S4 is based
upon a push model: events are routed to the next PE as fast as possible. Therefore, if a
receiver buffers fills up events may be dropped. Via lossy check pointing, S4 provides state
recovery. In case of a node crash a new one takes over its task from the most recent snapshot
on. Events send in between get lost.
The communication layer is based upon the Apache ZooKeeper project. It manages the cluster,
provides failover handling to stand-by nodes. PEs is built in Java using a fairly simple API, and
is assembled into the application using the Spring framework.

1.2.2.2.5.

Amazon SQS
15

Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS ) is a commoditization of message systems,
which exposes Amazon’s messaging infrastructure as a web service. The service is intended to
complement Amazon’s SAAS (software as a service) suite including Amazon S3, Amazon EC2
and Amazon Web Services by a simple paid message service, so that users do not require their
own hardware and hosting for messaging.
The content of each message is a 64 KB text blob and can be used arbitrarily by the customer
to encode further features (e.g. by using XML or by ordering sequence of messages as Amazon
does not guarantee that messages are delivered in order). Larger message can be split into
multiple segments that are sent separately, or the message data can be stored using Amazon
Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) or Amazon SimpleDB with just a pointer to the data
transmitted in the SQS message. Security is provided by the Amazon Web Service (AWS)
authentication.
Amazon charges customers based on the received and delivered messages ($0.5 for 1 million
messages), but allows arbitrary queues and infrastructure. When combined with Amazon
Simple Notification Service (SNS), developers can 'fanout' identical messages to multiple SQS
queues in parallel. Each queue, however, has of a retention parameter defaulting to 4 days,
configurable to 1 minute up to 14 days. Any message residing in the queue for longer will be
purged automatically. Customers receive 1 million Amazon SQS queuing requests for free each
16
month. Open source clients like ElasticMQ are implementing the SQS interface.
In 2012, Amazon has introduced new features such as long polling, e.g. a poll request that
waits 1 to 20 seconds for messages on an empty queue as well as batch processing, which
effectively cuts down cost leakage (no empty poll requests and sending 10 messages as batch
for the price of one).

1.2.2.2.6.

Scribe

The Scribe Log Server is a server for the aggregation of streamed log data in real time. It was
developed by Facebook and published as open source in 2008. It has been designed to scale
for a large number of nodes and to provide a robust and reliable service to store log data.
Scribe is Facebook's internal logging mechanism and thus, able to log tens of billions of
messages per day piling up in a distributed network of data centres. The scribe server topology
is arranged as a directed graph. Servers running scribe receive log messages from clients,
aggregate them and send them to a central scribe server or even multiple central servers. This
and a simple configuration allows to add new layers into the system as required without having
them to explicitly understand the network topology or restart the whole system. If the central
scribe server is not available servers store the messages on local disk until recovery of the
central server. The central scribe server can write the messages to their final destination, a
distributed file system or an NFS (Network File System) in most cases or push them to another
layer of scribe servers.
A scribe log message is a tuple of two strings: a high-level description of the intended
destination of the log message called category and a message. Scribe servers can be
configured by the specific categories. Thus, allowing data stores to be moved without any
changes on client side by simply adjusting the scribe server configurations.

15 http://aws.amazon.com/sqs/
16 https://github.com/adamw/elasticmq
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Scribe is run by command line typically pointing to a configuration file. Flexibility and
extensibility is guaranteed through the store abstraction. Stores are loaded dynamically through
the configuration file. Thus, they can be changed on runtime. The basic principle of a
configuration is to handle/store messages based on their category. Some stores can contain
other stores. A Bucket store for example contains multiple stores and distributes messages to
them based on hashing. Aside the bucket store the following stores are also available in scribe:








File store: Writes to local files or NFS files.
Thriftfile store: Is similar to the file store, but writes to a Thrift TFileTransport file.
Network store: Sends messages to another scribe server.
Multi store: Forwards messages to multiple other stores.
Buffer Store: Contains a primary and secondary store. Messages are sent either to the
primary store if possible or a readable secondary store. When the first store becomes
available again messages are sent to him from the secondary preserving their ordering.
Null store: For discarding all messages passed to it.

Though scribe is not designed to offer transactional guarantees, it is robust to failure in the
network or on a specific machine. If scribe is not able to deliver a message to the central scribe
server it buffers the messages on the local file system and tries to resend them once the
network connection is re-established. As a concurrent resend from several scribe servers could
easily overload the central server, the scribe instances will hold the resend for a randomly
chosen period of time. Besides, if the central reaches its maximal capacity it will send a
message to the senders containing a try later signal to not attempt another send for several
minutes. The central server is also able to buffer messages on its local disk, if the file system is
down. In both cases upon reestablishment the original order of the messages is preserved.
Nevertheless, message losses are still possible:





If a client cannot connect to either the local or central scribe server.
Messages in memory but not yet on disk will be lost if a scribe server crashes.
If a reconnect to the central server is not established before the local disk fills up.
There are also some rare timeout conditions, which will result in duplicate messages.

1.2.2.2.7.

Hadoop

Apache Hadoop is an open-source project developing a framework for reliable, scalable and
distributed computing on Big Data using clusters of commodity hardware. It was derived from
Google's MapReduce and the Google File System (GFS) and written in Java. Hadoop is used
and supported by a big community. Moreover, it is used both in production and research
environments by many organizations; most notably Facebook, a9.com, AOL, Baidu, IBM,
Imageshack and Yahoo. The Hadoop project consist of four modules:





Hadoop Common for common utilities used throughout Hadoop.
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) a highly available and efficient file system.
Hadoop YARN: A framework for job scheduling and cluster management.
Hadoop MapReduce: A system to parallel processing large amounts of data.
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Figure 1-13: Architecture of a Hadoop multi node cluster17.

A Hadoop cluster is designed according to the master-slave principle. The master keeps track
of the metadata about the file distribution, in which large files are typically split into chunks of
128 MB. These parts are copied three times and the replicas are distributed through the cluster
of data nodes (slave nodes). This strategy ensures that in case of a node failure, the information
processed by the node is not lost; the master node is able allocate the data again. To monitor
the cluster every slave node regularly sends a heartbeat to the master node. If a slave isn’t
recognized for a longer time it is considered dead. As the master node is a single point of failure
it is typically run on highly reliable hardware. Moreover, a secondary master node can keep
track of changes in the metadata. With the help of the second master node, it is possible to
rebuild the functionality of the name node and thereby ensure the functionality of the cluster.
Hadoop processes the data according to the MapReduce paradigm. MapReduce is a framework
for parallel-distributed computation. The job tracker distributes computation task, called jobs.
Instead of moving the data to the calculation, Hadoop moves the calculation to the data. The job
tracker functions as a master distributing and administering jobs in the cluster. Task trackers do
the actual work on jobs. Typically each cluster node is running a task tracker instance and a
data node. The MapReduce framework ease up programming highly distributed parallel
programs. A programmer can focus on writing the more simpler map() and reduce() functions
dealing with real problem while the MapReduce infrastructure takes care of running and
managing the tasks in the cluster.
18

In the orbit of the Hadoop project a number of related projects have emerged. The Apache Pig
project for instance is built upon Hadoop and simplifies writing and maintaining Hadoop
19
implementations. The Apache HBase project aims to provide real time access to big data.

1.3. Industrial Sector approach towards Data Acquisition
In the following, we give a brief overview of the problems faced by the different sectors when
dealing with data acquisition. We then present a series of requirements that were derived from
these insights.

1.3.1 Finance and Insurance
Big Data now plays a central role in the finance and insurance sector. Integrating large amounts
of data from heterogeneous sources with business intelligence systems for analysis is the chief
goal, which motivates the acquisition of this data. Here, some of the major areas for acquiring
17 The figure was taken from http://www.computerwoche.de/i/detail/artikel/2507037/3/945897/d2e264-media/
18 http://pig.apache.org/
19 http://hbase.apache.org/
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data in these sectors are: exchange markets, investments, banking, customer profiles and
behaviour. According to (Brown et al., 2012), "financial services has the most to gain from Big
Data" for ease of capturing and value potential, "financial players get the highest marks for
value creation opportunities". Banks can add value by improving a number of products e.g.,
customizing UX, improved targeting, adapting business models, reducing portfolio losses and
capital costs, office efficiencies, new value propositions (Gordon, 2012). Some of the publicly
available financial data are provided by international statistical agencies like Eurostat, World
Bank, European Central Bank, International Monetary Fund, International Financial Corporation,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. While these data sources are not as
time-sensitive in comparison to exchange markets, they provide valuable complementary data
that must be included into any data acquisition strategy.

1.3.2 Health Sector
The health care system currently has four major pools for large amounts of health data, of which
each is held by a different stakeholder/party:








Clinical data which is provided by hospitals, care centres physicians, etc. and
encompass any information stored within the classical hospital information systems or
EHR, such as medical records, medical images, lab results, etc.
Claims, cost and administrative data which is provided by payers and encompass any
data sets relevant for reimbursement issues, such as utilization of care, cost estimates,
claims, etc.
Pharmaceutical and R&D data, which is provided by the pharmaceutical companies,
research labs/academia, government and encompass clinical trials, population and
disease data, etc.
Patient behaviour and sentiment data which is provided by consumers or monitoring
device producer and encompass any information related to the patient behaviours and
preferences

As each data pool is provided by different stakeholders/parties, the data in the health domain is
highly fragmented. The acquisition of data from these various and highly heterogeneous data
sets is an important prerequisite of Big Data Health applications and requires the effective
involvement and interplay of the various stakeholders.
Currently, online platforms and communities like PatientsLikeMe.com or the personal health
records offered by Google Health and Microsoft Healthvault allows consumers to create
personal health profiles and goals, track treatments and prescriptions, and monitor their
experiences as patients. In terms of data availability, the volume is lower than in health care, but
still very relevant, and in contrast with the former one, up to 90% of the data generated in public
sector is created in digital form, partly as a result of e-government initiatives undertaken during
the past 15 years. The main problem in this case is the access to them, since - in general - it is
not exposed so that third parties can make use of them and generates value. Additionally,
Data.gov.uk in UK and the Aporta Web portal in Spain (www.proyectoaporta.es) make
government databases available to the public and services like expectmore.gov and Dr. Foster
Intelligence provide health care information to UK citizens.

1.3.3 Manufacturing, Retail, Transport
Big Data acquisition in the context of the manufacturing, retail and transportation domains
become increasingly important. Since data processing costs decrease and storage capacities
increase, data can now be continuously gathered. Manufacturing companies as well as retailers
20
may for example monitor channels like Facebook, Twitter or news for any mentions and
analyse those data later on (e.g. customer sentiment analysis). Retailers on the web are also
collecting large amounts of data by storing log files and combine that growing number of
20 http://www.manufacturingpulse.com/featured-stories/2013/04/01/what-big-data-means-for-manufacturers
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information with other data sources such as sales data in order to analyse and predict customer
behaviour. In the field of manufacturing all participating devices are nowadays interconnected
(e.g. sensors, RFID), such that vital information is constantly gathered in order to predict
defective parts in an early stage. In the context of transportation there are also already a variety
of data sources available (e.g. http://publicdata.eu/dataset?groups=transport).

1.3.4 Government, Public, Non-profit
Integrating and analysing large amounts of data plays an increasingly important role in today's
society. Often, however, integrating information from dispersed sources can only attain new
discoveries and insights. Despite recent advances in structured data publishing on the Web
(such as RDFa and the schema.org initiative) the question arises how larger datasets can be
published, described in order to make them easily discoverable and facilitate the integration as
well as analysis.
One approach for addressing this problem are data portals, which enable organizations to
upload and describe datasets using comprehensive metadata schemes. Similar to digital
libraries, networks of such data catalogues can support the description, archiving and discovery
of datasets on the Web. Recently, we have seen a rapid growth of data catalogues being made
available on the Web. The data catalogue registry datacatalogs.org, for example, lists already
314 data catalogues worldwide. Examples for the increasing popularity of data catalogues are
Open Government Data portals, data portals of international organizations and NGOs as well as
scientific data portals. In the public and governmental sector a few catalogues and data hubs
can be used to find metadata or at least to find locations (links) of interesting files such as
21
publicdata.eu .

1.3.5 Telco, Media, Entertainment
Big data acquisition also plays a central role in this sector. The amount of knowledge included in
media files is heavily increasing since the beginning of electronic data processing. The evolution
of the Internet and the social web acted (and still act) as catalyser of a growing mass of media
files and metadata about it. Media data is multimodal and can be represented in the form of text
(including full-text, tables and slides), images, audio/video files and streams. All of these types
can be represented technically in different formats such as odp, xls, pptx, mpeg4, avi, wiki
markups, html and much more. Acquiring Big Data in this sector is thus linked with manifold
challenges. On the one hand, users (end-users and professionals) want to search/find, explore
and discover media data and their respective metadata. On the other hand users will add, edit,
version, synchronize, etc. media data and the respective metadata (as well as
recommendations and reviews). A further challenge is addressing the topic of multilingualism.
Because knowledge is always encoded using a specific natural language and typically they are
rarely translated into other ones, content retrieval and linking algorithms have to use specific
NLP tools.
It is possible to acquire knowledge from the media files using different APIs that offers abilities
to extract data from the desired technical representations. Furthermore it is possible to extract
knowledge from existing meta-information (crowd based approach). To search, find and explore
22
such meta data information different portals and APIs exists such as YouTube (and its API ),
23
24
the international Movie DataBase (IMDB ), the Open Movie DataBase (OMDB and its API )
25
and Soundcloud (and its API ).

21 http://publicdata.eu/dataset?q=media
22 https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3
23 http://www.imdb.com/
24 http://www.omdbapi.com/
25 http://developers.soundcloud.com/docs
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1.4. Roadmap
1.4.1 Requirements
Big Data acquisition tooling has to deal with high-velocity, variety, real-time data acquisition.
Thus, tooling for data acquisition has to ensure a very high throughput. This means that data
can come from multiple resources (social networks, sensors, web mining, logs, etc.), with
different structures or unstructured (text, video, pictures and media files), at a very high pace
(tens or hundreds of thousands event per second). Therefore the main challenge in acquiring
Big Data is to provide frameworks and tools that ensure the required throughput for the
problem at hand without losing any data in the process. In this context, other emerging
challenges to deal with in the future include the following.

1.4.1.1

General Requirements

1.4.1.1.1.

Requirement 1

Data acquisition is often started by tools that provide some kind of input data to the system,
such as social network and web mining algorithms, sensor data acquisition software, logs
periodically injected, etc. Typically the data acquisition process starts with a single or multiple
end points where the data comes from. These end points could take different technical
appearances, such as log importers, Storm-based algorithms, or even the data acquisition may
offer APIs to the external world to inject the data, by using RESTful services or any other
programmatic APIs. Hence, any technical solution that aims to acquire data from different
sources should be able to deal with this wide range of different implementations.

1.4.1.1.2.

Requirement 2

Another challenge to data acquisition frameworks is to provide the mechanisms to connect the
data acquisition with the data pre- and post-processing (analysis) and storage, both in the
historical and real-time layers. In order to do so, the batch and real-time processing tools (i.e.,
Storm and Hadoop) should be able to be contacted by the data acquisition tools. Tools do it in
different ways. For instance Apache Kafka uses a publish-subscribe mechanism where both
Hadoop and Storm can be subscribed, and therefore the messages received will be available to
them. Apache Flume on the other hand follows a different approach, storing the data in a
NoSQL key-value store to ensure velocity, and pushing the data to one or several receivers
(i.e., Hadoop and Storm). There is a red thin line between data acquisition, storage and
analysis in this process, as data acquisition typically ends by storing the raw data in an
appropriate master dataset, and connecting with the analytical pipeline (especially the real-time,
but also the batch processing).

1.4.1.1.3.

Requirement 3

The effective pre-processing of the acquired data (especially the unstructured data) is yet
another challenge to Big Data acquisition. Especially, it is central that data pre-processing
nodes in the data acquisition process provide a structured or semi-structured output that can be
easily stored and later analysed. Note that the borders between data acquisition and analysis
are blurred in this form of pre-processing. Some may argue that pre-processing is part of
processing, and therefore of data analysis, while others believe that data acquisition does not
end with the actual gathering, but also with cleaning the data and providing a minimal set of
coherence and metadata on top of it. Data cleaning usually takes several steps, such as
boilerplate removal (i.e., getting rid of HTML headers in web mining acquisition), language
detection and named entities recognition (for textual resources), and providing extra metadata
such as timestamp, provenance information (yet another frontier with data curation), etc.
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To overcome challenges related to post- and pre- process of acquired data, the current state of
the art provides a set of open source and commercial tools and frameworks. The main goal
when defining a correct data acquisition strategy is therefore to understand the needs of the
system in terms of data volume, variety and velocity, and take the right decision on which tool is
best to ensure the acquisition and desired throughput. Approaches that can analyse the data
requirements of companies and provide suggestions in this respect would enable even SMEs to
partake in the use of Big Data.

1.4.1.1.4.

Requirement 4

The final challenge is related to media (pictures, video…) in terms of acquisition. This is a
challenge, but it is even a bigger challenge for video and image analysis and storage. It would
be useful to find out about existing Open Source or commercial tools for acquisition of media.

1.4.1.2

Finance and Insurance (SC)

The finance and insurance sector relies on several data sources in several formats to generate
prognosis. Approaches that allow detecting interesting data sources are at the forefront of
requirements for financial institutes and insurances. This requirement has clear implication on
the data analysis and storage for this sector. Especially, the consumption of significant amounts
of relevant data requires flexible storage solutions that can deal with vast amount of
heterogeneous data. Moreover, the different data sources require time-efficient yet accurate
distributed algorithms for pattern detection. As markets are in constant motion, data detection
and acquisition needs to be as adaptive.

1.4.1.3

Health Sector

The integration of the various heterogeneous data sets is an important prerequisite of Big Data
Health applications and requires the effective involvement and interplay of the various
stakeholders. For establishing the basis for Big Health Data Applications, several challenges
need to be addressed (McKinsey, 2011):











Data Digitalization: A significant portion of clinical data is not yet digitized. There is a
substantial opportunity to create value if these pools of data can be digitized, combined,
and used effectively.
Data Integration: Each generates pools of data, but they have typically remained
unconnected from each other.
System Incentives: The incentives to leverage big data in this sector are often out of
alignment, offering an instructive case on the sector-wide interventions that can be
necessary to capture value.
Data security and privacy hinder data exchange.
Lack of standardized health data (e.g. EHR, common models / ontologies) affects
analytics usage.
Only a small percentage of data is documented with low quality.

1.4.1.4

Manufacturing, Retail, Transport

Challenges in the context of manufacturing, retail as well as transportation may include Data
extraction challenges. Gathered data comes from very heterogeneous sources (e.g. log files,
data from social media that needs to be extracted via proprietary APIs, data from sensors, etc.).
Some data comes in at a very high pace, such that the right technologies need to be chosen for
extraction (e.g. MapReduce). Challenges may also include Data integration challenges. For
example product names used by customers on social media platforms need to be matched
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against ids used for product pages on the web and again be matched against internal ids used
in ERP systems.

1.4.1.5

Government, Public, Non-profit

Governments and public administrations started to publish large amounts of structured data on
the Web. However, to enable Big Data applications in this sector the following challenges have
to be answered:

The published data is heterogeneous, mostly in the form of tabular data such as CSV
files or Excel sheets. Only a tiny fraction of open data is currently available as RDF.

None of existent tools support a truly incremental, pay-as-you-go data publication and
mapping strategy. The lack of such architecture of participation with regard to the
mapping and transformation of tabular data to semantically richer representations
hampers the creation of an ecosystem, which enables Big Data applications.

1.4.1.6

Telco, Media, Entertainment (MM)

In this sector a few challenges can be listed:

Data/Knowledge Extraction: A significant portion of communication / media /
entertainment data is not yet extracted from their original sources or at least annotated.
There is a substantial opportunity to create value out of these pools of data.
Furthermore, meta-information about the source files has to be integrated and fuse.
This requires means of discovery for media files.

Language Management: There is no standardized language that is always used to
encode the extracted knowledge. This causes for instance linking problems that are
based on this extracted information.

Synchronization of Data. How to update extracted knowledge bases if sources are
changing, which happens often at least by textual content.

Data Integration: Each generates pools of data, but they have typically remained
unconnected from each other. Devising approaches to link this data at acquisition time
(using hashing for example) would significantly improve the quality of the data acquired.

1.4.2 Emerging Trends
First future trends can be derived from the current state of our analysis of data acquisition for
Big Data. Over the last years, the pay-as-you-go paradigm has become most prominent in datadriven organizations. The idea here is the provision of IT and data landscapes that allow the
evolution of the IT and data of organizations based on the current data management
requirements faced by the organization. This paradigm is currently being extended to the payas-you-grow paradigm, which aims to facilitate the extension of the data processing capabilities
of organizations as required by the data they have. The data business promises to develop a
novel pay-as-you-know industry, which will enable companies to pay for tailored data
acquisition as well as analysis while incrementing the quantity of data analysed and the quality
of the data analysis as their requirements grows. This trend will lead to the development of data
consultants, which will be able to tell companies where to get data to address their data needs.
A more technical trend that is currently emerging within semantics-driven community is the idea
of self-describing data sources. This trend emerges for the requirements expressed by
several of the sector forums. Here, the idea is that data sources can describe their own content
in a way that enables organizations, which require the data they contain to find them easily. To
this aim, a high-tech data source search and recommendation industry promises to be born
in the near future. This industry promises to achieve revenues comparable to world-know
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companies such as Google and Yahoo, as industry will be willing to invest large sums to
achieved fast growth and optimal data use.
In the public sector, Big Data acquisition also promises the beginning of a revolution. First
applications such as the use of Big Data for crime prediction show that governments can use
big data to improve law enforcement. Other possible areas of application include improve
childcare, health and education facilities based on feeds from the population.

1.5. Conclusion and Next Steps
In this section we presented the state of the art in data acquisition for Big Data with a focus on
tools and protocols. In the final version of the white paper, we will aim at presenting further tools
in more detail. Moreover, we will aim to devise a catalogue of characteristic for Big Data
acquisition tools with the aim of comparing existing solutions and generating guidelines for
when to employ them. More future trends will be pinpointed and described.
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2.

Data Analysis

2.1. Introduction

Figure 2-1: The Main BIG Activities.

As can be seen in Figure 2-1, BIG is split into a number of Sector Forums, which will gather
needs from vertical industrial sectors and Technology Working Groups which focus on different
Big Data technical aspects. Big Data Analysis is concerned with making raw data, which has
been acquired, amenable to use – primarily in supporting decision-making as well as domain
specific usage. Typically this will entail transforming data into a richer, possibly semantic based,
representation. The techniques associated with Big Data Analysis will encompass those related
to data mining and machine learning, to information extraction and new forms of data
processing and reasoning including for example, stream data processing and large-scale
reasoning.

2.1.1 Objectives
Given that this is the first white paper we have elected to explain the overall process that we
have taken in generating our content. This is based on the following approach:


Analysing the state of the art in key research areas associated with Big Data Analysis.



Online interviews with prominent leaders and researchers associated with Big Data.
Here we wanted to gain viewpoints from a strategic point of view as well as from
technical aspects. We have also used the interviews to support dissemination and
learning (see Annex 1.Annex d).



Interview analysis tools including a ‘collective intelligence’ tool, which supports the
gaining of evidence, based community consensus on complex issues. We are also
experimenting with tools for automatic interview transcription and tag extraction.



Generation of research claims, requirements and future technological capabilities from
the interviews. These are listed in section 2.4 along with the name of the source.
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2.1.2 Intended audience
The target readers for this deliverable are policy makers, researchers and practitioners in the
area of Big Data.

2.2. The Process
2.2.1 Interviewees
To aid in the writing of this white paper we interviewed a number of key players in the Big Data
Analysis and Big Data generic space from industry and academia to gain their views and
insights. Table 2-1 below contains the list of interviewees to date. As can be seen we have thus
far succeeded in covering individuals from academia and small and large industry. In order not
to unintentionally limit the scope of this work we elected to not artificially limit our interviewees to
those perceived to be in the area of Big Data Analysis.
Table 2-1: Big Data Analysis Interviewees

No

First Name

Last Name

Organisation

Role/Position

1

Soren

Auer

University of Leipzig

2

Ricardo

Baeza-Yates

Yahoo!

Professor
Vice President of Research for Europe
and Latin America

3

François

Bancilhon

Data Publica

Chief Executive Officer

4

Richard

Benjamins

Telefonica

Director Business Intelligence

5

Hjalmar

Gislason

DataMarket Inc.

Founder and Chief Executive Officer

6

Alon

Halvey

7

Usman

Haque

Research Scientist
Pachube Founder and Director Urban
Projects Division COSM

8

Jim

Hendler

Google
COSM (formerly of
Pachube)
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute (RPI)

9

Alek

Kołcz

Twitter

Data Scientist

10

Prasanna

Lal Das

World Bank

Lead Program Officer Controllers

11

Peter

Mika

Yahoo!

Researcher

12

Jeni

Tennison

Open Data Institute

Technical Director

13

Bill

Thompson

BBC

Head of Partnership Development

14

Andraž

Tori

Founder and Chief Technology Officer

15

Frank

vanHarmelen

Zemanta
Free University of
Amsterdam

16

Jim

Webber

Neo Technology

Chief Scientist
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2.2.2 Target Interviewees
We continue to aggregate suggestions for interviewees from the BIG consortium, our network
and the interviewees - the last question in every interview targets this (see Annex 1).
Table 2-2: Potential Big Data Analysis Interviewees

No

First
Name

Last Name

Organisation

Role/Position

1

Lars

Backstrom

Facebook

Data Scientist

2

Omar

Benjelloun

Google

Staff Software Engineer

3

Joerg

Bienert

ParStream

Chief Technology Officer

4

Paolo

Boldi

Associate Professor

5

Peter

Boncz

University of Milano
Free University of
Amsterdam

6

Ciro

Catutto

ISI Foundation

Head of the Data Science Lab

7

Hamish

Cunningham

Professor

8

Leigh

Dodds

Sheffield
Freelance (formerly CTO
of Kasabi)

9

Bruce

Durlin

Mastodon C

10

Nicholas

Halstead

DataSift, Inc

11

Kristian

Hammond

Narrative Science

Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Co-Founder and Chief Technology
Officer

12

Steve

Harris

Garlik/Experian

Chief Technology Officer

13

Sriram

Krishnan

Facebook

Product Manager

14

Ronny

Lempel

Yahoo!

Big Data Chief Scientist

15

Paul

Miller

Cloudofdata blog

Blogger

16

Magnus

Sahlgren

Gavagai

Chief Scientist

17

Joachim

Schaper

AGT Germany

VP Research

18

Roman

Stanek

Gooddata

Founder and Chief Executive Officer

Professor

Co-Founder and Chief Technology
Officer

2.2.3 The Interview Questions
The full document is contained in Annex 1.Annex b. This document contains background
information on the BIG Project including the structure based on Sector Forums and Technology
Working groups and then the list of questions. The questions are structured in four main parts:


Asking the interviewee to introduce himself/herself.



Technology focused questions aiming to elicit the design principles, components, tradeoffs and metrics associated with the significant (in the eyes of the interviewee) Big Data
analysis technologies.



Questions on the potential impact of the technologies from a scientific, economic,
business and societal point of view.
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Questions related to which other knowledge sources including individuals and
organisations that, in the view of the interviewee, we should interview.

2.3. State of the art
Here we examine Big Data analysis from the literature, overviewing a variety of topics ranging
from working efficiently with data to large-scale data management.

2.3.1 Use of Linked Data and Semantic Approaches to Big Data
Analysis
Linked Data and semantic approaches to Big Data Analysis have been highlighted by a number
of interviewees including Soren Auer, François Bancilhon, Richard Benjamins, Hjalmar
Gislason, Frank van Harmelen, Jim Hendler, Peter Mika and JeniTennison.

2.3.1.1

State of the Art in Entity Summarisation

To the best of our knowledge, entity summarization was first mentioned in (Cheng, Ge, & Qu,
2008). The authors present Falcons which “... provides keyword-based search for Semantic
Web entities”. Next to features such as concept search, ontology and class recommendation,
and keyword-based search, the system also describes a popularity-based approach for ranking
statements an entity is involved in. Further, the authors also describe the use of the MMR
technique (Carbonell & Jade, 1998) to rerank statements to account for diversity. In a later
publication, (Cheng, Tran, & Qu, 2011), entity summarization requires “... ranking data
elements according to how much they help identify the underlying entity.” This statement
accounts for the most common definition of entity summarization: the ranking and selection of
statements that identify or define an entity. However, a different notion of entity summarization
was mentioned in (Demartini, Saad Missen, Blanco, & Zaragoza, 2010), where the authors
describe the problems of entity retrieval and the determination of entities in current news
articles. The authors define entity summarization as follows: “given a query, a relevant
document and possible a set of previous related documents (the history of the document),
retrieve a set of entities that best summarize the document.” This problem is different from the
problem we mean to describe in this section. In the following we will provide a snapshot of the
most recent developments in the field of entity summarization.
In (Singhal, 2012), the author introduces Google’s Knowledge Graph. Next to entity
disambiguation (“Find the right thing”) and exploratory search (“Go deeper and broader”), the
Knowledge Graph also provides summaries of entities, i.e. “Get the best summary”. Although
not explained in detail, Google points out that they use the search queries of users for the
summaries:
How do we know which facts are most likely to be needed for each item? For that, we
go back to our users and study in aggregate what they’ve been asking Google about
each item. For example, people are interested in knowing what books Charles Dickens
wrote, whereas they’re less interested in what books Frank Lloyd Wright wrote, and
more in what buildings he designed.
(Singhal, 2012)
For the Knowledge Graph summaries, Google uses a unique dataset of millions of day-by-day
queries in order to provide concise summaries. Such a dataset is, however, not available to all
content providers.
As an alternative, (Thalhammer, Toma, Roa-Valverde, & Fensel, 2012) suggest using
background data of consumption patterns of items in order to derive summaries of movie
entities. The idea stems from the field of recommender systems where item neighbourhoods
can be derived by the co-consumption behaviour of users (i.e., through analyzing the user-item
matrix).
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A first attempt to standardize evaluation of entity summarization is provided by (Thalhammer,
Knuth, & Sack, 2012). The authors suggest a game with a purpose (GWAP) in order to produce
a reference dataset for entity summarization. In the description, the game is designed as a quiz
game about movie entities from Freebase. In their evaluation, the authors compare the
summaries produced by (Singhal, 2012) and the summaries of (Thalhammer, Toma, RoaValverde, & Fensel, 2012).

2.3.1.2
Data abstraction based on ontologies and
communication workflow patterns
The problem of communication on the Web, as well as beyond it, is not trivial, considering the
rapidly increasing amount of channels (content sharing platforms, social media and networks,
variety of devices) and audience to be reached; and numerous technologies to address this
problem are appearing (Fensel et al., 2012). Data management via semantic techniques can
certainly facilitate the communication abstraction and make it more automated and less time
consuming. Inspired by the work of Mika (Mika, 2005) regarding the tripartite model of
ontologies for social networks (i.e. Actor-Concept-Instance), ecommunication workflow patterns
(e.g. typical query response patterns for online communication), that are usable and adaptable
to the needs of the Social Web, can be defined (Stavrakantonakis, 2013b). Moreover, there has
already been considerable interest in the social network interactions, like the work in (FuentesFernandez et al., 2012) which coined the `social property’ as a network of activity theory
concepts with a given meaning. Social properties are considered as “patterns that represent
knowledge grounded in the social sciences about motivation, behaviour, organization,
interaction...” (Fuentes-Fernandez et al., 2012). Peter Mika mentioned the use of psychology
and economic theories to increase the effectiveness of analysis tools in his interview (see
section 2.5.1 item 2).
The results of this research direction combined with the generic work flow patterns described in
(Van Der Aalst et al., 2003) are highly relevant with the objectives of this approach and the
materialisation of the communication patterns. Furthermore, the design of the patterns is related
to the collaboration among the various agents as described in (Dorn at al., 2012) in the scope of
the social work flows. Aside from the social properties, the work described in (Rowe et al., 2011)
introduces the usage of ontologies in the modelling of the user’s activities in conjunction with
content and sentiment. In the context of the approach, modelling behaviours enable one to
identify patterns in communication problems and understand the dynamics in discussions in
order to discover ways of engaging more efficiently with the public in the Social Web. Extending
the state of the art work in the existing behaviour modelling methods, the contribution is the
specialisation of the ontology towards specific domains, with respect to the datasets of the use
cases. Several researchers have proposed the realisation of context-aware work flows (Wieland
et al., 2007) and social collaboration processes (Liptchinsky et al., 2012), which are related to
the idea of modelling the related actors and artefacts in order to enable adaptiveness and
personalization in the communication patterns infrastructure.
Research in the area of semantics regarding the retrieval of work flows (Bergmann et al., 2011)
as well as the semantic annotation paradigms such as that described in (Uren et al., 2006) and
(Sivashanmugam et al., 2003) is also related to the above. The contribution of the outlined
approach can considered to be three-fold: the application of user and behaviour modelling
methods in certain domains, the design and implementation of work flow patterns tailored for
communication in the Social Web, and the context-aware adaptation and evolution of the
patterns.

2.3.2 Recommendations and personal data
The majority of the recommender systems, for example, in tourism, follow the same workflow
pattern. The personalisation procedure consists of three stages as presented in
(Stavrakantonakis, 2013a):
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1. The initialisation phase, in which the user explicitly specifies personal information and
preferences;
2. The analysis phase, which is responsible for the matching of user’s preferences with the
available business entities, points-of-interest (POIs) etc.; and
3. The representation of the recommendations to the user.
The feedback from the user is used to improve the future results and refine the produced user
model. The initial step cannot be skipped in any way from the various recommendation systems
that are available in the Web sphere, because it is crucial for the proper exploitation of the
algorithms that lie at the backend (i.e. the part of the system comprising core knowledge
management functions). In most cases, this step is required only at the initialisation of the
platform, making the usability of those platforms user friendly. Examples of recently launched
systems, just to name a few, are Nara (nara.me), which is a restaurant recommender,
Sightsplanner (tallinn.sightsplanner.com) for Tallinn related recommendations and the Supe
system (Parundekar&Oguchi, 2012), which personalises GPS devices for automobile drivers.
Nara is a Web based recommender application that aims at providing the users with
personalised suggestions for restaurants in various cities. The workflow that is followed consists
of three main steps. Firstly, the user explicitly specifies three restaurants in one of the cities that
the system is running. Based on this information, the system is able to make initial
recommendations about other restaurants that may be interesting to the user. Then, the user
can train the system by liking or disliking the recommendations. The recommendation aspect
relies on neural network computing techniques. This illustrates the major difference from preexisting approaches, as it has been communicated by the Chief Technology Officer of the
company and disseminated within an online Semantic Web news portal (Zaino, 2012).
Sightsplanner is a route recommender system for tourists, helping them to specify their visiting
plan in the city of Tallinn according to their traveller-profile and interests. Travellers access the
system via its web interface and explicitly specify their visiting interests regarding various
categories (i.e. events, museums and arts, architecture and city, eating out etc.) in terms of visit
frequency. Sliders from “less” to “more” in the Web interface help the users to indicate the level
of interest they have in activities from each category. Thus, upon visiting the website, the
tourists specify their interests by using the “less” to “more” sliders or choosing one of the
predefined profiles. After, the system calculates the visitor’s time in the city in conjunction with
the interests and the characteristics of the various points-of-interest that are stored in the
database of the platform. The POIs stored in the database stem from the scraping of six web
portals (Luberg et al., 2012). The results are then presented to the users, which in turn, helps
them decide their route.
Supe stands for Semantic User Preference Engine and has, as its main objective, the
improvement of the in-vehicle navigation system experience. The Toyota Info Technology
department wanted to leverage the POI results of the GPS devices to personalised POI search
results by using Semantic Web technologies. The semantics’ pillar helps them to define and
understand the preferences of the driver as well as the POIs and furthermore use certain
formulas to calculate the level of similarity between them. Therefore, the system presents to the
drivers a list of POIs according to the places they have visited and prefer. A preference model is
stored in the GPS device and synchronised with a replica in the cloud, which reflects the
behaviour of the driver up until that moment, and can be used in the future during a search of
POIs.
The diversity of approaches affects the effectiveness of the systems and the suitability of the
results for the traveller. Nara uses a highly sophisticated recommendation methodology,
Sightsplanner relies on predefined traveller-profiles and Supe combines a recommendation
methodology and data from GPS devices. These systems were presented to illustrate the
diversity in the recommendation approaches and emphasize their relationship rather than
evaluate them.
Regarding the aforementioned presentation of a few recommendation approaches, the lack of a
unified user model is noticeable (Stavrakantonakis, 2013a). The personal data of the users that
populate the user models is stored and trapped in the proprietary data warehouses of the
systems and is not available for reuse by other systems even after user approval. Systems like
Sightsplanner, require user’s input about his/her preferences in every use of the system, which
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causes an overhead of the whole procedure in terms of time from the user’s point of view.
Additionally, systems like Supe could benefit from a user model that aggregates the interests of
the users and makes them available in an open and interoperable manner. From a reverse
perspective, GPS data could enrich the user model of travellers with valuable information for
future use. Thus, a unified user model could help all the above-mentioned systems to have
better knowledge of the user and benefit from each other.

2.3.3 Stream data processing
Ricardo Baeza-Yates highlighted stream data mining as an important area in his interview (see
item 4 in section 2.6.1).

2.3.3.1

RDF data stream pattern matching

Lately, an increasing number of data streams are common on the Web, from several different
domains (e.g. social media, sensor readings, transportation, and communication). Motivated by
the huge amount of structured and unstructured data available as continuous streams,
streaming processing techniques using Web technologies have appeared. In order to process
data streams on the Web, it is important to cope with openness and heterogeneity. A core issue
of data stream processing systems is to process data in a certain time frame and to be able to
query for patterns. Additional desired features are static data support that will not change over
time and can be used to enhance dynamic data. Temporal operators and time-based windows
are also typically found in these systems, used to combine several RDF graphs with time
dependencies. Some major developments in this area are C-SPARQL (Barbieriet al., 2010)
ETALIS (Anicic et al., 2011) and SPARKWAVE (Komazec et al., 2012).
C-SPARQL is a language based on SPARQL and extended with definitions for streams and
time windows. Incoming triples are first materialized based on RDFS and then fed into the
evaluation system. C-SPARQL does not provide true continuous pattern evaluation, due to the
usage of RDF snapshots, which are evaluated periodically. But C-SPARQL’s strength is in
situations with significant amounts of static knowledge, which need to be combined with
dynamic incoming data streams.
ETALIS is an event processing system on top of SPARQL, as the pattern language component
of SPARQL was extended with event processing syntax; the pattern language is called EPSPARQL. The supported features are temporal operators, out-of order evaluation, aggregate
functions, several garbage collection modes and different consumption strategies. Additional
features are the support of static background knowledge, which can be loaded as an RDFS
ontology.
SPARKWAVE provides continuous pattern matching over schema enhanced RDF data
streams. In contrast to the C-SPARQL and EP-SPARQL, SPARKWAVE is fixed regarding the
utilised schema and does not support temporal operators or aggregate functions. The supported
schema by SPARKWAVE is RDF-schema with two additional OWL properties (inverse and
symmetric). The benefit of having fixed schema and no complex reasoning is that the system
can optimize and pre-calculate at the initialization phase the used pattern structure in memory,
thus leading to high throughput when processing incoming RDF data.

2.3.4 Large-scale Reasoning
The promise of reasoning promoted by the idea of the Semantic Web presents, however, a
difficult problem of scalability. Reasoning is defined by certain principles, such as soundness or
completeness, which are far from the practical world and the characteristics of the Web, where
data is often contradictory, incomplete and of an overwhelming size. Moreover, there exists a
gap between reasoning at Web scale and the more tailored reasoning over simplified subsets of
first-order logic, due to the fact that many aspects are assumed, which differ from reality (e.g.
small set of axioms and facts, completeness and correctness of inference rules, static domains).
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State of the art approaches (Fensel et al., 2007) propose a combination of reasoning and
information retrieval methods (based on search techniques), to overcome the problems of Web
scale reasoning. Incomplete and approximate reasoning was highlighted by Frank van
Harmelen as an important topic in his interview (see section 2.6.2 item 1).
One of the key aspects to these approaches is the combination of logic-based reasoning with
information retrieval and also machine learning techniques, which provide a trade-off between
the full fledged aspects of reasoning and the practicality of these for the Web. When the topic of
scalability arises, storage systems play an important role as well, especially the indexing
techniques and retrieval strategies. The trade-off between online (backward) reasoning and
offline (forward) reasoning was mentioned by Frank van Harmelen in his interview (see 2.6.2
item 2). Peter Mika mentioned the importance of efficient indexing techniques in his interview
(see section 2.6 item 4). A comparison of state of the art of semantic storage systems can be
found in (Ognyanoff et al., 2007).
Under the topic of large-scale systems, we find LarKC (Fensel et al., 2008) as a flagship project.
LarKC was an EU FP7 Large-Scale Integrating Project (http://www.larkc.eu), the aim of which
was to deal with large scalable reasoning systems and techniques using semantic technologies.
In regards to the scalability problem, the goal of LarKC was to provide a platform specifically
adapted to massive distribution and support for incomplete reasoning, which mitigates the high
costs of computation in traditional reasoning systems for the Web, and facilitates the creation of
experiments that are better adapted to the characteristics found in this context.

Figure 2-2: TheLarKCProject Strategy and Architecture

The main achievements of LarKC associated with large-scale reasoning were focused on
enriching the current logic-based Semantic Web reasoning methods, employing cognitively
inspired approaches and techniques, building a distributed reasoning platform and realizing the
platform on a high-performance computing cluster.

2.3.4.1

Benchmarking for Large-scale Repositories

Benchmarking is nascent for the area of large-scale semantic data processing, and in fact
currently they are only now being produced. Particularly, the Linked Data Benchmark Council
(LDBC) project aims to:


Create a suite of benchmarks that encourage the advancement of technology by
providing both academia and industry with clear targets for performance and
functionality, and
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Establish an independent authority for developing benchmarks and verifying the results
of those engines. The same holds for the emerging field of NoSQL graph databases,
which share with RDF a graph data model and pattern and path oriented query
languages.

A part of the suite of benchmarks created in LDBC is the benchmarking and testing the data
integration and reasoning functionalities supported by RDF systems. These benchmarks are
focused on testing: (i) instance matching and ETL techniques that play a critical role in data
integration; and (ii) the reasoning capabilities of existing RDF engines. Both topics are very
important in practice, and they both have been largely ignored by existing benchmarks for linked
data processing. In creating such benchmarks LDBC analyses various available scenarios to
identify those that can showcase best the data integration and reasoning functionalities of RDF
engines. Based on these scenarios, the limitations of existing RDF systems are identified in
order to gather a set of requirements for RDF data integration and reasoning benchmarks. For
instance, it is well known that existing systems do not perform well in the presence of nonstandard reasoning rules (e.g., advanced reasoning that considers negation and aggregation).
Moreover, existing reasoners perform inference by materialising the closure of the dataset
(using backward or forward chaining). However, this approach might not be applicable when
application-specific reasoning rules are provided and hence it is likely that improving the state of
the art will imply support for hybrid reasoning strategies involving both backward and forward
chaining, and query rewriting (i.e., incorporating the rule set in the query).
The limitations of existing RDF systems are classified according to the expected impact that
they will have in the future, and the identification of the requirements for RDF data integration
and reasoning benchmarks that will be used as the basis for the benchmark design. Preliminary
experiments are conducted to test the plausibility of the proposed benchmarks in order to
ensure that they tackle realistic and interesting objectives (i.e., we should not only include trivial
tasks, or tasks that are too complex to be solved). Based on the identified requirements, the
instance matching, ETL and reasoning benchmarks are implemented.
One of the benchmarks for RDF systems that are currently under development in LDBC is the
“Publishing Benchmark” that is lead by Ontotext and stems from requirements coming from
players active in the publishing domain such as the BBC and Press Association. The
compulsory part of this benchmark boils down to a raw measurement of concurrent query and
update throughput based on modifications of ‘objects’, i.e., where a set of RDF triples (probably
in a named graph) describe all the properties of an object.
The benchmark is organised around a ‘publishing’ scenario on top of an RDF database that
involves CRUD operations on ‘objects’ (usually publishers’ journalistic assets) where data
related to objects is read (for publication/aggregation) far more frequently than they are
updated. Metadata about objects links the asset via a tagging ontology to reference and domain
specific ontologies and datasets. The data used for this benchmark will fall under the following
categories: (1) reference data (a combination of several LOD datasets, e.g. GeoNames,
MusicBrainz, etc.); (2) Domain ontologies - specialist ontologies that describe certain areas of
expertise of the publishing, e.g. Sport, Education; and (3) Publication asset ontologies - that
describe the structure and form of the assets that are published, e.g. news stories, photos,
video, audio, etc. More details about the Publishing Benchmark are available
at:http://www.ldbc.eu:8090/display/TUC/Semantic+Publishing+Task+Force. Ricardo BaezaYates highlighted setting up standard benchmarks for computation protocols in his interview
(see section 2.5 item 2).

2.3.4.2

Large-scale Machine Learning

Machine learning algorithms use data to automatically learn how to perform tasks such as
prediction, classification and anomaly detection. Most machine learning algorithms have been
designed to run efficiently on a single processor or core. Developments in multi-core
architectures and grid computing have led to an increasing need for machine learning to take
advantage of the availability of multiple processing units. Many programming interfaces and
languages dedicated to parallel programming exist such as Orca, MPI, Pthreads, OpenCL,
OpenMP and OpenACC, which are useful for general purpose parallel programming. However,
it is not always obvious how existing machine learning algorithms can be implemented in a
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parallelized manner. There is a large body of research on distributed learning and data mining
(Bhaduri et al., 2011), which encompasses machine-learning algorithms that have been
designed specifically for distributed computing purposes. These include many approaches,
which target ways to parallelize specific algorithms, such as cascaded SVMs (Graf et al., 2004).
Instead of creating specific parallel versions of algorithms, more generalized approaches
involve frameworks for programming machine learning on multiple processing units. One
approach is to use a high-level abstraction, which significantly simplifies the design and
implementation of a restricted class of parallel algorithms. In particular, the MapReduce
abstraction has been successfully applied to a broad range of machine learning applications.
(Chu et al., 2007) show that any algorithm fitting the Statistical Query Model can be written in a
certain summation form, which can be easily implemented in a MapReduce fashion and
achieves a near linear speed-up with the number of processing units used. They show that this
applies to a variety of learning algorithms including locally weighted linear regression, k-means,
logistic regression, naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Principal component analysis (PCA), Gaussian discriminant analysis,
Expectation Maximization (EM) and back propagation in neural networks (Chu, et al., 2007).
The implementations shown in the paper led to the first version of the MapReduce machinelearning library Mahout.
(Low et al., 2010) explain how the MapReduce paradigm restricts us to using overly simple
modelling assumptions to ensure there are no computational dependencies in processing the
data. They propose the Graph lab abstraction, which insulates users from the complexities of
parallel programming (i.e. data races, deadlocks), while maintaining the ability to express
complex computational dependencies using a data graph. Their framework assumes sharedmemory is available and provides a number of scheduling strategies to accommodate various
styles of algorithms. They demonstrate the effectiveness of their framework on parallel versions
of belief propagations, Gibbs sampling, Co-EM, Lasso and Compressed Sensing (Low et al.,
2010).
Other frameworks and abstractions for implementing parallel machine learning algorithms exist.
In the direct acyclic graph (DAG) abstraction parallel computation is represented by data flowing
along edges in a graph. The vertices of the graph correspond to functions, which receive
information from the inbound edges and output results to outbound edges. Both Dryad (Isard et
al., 2007) and Pig Latin (Olston et al., 2008) use the DAG abstraction.
There also exist a large number of machine learning toolkits that are either designed for parallel
computing purposes or have been extended to support multi-core architectures. For example,
WEKA is a popular machine learning toolkit for which first development efforts started in 1997.
In more recent years a number of projects have extended WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) to work with
distributed and parallel computing purposes. Weka-parallel provides a distributed cross
validation functionality (Celis & Musicant, 2002) and GridWeka provides distributed scoring and
testing as well as cross validation (Talia et al., 2005).
Finally, there are also a number of efforts that utilize the processing power of the Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) for machine learning purposes. GPUs often have significantly more
computational power than Central Processing Units (CPUs) and this power can be used for
machine learning as well. Implementations on GPUs have been reported to result in speedups
of a factor 70 to 200 compared to the CPU implementation (Raina et al., 2009) (Weinman et al.,
2011).
The programming languages, toolkits and frameworks discussed, allow many different
configurations for carrying out large-scale machine learning. The ideal configuration to use is
application dependent, since difference applications will have different sets of requirements.
However, one of the most popular frameworks used in recent years is that of Apache Hadoop,
which is an open-source and free implementation of the MapReduce paradigm discussed
above. AndražTori, one of our interviewees, identifies the simplicity of Hadoop and MapReduce
as the main driver of its success. He explains that a Hadoop implementation can be
outperformed in terms of computation time by for example an implementation using OpenMP,
but Hadoop won in terms of popularity because it was easy enough to use (see section 2.4.1
item 3).
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Besides the practical implementation oriented approaches we have discussed so far, largescale machine learning can also be addressed from a theoretical point of view. (Bottou et al.,
2011) developed a theoretical framework, which demonstrates that large-scale learning
problems are subject to qualitatively different trade-offs from small scale learning problems.
They break down optimization into the minimization of three types of errors and show the impact
on these types of errors for different conditions. The result of their theoretical analysis is that
approximate optimization can achieve better generalization in the case of large-scale learning.
They support their analysis by empirically comparing the performance of stochastic gradient
descent with standard gradient descent learning algorithms. Their results show that stochastic
gradient descent can achieve a similar performance as standard gradient descent in
significantly less time (Bottou & Bousquet, 2011).
The parallelized computation efforts described above make it possible to process large amounts
of data. Besides the obvious application of applying existing methods to increasingly large
datasets, the increase in computation power also leads to novel large-scale machine learning
approaches. An example is the recent work from (Le et al., 2011) in which a dataset of ten
million images was used to learn a face detector using only unlabelled data. The resulting face
detector is robust to translation, rotation and scaling. Using the resulting features in an object
recognition task resulted in a performance increase of 70% over the state of the art (Le et al.,
2011). Utilizing large amounts of data to overcome the need for labelled training data could
become an important trend. By using only unlabelled data one of the biggest bottlenecks to the
widely adopted use of machine learning is bypassed. The use of unsupervised learning
methods has its limitations though and we will have to see if similar techniques can also be
applied in other application domains of machine learning.
François Bancilhon mentioned in his interview how machine learning is important for topic
detection and document classification at Data Publica (see section 2.6 item 1).

2.4. Research Claims, Requirements and Future Technological
Capabilities for Big Data Analysis
Following our on-going analysis of the sixteen interviews we have thus far derived a number of
research claims around Big Data analysis and Big Data generally and also a number of
requirements and future technological capabilities, which are seen as important. For each
statement we include examples and counter statements if they were outlined in the interview
and also the name of the source interviewee(s).

2.4.1 Simplicity
1. Linked Data technologies e.g. RDF SPARQL are overly complex and have too
steep a learning curve. These technologies seem to be over designed and overly
complicated suitable for use only by experts. The only place where general users see
these technologies is through venues such as Facebook. There seems to be a gap
between what technologists envisioned and what users really need. Bridging this gap
and enabling normal users to gain the benefits of semantics would be good. We need
the “democratisation of semantic technologies”. HjalmarGislason
2. Browser paradigm coupled with the Software-as-a-Service model has many
benefits for delivering software. Especially that software is easily accessible. It is
important to support legacy browsers – 85% of users use legacy versions of Internet
Explorer – as well as newer technologies such as HTML5 and JavaScript. Dropping
Flash a number of years ago aided the transition of our platform to IoS and Android.
Browser delivery and deployment is especially good for Big Data visualisation.
HjalmarGislason

3. Simplicity leads to adoptability. Hadoop succeeded because it is the easiest tool to
use for developers. Hadoop changed the game in the area of Big Data. It did not
succeed because it was the best but because it was the easiest to use (along with
HIVE). Hadoop managed to successfully balance dealing with complexity (processing
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Big Data) and simplicity for developers. JSON is popular in the Web context for similar
reasons. (Editors comment: the latter comment is also backed up by a recent comment
by Tim Berners-Lee on the Semantic Web mailing list “JSON is the new XML :-)”. Also
“Worse is Better” was a notion advanced by Richard Gabriel to explain why systems
that are limited, but simple to use, may be more appealing to developers and the market
26
than the reverse. ). Andraz Tori&Ricardo Baeza-Yates

2.4.2 Users
1. Users perceive speed to be linked to quality. There are studies that show that users
perceive interfaces which give faster results to be of higher quality. If the system is not
fast then it will not be used as an axiom adopted in Google. Peter Mika&Alon Halevy
2. Focussing on how best to respond to users requests is important. Rather than, for
example, focussing solely on how to answer structured queries or on how to structure
data. Sometimes queries can be answered directly from unstructured data (editors
comment: this observation was also noted by Chris Welty reflecting on the success of
27
WATSON ). Alon Halevy
3. Rather than personalising based on user data we should personalise around
tasks. This would remove some privacy issues since we no longer rely on personal
user data. Ricardo Baeza-Yates

2.4.3 Privacy
1. There is an inherent tension between Open Data and Privacy - it may not be
possible to truly have both. Differences between US and European privacy laws may
lead to Europe lagging behind the US in Big Data deployment and usage. Overcoming
this challenge will not be easy but may lead to opportunities in the European context.
AndrazTori

Example:
a. In Slovenia anti corruption policies have opened up data for all
government business dealing with agencies but they retain control of the
queries you can and can not run because of privacy laws. So the data is
technically open but not truly queryable in a Big Data sort of way. Andraz Tori
Counter:
b.
The Open Data Institute and the Open Knowledge Foundation
navigates the distinction personal and open data belongs in a way which
respects the individual. Commercial companies should incentivize customers
to agree to data usage for example by offering to reduce charges. Bill Thompson
2. Anonymising data is hard. Especially for example in query logs it is easy to identify
28
users. Ricardo Baeza-Yates

2.5. Standardisation
1. Standardisation of quantitative data would be of great benefit for integration and
search. There are currently multiple standards so no unified way of accessing
quantitative data. HjalmarGislason

2. Standard computation protocols. Having a standard for Big Data computation for
example around the volume of data per unit of computation similar to that found in the

26 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worse_is_better
27 http://videolectures.net/eswc2012_welty_watson/
28 Richard Benjamins recommended the recent code of practice for anonymisation which came out of the UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office. See
http://ico.org.uk/for_organisations/data_protection/topic_guides/anonymisation
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data mining community allowing Big Data providers to compare their systems would be
beneficial. Ricardo Baeza-Yatess

2.5.1 Tools context
1. Ecosystems built around collections of tools have a significant impact. These are
often driven by large companies where a technology is created to solve an internal
problem and then is given away. Apache Cassandra is an example of this initially
developed by Facebook to power their Inbox Search feature until 2010. The ecosystem
around Hadoop is perhaps the best known. Andraz Tori
2. Social Sciences including psychology and economics should be used to increase
the effectiveness of analysis tools. Understanding how people behave and think aids
in the design of online tools. Peter Mika

2.6. Highlighted Semantic Technologies
1. Machine Learning is important for topic detection and document classification.
This technology is used extensively in Data Publica. François Bancilhon
2. Semantic analysis is important for extracting entities. Data Publica uses semantic
analysis to support named entity extraction and classification. François Bancilhon
3. Old technologies applied in a new context. We can see individual and combinations
of old technologies being applied in the Big Data context. The difference is the scale
(obviously) and the amount of heterogeneity encountered. Specifically, we see large
semantically based datasets such as Freebase and a focus on the extraction of high
quality data from the Web. Besides scale there is novelty in the fact that these
technologies come together at the same time. Alon Halevy
4. Efficient indexing is important to support keyword search. Efficient indexing is
fundamental as it affects online lookup. A consequence of this is the need to efficiently
manage the storage of large collections of documents and their associated metadata.
Peter Mika

5. Background
knowledge
aids
in
understanding
unstructured
data.
Example:
a. When a user types “brad pitt Angelina jolie” from a linguistic point of view
we may consider this as two named entities but the user will be interested
in their relationship. When a user types “brad pitt fight club” “brad pitt” is used
as a disambiguation device to distinguish between clubs related to fighting and
the well-known movie. Knowledge about movies is thus important. Peter Mika

b. Meta data and Linked vocabularies are needed to support search over
data on the Web. Raw data found on the Web as provided by databases lacks
the necessary context to understand automatically. For example, when one
finds a set of numbers one will not know if they signify ages or dates or social
security numbers. You may find other numbers in neighbouring columns but
these do not help either, as being a neighbour need not signify any relationship.
To alleviate this we have been creating a metadata standard with 25-30 fields
to support semantic search based on the Data Catalog Vocabulary standard
29
from W3C and extended to be more compatible with schema.org.

2.6.1 Requested Technological Capabilities
1. Better access to the Web infrastructure and data. Companies such as Data Publica
rely on snapshots of the Web (which is 60-70 terabytes) to support online services.
Freely available versions of web snapshots are available but more up-to-date versions
29 https://dvcs.w3.org/hg/gld/raw-file/default/dcat/index.html
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are preferred. These do not necessarily have to be free but cheap. The big web players
such as Google and Facebook have access to Big Data related to searches and social
networks which have important societal benefit. For example, dynamic social processes
such as the spread of disease or rates of employment is often most accurately tracked
by Google searches. The EU may want to prioritise the European equivalent of these
analogous to the way the Chinese have cloned Google and Twitter. François Bancilhon
2. Provision from the public sector on held data for certain types of named entities.
30
This
would
support
many
business
applications. François
Bancilhon
Example:
a. The names of the 9 million companies that exist in France. François Bancilhon
3. Hadoop++ - going beyond Hadoop to graphs with trillions of edges. The MapReduce
parallelism metaphor does not scale well for graph data. Reducing the offline
computation time for the analysis of large graphs – say from many months to a week –
would be of interest. Ricardo Baeza-Yates
4. Stream data mining – is required to handle high volumes of stream data that may
come from sensor networks or online activities from high number of users. This
capability would allow us to provide highly adaptive and accurate personalisation. Ricardo
Baeza-Yates

5. Scalability for concurrency on the Web – is very useful for handling large volumes of
users at the same time. This involves high-speed networks to support fast
communication and fast synchronisation. Ricardo Baeza-Yates
6. ‘Good’ data discovery. At the Open Data Institute people often ask: where can we get
the data about X? Where can we get information about Y? It is hard to find the data;
found data is often out of date and not in the right format. We can learn valuable
lessons from how document discovery evolved on the Web. Early on we had a registry all of the Web could be listed on a single web page; then users and organisations had
their own lists; then lists of lists. Later Google came to dominate by providing metrics on
how documents link to other documents. If we draw an analogy to the data area we are
currently in the registry era. We need crawlers to find Big Data sets, good data set
metadata on contents, links between related data sets and a relevant data set ranking
mechanism (analogous to Page Rank). JeniTennison
7. Dynamic orchestration of services in multi-server and cloud contexts. Most
platforms today are not suitable for the cloud and keeping data consistent between
different data stores is not easy. Andraz Tori
8. Dealing with very broad and very specific data is a good topic for more research.
A neat feature about information extraction from the Web is that the Web is about
everything so coverage is broad. Pre-web we used to focus on specific domains when
building our databases and knowledge bases. We can no longer do that in the context
of the Web. The whole notion of conceptualising the domain is altered – now the
domain is everything in the world. The benefit is you get a lot breadth and the research
challenge is how one can go deeper into a domain whilst keeping the broad context. Alon
Halevy

2.6.2 Requested Inference Capabilities
1. The area related to incomplete and approximate reasoning is worth investigating.
When we are not able to carry out full reasoning (e.g. when the inference space is very
large) we can elect to only compute a subset of the inferences. Building reasoners that
can decide which inferences are the most important or urgent would be highly valuable.
Frank van Harmelen.

2. The trade-off between online (backward) reasoning and offline (forward)
reasoning needs more investigation. Do you do all the reasoning at query time? The
30 In the UK there has been criticism from the Open Data Institute, Sir Tim Berners-Lee and Prof. Nigel Shadbolt on the decision to include UK postcode data
as part of the sale of Royal Mail http://www.techweekeurope.co.uk/news/open-data-institute-post-code-database-privatisation-royal-mail-government-113817.
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advantage is that you only need to carry out the required reasoning whereas the
disadvantage is that the user is kept waiting. Or do you do all the reasoning offline? The
advantage here is that the time constraints are not as severe whereas the disadvantage
is that a lot more inference needs to be carried out. Frank van Harmelen.
3. Parallelisation of inference is a key research challenge. We need to investigate
which types of inference are amenable for parellisation and which types of inference
cannot. Frank van Harmelen.

2.6.3 Business Models
1. Cross-sectorial uses of Big Data will open up new business opportunities.

Richard

Benjamins

Example:
a. O2 UK together with Telefónica Digital recently launched a service called
31
Telefónica Dynamic Insights. This service takes all the mobile data of the
UK, especially regarding location, of when customers are making calls, are
sending texts and are moving from one mast to another. This data is mapped
and repurposed for the retail industry. The data is first anonymised, aggregated
and placed the Cloud. Then analytics are run which calculate where people live,
where they work and where they are in transit. If this data is then combined with
anonymised CRM data one can then determine the type of people who pass by
a particular shop at a specific time-point. We can also calculate the type of
people who visit a shop, where they live and where else they shop. This is
called catchment. This service supports real estate management for retailers
and contrasts well with present practice. What retailers do today is that in this
sector they hire students with clickers just to count the number of people who
walk past the shop, leading to data which is far less detailed. The service is
thus solving an existing problem in a new way. The service can be run on a
weekly or daily basis and provides a completely new business opportunity.
Instead of retail the service could be run in other sectors, for example, within
the public sector we could analyse who walks past an underground station.
Combining mobile data with preference data could open up new propositions
for existing and new industries. This example is a taste of what is to come the
sum of which will definitely improve the competitiveness of the European
industry. Richard Benjamins
2. Fremium models – can be an important part of a business strategy. Students who
learn about specific platforms at school and university will be pre-disposed to use payfor versions of the tool later in life. A layered model can aid in this. HjalmarGislason
3. Big Data discovery will see the emergence of new successful companies. A number of
small start-ups will emerge and grow based on the usage of Big Data. A discovery
mechanism that can only work with good quality data will drive data owners to publish
their data in a better way. Analogous to the way that SEO drives the quality of the
current Web. JeniTennison
4. The EU needs to ensure that Big Data meets the needs of its citizens. Large
companies such as Google and Facebook are working on Big Data and they will focus
their energies on certain areas and not on others. EU involvement could support a Big
Data ecosystem which encourages a variety of small, medium and large players, where
regulation
is
effective
and
data
is
open.
Bill
Thompson
Example:
a. By analogy Big Pharma does not invest in Malaria because this disease
primarily affects the poor. Bill Thompson
b. In theory the BBC could use iPlayer data to calculate who is watching
what. This data could be used in-house, by government or sold for commercial
use. Because of the way it is funded the BBC does not collect this data. Bill
Thompson
31 http://dynamicinsights.telefonica.com/
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5. Open public sector data supported by language technologies and lightweight
semantics will provide a platform for new business. We are seeing a growth in
public datasets from government from the low number in 2009 to many thousands
today. We also see a growing number of third-party applications based on language
and semantic technologies in a diverse set of areas e.g. in health, education, crime
data, pharmaceutical and agricultural data. Public sector data is also released for other
reasons: to lower costs; for transparency and for service delivery. Jim Hendler

2.6.4 Impact
1. Bringing the right data to the right people at the right time will have a significant
impact. There is far more data out there than most people realise and this data could
help us to make better decisions to identify threats and see opportunities. A lot of the
data needed already exists but it is not easy to find and use this data. Solving this issue
will help businesses, policy makers and end users in decision-making. Just making
more of the world's data available at people’s fingertips will have a big affect overall.
There will be a significant impact for this item in emergency situations such as
earthquakes and other natural disasters. HjalmarGislason Alon Halevy
2. Solving significant European economic and societal problems. François Bancilhon
Example:
a. In the US 45% of fruits and vegetables reach the plate of the consumer
and in Europe 55% reaches the plate - close to half of what we produce is
lost. This is a Big Data problem: collecting data over the overall supply chain
and system related to distributed food and Identifying losers and bottlenecks in
the system would have an enormous impact. If implemented we would have a
better handle on prices and fairer distribution of wealth amongst all the agents
in the food supply chain. Big Data technology is important and so is access to
the right data and data sources. François Bancilhon
3. Solving significant problems globally. The EU should look to produce solutions that
solve global problems rather than focus solely on problems that affect the EU. Bill Thompson
Example:
a. Clean water wells are a very important issue in villages across many parts of
Africa. The decisions on where to locate wells are based on spreadsheets,
which may contain data that has not been updated for two years. Given that
new wells can stop working after six months this causes unnecessary hardship
and more. Alon Halevy
4. Communities and Big Data will be involved in new and interesting relationships.
Lon Halevy &UsmanHaque

Examples:
a. Rise of data journalists – who are able to write interesting articles based on
data uploaded by the public to the Google Fusion Tables infrastructure. The
Guardian journalist Simon Rogers won the Best UK Internet Journalist award
32
for his work . A feature of journalistic take-up is that data blogs have a high
dissemination impact. Alon Halevy
b. Community engagement in local political issues. Two months after the
33
school massacre in Connecticut local citizens started looking at data related to
34
gun permit applications in two locations and exposed this on a map . This led
to a huge discussion on the related issues. Alon Halevy
c. Engagement through community data collection and analysis. The
company COSM (formerly Pachube) has been driving a number of community
led efforts. The main idea behind these is that the way data is collected
introduces specific slants on how the data can be interpreted and used. Getting
communities involved has various benefits: the number of data collection points
32 http://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/news/?id=576
33 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandy_Hook_Elementary_School_shooting
34 See https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1ceMXdjAkCDLa4o5boKyHFCkpy2d11XSwDehyBsQ#map:id=3
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can be dramatically increased; communities will often create bespoke tools for
the particular situation and to handle any problems in data collection; and
citizen
engagement
is
increased
significantly.
In one example the company crowd-sourced real-time radiation monitoring in
Japan following the problem with reactors in Fukushima. There are now
hundreds of radiation-related feeds from Japan on Pachube, monitoring
conditions in real-time and underpinning more than half a dozen incredibly
valuable applications built by people around the world. These combine ‘official’
data, ‘unofficial’ official data, and also real-time networked Geiger counter
measurements contributed by concerned citizens. UsmanHaque
d. Crowdsourcing to improve data accuracy. Through crowdsourcing the
precision of released UK Government data on the location of bus stops was
dramatically increased. Jim Hendler
5. Handle the growth of the Internet. Big Data will enable us to handle the growth of the
Internet as more users come online and the pressures for increased data concurrency
grow. In short Big Data will ensure the survival of the Web and Internet as it is today.
Ricardo Baeza-Yates

6. A secondary impact on society will be transferred through fields such as smart
cities and Grid computing. Big Data will have a secondary impact on society and
business as it supports these technologies. Ricardo Baeza-Yates
7. Impact on academia due to the availability of large datasets. Social sciences will be
invigorated by the abundance of data, which can be crunched to validate theories. Open
data will support the repeatability of research results. Studying aspects of Big Data as a
technical and social phenomenon, for example, privacy and latency could be of interest
to the scientific community. Andraz Tori
8. Data visualisation - will move data from something that’s of interest to 0.1% of
population to 25% of population. One image has the power to alter your perception of
the world. HjalmarGislason
Example:
a. Recent weeks has seen lot of discussion on wealth distribution in US
35
based on a data visualization video. HjalmarGislason
9. Intelligent agents will have an impact in scenarios where users can not use their
hands.
Example:
a. When driving or when at the gym. Peter Mika

10. By 2015 there will be over 10 million datasets available on the Web.Jim Hendler

2.7. Summary
In this First Draft of the Technical White Paper for Big Data Analysis we have outlined the
process that we are using which is based upon the following:


State of the art analysis–where we have covered the areas: Linked Data and semantic
approaches to Big Data Analysis, recommendation systems and personal data, stream
data processing and large-scale reasoning.



Online interviews – using the FlashMeeting tool with sixteen interviewees from
industry and academia. The interviews have been used to support dissemination and
learning through the use of multiple replay interfaces.



Interview analysis- using the Evidence Hub collective intelligence tool. This tool
partitions statements into Key Challenges, Requirements, Issues, Technological
Capabilities, Research Claims, Evidence and Resources. The interviews have now
been partially analysed using this tool and segments of the online interviews were used
as evidence for the various statements. Our intention is that the interview analysis can

35 http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/03/04/watch-video-on-wealth-inequality-in-the-u-s/
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serve as a living resource for the community to view and discuss the issues around Big
Data.
The results from the above interview analysis have led in an initial set of research claims,
requirements and future technological capabilities for Big Data Analysis. These results have
been categorised into the following themes: simplicity, users, privacy, standardisation, tools
context, highlighted semantic technologies, requested capabilities, business models and impact.
Future work will focus on continuing with the online interviews and the analysis within the
Evidence Hub. We will also continue to evolve the automatic transcription and tag extraction
tool.
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Annex 1. The Background and Question Document sent to
interviewees
Big Data Analysis Interview Questions
John Domingue, STI International

Annex a.

Background

We are concerned here with Big Data, which is typically characterized by the 3 Vs (volume, velocity and
variety) that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and
process optimization.
BIG (http://www.big-project.eu/) is a EU coordination action, which will provide a roadmap for Big Data.
The work is split into various groups as below over industrial sectors and technical areas.

Figure 2-2:. The Sector and Technical Working Groups in BIG.

This interview is related to the Data Analysis area which we define as the following. Data analysis refers
to the activity of exploring, cleaning, transforming and modelling data with the goal of highlighting the
relevant data, synthesizing and extracting useful hidden information. Some related areas like data mining,
business intelligence or machine learning appear as techniques for this purpose; however we focus on
large-scale data analysis for which different techniques are needed: distributed computing, massive
parallel processing, stream data processing, sentiment analysis or exploratory analytics are some of
them. Successful implementation of those solutions will have to be accompanied by effective policies for
backup, recovery and security, being aware of potential network limitations, solving real-time aspects in
distributed environments, enhancing solutions that provide not only processing but also storage and
fostering interoperability as much as possible.

The specific areas that we want to target are:







Semantic approaches to data analysis
Stream data processing
Large-scale reasoning
Data harvesting
Topic detection
Named entity recognition
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Co-reference and disambiguation
Relation extraction
Sentiment detection and opinion mining
Social annotation
Analytical data management

Annex b.

Questions

1. Could you please briefly introduce yourself and give a little of your background related to Big Data
and Big Data analysis?
2. We would like you to describe new or upcoming technologies which you think are relevant to Big
Data analysis in the following way:
a. Briefly describe the technology.
b. Describe its relationship to Big Data analysis.
c. What is novel about the technology (above the previous state of the art)?
d. What are the main benefits/capabilities of the technology
e. The scope (limits) of the technology related performance or domain of application
f. What are the underlying design principles behind the technology
g. What are the main performance metrics (e.g. speed, cost, size) for the technology? (E.g.
if I wanted to select from several implementations)
h. What are the trade-offs (e.g. performance vs. richness of representation) associated with
the technology?
i. What are the component technologies?
j. What technologies does the specific technology depend on?
k. What (additional) technologies does your core business model depend on? (Optional)
l. Are their any technologies missing? Any technologies that if you had would really improve
your core business/work?
m. What impact do you think the technology will have along the dimensions of:
i. Academic
ii. Technical
iii. Societal
iv. Economic (which?)
v. Policy
vi. Business
n. Who are the main actors/players in terms of researchers or vendors or users of the
technology?
o. Are there any other people that we should talk to about the technology?
p. Are there any other resources related to the technology that we should consider?

Annex c.

Online Interview Tools

1

All the interviews were conducted online using the FlashMeeting tool (Castañeda et al., 2008; Tomadaki
et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2009). This tool, designed for running large online meetings, was chosen for a
number of reasons, specifically:


Ease-of-use – no software/hardware installation required.



Ease-of-editing and analysis – the final interviews are segmented into speaker turns (only one
person can speak at a time) easing the task of segmentation and analysis.



Ease-of-dissemination – FlashMeeting has inbuilt tools to generate versions of different sizes with
a selection of controls including audio-only MP3. An HTML5 generator is currently under
construction.

1 http://flashmeeting.open.ac.uk/home.html
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Figure 2-3: A screen snapshot of the FlashMeeting online meeting interface

In Figure 2 above we can see the FlashMeeting meeting interface. In this we can see that Peter is
currently broadcasting and that Jon and Kevin has requested to speak next with Jon being first in the
queue. Once Peter hits the ‘STOP BROADCASTING’ button Jon will start broadcasting to the group. The
interface contains panels to allow text chat (as seen in Figure 2-3), voting and the sharing of URLs.
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Figure 2-4: A screen snapshot of the standard FlashMeeting replay interface showing an interview with HjalmarGislason founder of
DataMarket Inc.

Figure 2-4 shows the standard replay panel for an interview with HjalmarGislason founder of DataMarket
Inc. and Edward Farmer, Director of Communications. The replay can be navigated in several ways:


Through the standard begin, end, fast-forward, fast-backward, play/pause buttons below the
video display.



Through panel on the top right by simply selecting a row. Currently the first section “06:35
Hjalmar” is being played.



By clicking anywhere on the grey time panel on the lower right labelled “06:35 53:34”.



By clicking on one of the coloured horizontal bars in the lower right. Each speaker is allocated a
colour (Hjalmar blue, John red and Edward purple). This panel is also useful for analysis as one
can immediately see where interviewees have made significant statements. We can see in
Figure 2-4 that Edward only made two short statements (“Hello” and “Goodbye”) at the start and
end of the interview.

The names displayed in the lower left corner can be used to alter the playback volume for any
individual speaker.

Annex d.

Supporting Dissemination and Learning

To support dissemination FlashMeeting has translation facilities to generate replays in a number of
formats two of which are shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 below. The interface shown in Figure 2-5
allows users to: play/pause fast-forward, fast-backward (using the video-style control buttons); navigate
directly to specific segments (using the panel on the right); and to control the volume of any speaker
(using the slider just above the video-style control buttons). In Figure 2-6 the speaker volume control has
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been removed and right navigation bar is hidden under a menu button in the bottom right corner of the
interface. An MP3 file for interviews is also generated.
We have used the interviews for dissemination in a number of ways:


Each interview has been blogged about (see http://www.big-project.eu/blog) and includes a short
description and links to the interview in the various formats.



We have also uploaded all the interviews as part of a set of learning materials for the forthcoming
1
ESWC Summer School to support students as they prepare for the school.



The three of our interviews have been embedded in the web site for the European Data Forum for
the overlapping Keynotes and Invited Speakers (Richard Benjamins, HjalmarGislason and Bill
2
Thompson) .

Figure 2-5: A screen snapshot of the simplified FlashMeeting interface with a navigation bar for the interview with HjalmarGislason
of DataMarket Inc.

Figure 2-6: A screen snapshot of the simplest FlashMeeting interface where the navigation bar is hidden under the menu in the
lower right.The snapshot shows the interview with HjalmarGislason of DataMarket Inc.

1 See http://summerschool2013.eswc-conferences.org/learning-materials/interviews/
2 See http://2013.data-forum.eu/program/keynotes and http://2013.data-forum.eu/program/invited-speakers
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Annex e.
Annex i.

Online Interview Analysis
Big Project Evidence Hub

As with the majority of EU projects, BIG comprise of a number of researchers spread geographically.
Because of this we elected to use an online ‘Collective Intelligence tool which allows us to share evidence
based analysis of the interviews we have conducted and online resources that we have acquired. The
Evidence Hub (De Liddo et al., 2012) is a tool, which scaffolds discourse on a topic in a number of distinct
ways. In the early spring of 2013 a specific version of the tool was setup at http://big.evidence-hub.net. As
well as supporting analysis our intention is that the BIG Project Evidence Hub will serve as a living
resource supporting the wider community in sharing resources and coming to a consensus on the future
directions for Big Data. A list of all the interviews with the BIG Evidence Hub can be found at
(http://big.evidence-hub.net/index.php?#web-list).
We can see in Figure 2-7 five main areas. At the very top on the left we have the project logo and the
title for the Evidence Hub and on the right we have links to carry out various forms of admin. We then
have a set of tabs ‘Home’, ‘Key Challenges’ etc. which correspond to the types of artefacts that we can
add. Within the selected ‘Home’ tab we can see at the top left we have an introduction to the system
including a generic video guide; on the top right links to get more information; in the middle the themes of
the Hub which mirror BIG’s themes for the Sector Forums and Technical Working Groups. At the bottom
of the Home tab we are able to bring up a map of the included projects and organisations and an
explanation of the different categories and how these related.

Figure 2-7: A screen snapshot of the front page of the BIG Project Evidence Hub.

As can be seen in Figure 2-7 the flow of connections is as follows:
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Key Challenges – represent the main challenges for the domain. For BIG these are:


How will Big Data be created and used?



What new or existing business models will Big Data support?



What are the main barriers that could inhibit the take up and use of Big Data?



What are the industrial and sector requirements for Big Data?



What are the new and emerging Big Data technologies?



Requirements/Issues – are derived from the Key Challenges and relate to industrial and sector
requirements raised and also scientific, policy, economic, or societal issues.



Technological Capabilities – can provide solutions to requirements. These capabilities may
exist already or may require further research.



Research Claims – are statements, which are made by individuals, or organisations that relate to
requirements or issues.



Evidence – may provide support or be counter to a Technological Capability or Research Claim.



Resource – other available online resources, which can provide additional support for an
argument.

The tool also allows one to add people, organisations and projects. Where these are supplied with
addresses they appear within the Map Display. We have begun to use the Evidence Hub to analyse the
16 interviews that we have conducted so far. Each interview has been added as a Resource and the 16
interviewees and their affiliated organisations added. For each interview the first segment of the video
where interviewee introduce himself/herself is included within their description.
In Figure 2-8, we can see Ricardo Baeza-Yates introducing himself within the Map Display. From the
display, we can see that his location in Barcelona and those other interviewees are based on London,
Madrid and Germany.

Figure 2-8: A screen snapshot where we can see Ricardo Baeza-Yates introducing himself within the Evidence Hub Map Display.
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Further, in Figure 2-9, we can see part of the argumentation structure held within the BIG Evidence Hub.
Here we can see part of the structure related to the Issue “Communities and Big Data will have new
interesting relationships”. In the left panel we can see this is related to the Key Challenge “How will Big
Data be created and used?” and to the Research Claim “Communities will be involved in Big Data
Collection and Analysis”. This Research Claim is supported by three pieces of evidence, which are
interview segments from the interviews with Alon Halevy, a Research Scientist at Google and Usman
Haque the founder of Pachube. The segments are available to be played if desired.

Figure 2-9: A screen snapshot showing part of the argumentation structure for the issue “Communities and Big Data will have new
interesting relationships”

Annex f.

Automatic Transcription and Analysis

Figure 2-10 below shows the interface for a preliminary tool that we have constructed to automate parts
of interview analysis. With the interface the user can select an interview in the left panel (the interview
with Usman Haque has been selected) and then the automatically generated transcript appears in the
right as well as the tags in the lower window. The user to support search can classify the tags. We can
see in Figure 2-10 that the tags “Analysis”, “Citizenship” and “Community” have been classified as
Central; “Accountability”, “Air Quality”, “Boston” and “Climate Change” have been classified as Relevant;
and “Artist”, “Bit” and “Characteristic” as Neutral. Technically the audio to text is carried out using a
number of publicly available speech to text systems and the tags extracted using DBpedia Spotlight. We
aim to have this tool fully functional in the near future, supporting search over interviews, and at a later
date integrate into the FlashMeeting tool.
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Figure 2-10: A screen snapshot of the automatic audio transcription and analysis tool.
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3.

Data Curation

3.1. Introduction
The Data Curation Working Group (WG) is responsible for investigating curation approaches for how
information is managed, preserved, and reused, in organizations. Specifically the WG will document
various aspects of data curation from Big Data perspective, which include but are not limited to:
Data creation or collection processes
Data quality, cleaning, and integration

Data provenance and archiving

Data storage technologies

Curation workflows

Data curation roles

Standardisation approaches

Software tools

Hardware requirements

Organisation approaches

Best practices of data curation
In this section, we collect information about data curation, existing approaches, platforms, challenges and
trends of particular interest to Big Data scenarios.



3.1.1 Objectives
For the purposes of this white paper, we will provide a high-level overview of some key questions that
must be addressed to setup a curation process within an organization.
The starting point is the identification of the use case for creating a curated dataset. Typically a curation
effort will have a number of associated motivations, including improving accessibility, data quality or
repurposing to a specific use. Once the goal is clearly established, one can start to define the curation
process. There is no single process to curate data and there are many ways to setup a data curation
effort.
The major factors influencing the design of a curation approach includes:



Quantity of data to be curated (including new and legacy data)
Rate of change of the data
Amount of effort required to curate the data



Availability of experts




These factors determine the amount of the work required to curate a dataset. Big Data environments
largely impact the major factors of the curation process. While dealing with an infrequently changing and
small quantity of data (<1,000 records), with a minimal curation effort per record (minutes), curation could
be easily undertaken by an individual. However, once the number of records enters the thousands, a
curation group/department with a formal process has to be considered. Curation groups can deal with
large curation efforts, but there is a limit to their scalability. When curating large quantities of dynamic
data (>million records) even the most sophisticated and specialized curation department can struggle with
the workload. An approach to curate data on this scale is to utilize crowd-sourcing/community-based
curation, in conjunction with algorithmic curation approaches. An example of a popular crowd-sourcing
technique is sheer curation, which integrates curation activities within the normal workflow of those
creating and managing the target data. Different curation approaches are not mutually exclusive and can
be composed in different ways for data curation. These blended approaches are proving to be successful
in existing projects (Curry et al., 2010).
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3.1.2 Lifecycle Model
The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model (Higgins, 2008) provides a graphical, high-level overview of the stages
required for successful curation and preservation of data from initial conceptualisation through the
iterative curation cycle (Figure 3-1). It consists of three major actions: full lifecycle action, sequential
action and occasional action. Full lifecycle action can happen during the data curation process. This
action can be broken down into four activities: Description and Representation Information, Preservation
Planning, Community Watch and Participation, and Curate and Preserve. The sequential action is desired
to tackle the recurrent tasks during data curation such as Conceptualise, Create or Receive, Appraise
and Select, Ingest, Preservation Action, Store, Access, Use and Reuse, and Transform. An occasional
action can occur during the sequential workflow.

Figure 3-1: The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model (taken from a DCC publication1)

The SURF Foundation adopted the DCC Curation Lifecycle model, in order to be applicable at art and
media research domains (Verhaar, et al., 2010). As shown at Figure 3-2, the SURF Foundation Lifecycle
model defines an associated curation agent who takes responsibility for each action.

1 http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/publications/DCCLifecycle.pdf
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Figure 3-2: The SURF foundation Curation Lifecycle Model (taken from SURF Foundation1)

3.2. State of the Art
3.2.1 Outline
Data curation is recently evolving under the demands to manage data, which grows in volume and
heterogeneity, a trend that has intensified over the last few years. Despite the growth in the amount of
organisations and practitioners involved in data curation, the field is still under formation and it is highly
dynamic. The data curation workflow can be categorised into the following elements (see Figure 3-3).
Raw data/Curated data: The data being curated have different characteristics that highly impact the data
curation requirements. Data can vary in terms of structure level (unstructured, semi-structured,
structured), data model (Relational, XML, RDF, text, etc.), dynamicity, volume, distribution (distributed,
centralised), and heterogeneity.
Data curators: Curation activities can be carried out by individuals, organisations, communities, etc. Data
curators can have different roles according to the curation activities that they are involved in the data
curation workflow. Section 3.2.4 describes existing data curation roles.
Artefacts, tools, and processes needed to support the curation process: A number of artefacts,
tools, and processes can support data curation efforts, including workflow support, web-based community
collaboration platforms, taxonomies, etc. Algorithms can help to automate or semi-automate curation
activities such as data cleansing, record duplication and classification algorithms that can be used within
sheer curation (Curry et al., 2010).
Data curation workflow: Defines how the data curation activities are composed and executed. The
curation workflow will be influenced by the previous dimensions. Workflow can employ different methods
for organising the data curation effort such as through the creation of a curation group/department or a
through a sheer curation workflow that enlists the support of users.
1 http://www.surf.nl/en/
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Figure 3-3: Data curation elements

The following sections describe and organize the core data curation elements (Figure 3-3) in order to
portrait the data curation landscape. Section 3.2.2 describes the core guidelines and criteria used for data
selection and appraisal. Section 3.2.3 provides an analysis of the data quality dimensions that shape the
data curation activities. Section 3.2.4 specifies the roles associated with data curation and Section 3.2.5
analyses the key technological/infrastructure elements involved in data curation. A set of exemplar data
curation projects was selected to provide an initial depiction of the data curation landscape. Projects from
different sectors (Government, Media, e-Science/Biomedical, Open Web) were selected. In each section,
these projects are categorized according to these dimensions.

3.2.2 Data Selection Criteria
With the growth of digital data in recent years, it is necessary to determine which data is necessary to be
kept in long retention due to the large associated data maintenance costs (Beagrie et al., 2008). In those
tasks, it is necessary to define clear criteria for which data should be curated. With respect to data
appraisal, (Eastwood, 2004) described four core activities to appraising digital data: (1) compiling and
analysing information, (2) assessing value, (3) determining the feasibility of preservation and (4) making
the appraisal decision.
Complementarily to the data appraisal activities, the DCC introduced a list of indicators to help in the
quantified evaluation of data appraisal (Ball, 2010): (1) quantity, (2) timeframe, (3) key records, (4)
ownership, (5) requirement to keep data, (6) lifespan of the data, (7) documentation and metadata, (8)
technical aspects, (9) economic concerns, (10) access, (11) use and reuse.
A subset of these indicators can be used to depict the characteristics of the data which is being curated.
A consolidated set of data appraisal indicators was selected from the original DCC list for being more
representative for the appraisal process of the selected data curation projects. Table 3-1 defines each of
these dimensions for the set of the analysed projects.
Table 3-1: Data features associated with the curated data.

NYT

quantity

timeframe/
lifespan

key records/
metadata

ownership

access/use

10^7 /
articles

complete/
undetermined

articles,
associated
categories

partially
open

internal annotation
platform and public
API for entities
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PDB

10^3 /
protein
structures

complete/
undetermined

protein
structures,
associated
protein data

Open

public search and
navigation interface,
data download

ChemSpider

10^3/
molecules

complete/
undetermined

molecule data,
associated links

Open

public search and
navigation interface,
data download

Wikipedia

10^6 /
articles

complete/
undetermined

articles, links

Open

public search and
navigation interface,
data download

legislation.gov.uk

10^3/
legislation
items

complete/
undetermined

laws, categories,
historical
differences and
evolution

Open

public search and
navigation interface

Most of the existing data being curated are targeted towards a large consumer base (providing open
access on the Web). All analysed projects have data that need to cope with open data.

3.2.3 Data Quality Dimensions
The increased utilisation of data, with a wide range of key organisational activities has created a data
intensive landscape and caused a drastic increase in the sophistication of data infrastructures in
organisations. One of the key principles of data analytics is that the quality of the analysis is dependent
on the quality of the information analysed. However, within operational data driven systems, there is a
large variance in the quality of information. Gartner recently estimated that more than 25% of critical data
1
in the world’s top companies is flawed . Uncertainty over the validity of data or ambiguity in its
interpretation can have a significant effect on organisational operations, especially when it comes to the
decision making process (Curry et al., 2010). When making decisions or interpreting business intelligence
reports or dashboards, decision makers must be able to assess the quality of the data they are using.
Perception of data quality is highly dependent on the fitness for use (Curry et al., 2010); being relative to
the specific task that a user has at hand. Data quality is usually described in the scientific literature by a
series of quality dimensions which represent a set of consistency properties for a data artefact. The
following data quality dimensions are based on the data quality classification for data curation as
proposed in (Curry et al., 2010):










Discoverability, Accessibility & Availability: Addresses if users can find the data which satisfy
their information needs and then access it in a simple manner. Data curation impacts the
accessibility of the data by representing, classifying and storing it in a consistent manner.
Completeness: Addresses if all the information required for a certain task, including the
contextual description, is present in the dataset. Data curation can be used to the verification of
omissions of values or records in the data. Curation can also be used to provide the wider context
of data by linking/connecting related datasets.
Interpretability and Reusability: Ensures the common interpretation of data. Humans can have
different underlying assumptions around a subject that can significantly affect the way they
interpret data. Data curation tasks related to this dimension include the removal of ambiguity, the
normalisation of the terminology, and the explicitation of the semantic assumptions.
Accuracy: Ensures that the data correctly represent the “real-world” values it models. Data
curation can be used to provide additional levels of verification of the data.
Consistency & Integrity: Covers the uniformity and the semantic consistency of the data under
a specific conceptual, representation model and format. Inconsistent data can introduce
significant barriers for organizations attempting to integrate different systems and applications.
Data curation can be used to ensure that data is consistently created and maintained under
standardized terminologies and identifiers.

1 http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/501733
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Trustworthiness: Ensures the reliability in the fact that it is expressed in the data. Data curation
tasks can support data consumers in getting explicit reliability indicators for the data. Answers to
questions such as: where did the data come from?; which are the activities behind the data?; can
it be reliably traced back to the original source?; what is the reputation of the data sources?. The
provision of a principled provenance representation associated with can be used to assess the
trustworthiness behind the data production and delivery. Data curation activities could be used to
determine the reputation of data sources.
Timeliness: Ensures that the information is up-to-date. Data curation can be used to provide a
principled approach to classify the temporal aspect of the data, with respect to the task at hand.

Table 3-2 covers the data quality dimensions and their importance for the set of curation paltforms use
cases.

Discoverability,
Accessibility &
Availability

Completeness

Interpretability
& Reusability

Accuracy

Consistency &
Integrity

Trust
worthiness

Timeliness

Table 3-2: Critical data quality dimensions for existing data curation projects

NYT

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

PDB

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Chemspider

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Wikipedia

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

legislation.gov.uk

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Data quality

An analysis of the categories shows that projects curating smaller and more structured datasets tend to
assess completeness as a critical dimension. Discoverability, accessibility and availability as well as
interpretability and reusability are critical dimensions for all of the projects, which are data providers for
either third-party data consumers or to large number of data consumers. Accuracy tends to be a central
concern for projects curating structured data.

3.2.4 Data Curation Roles
Human actors play an important role in the data curation lifecycle. Data curation projects evolved in the
direction of specifying different roles for data curators according to their associated activity in the data
curation workflow. The following categories summarize the core roles for data curators:











Coordinator: Coordinates and manages the data curation workflow.
Rules & Policies Manager: Determines the set of requirements associated with the data
curation activities and provide policies and good-practices to enforce the requirements.
Schema/Taxonomy/Ontology Manager: Coordinates the maintenance of the data/metadata
conceptual model.
Data Validator: Validates and oversees specific data curation activities and ensures that the
policies and good-practices are being followed by the data curators. This role is also commonly
performed by algorithmic approaches.
Domain Experts: Experts in the data curation domain who, in most of the cases, concentrates
the core data curation tasks.
Data Consumers: The consumers of the data which can in some cases help in the data curation
activities.

Table 3-3 compares the relevance of the data curation roles in existing projects.
There is a large variability on the distribution of roles across different data curation infrastructures. The
larger the scale (NYT, Wikipedia), the more open is the participation on the curation process. Also the
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more structured is the data (ChemSpider), the larger is the participation and importance of the rules
manager and data validator roles. Most of the projects have data consumers which are domain experts
and also work as curators. However for open Web projects the ratio between data consumers and active
1
curators is very high (for larger Wikipedia versions, around 0.02-0.03%).
Table 3-3: Existing data curation roles and their coverage on existing projects
Coordinator

Rules
Mng.

Schema
Mng.

Data
Validator

Domain
Expert

Consumers
as curators

# of
curators

NYT

High

High

High

High

High

High

10^3

PDB

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

N/A

ChemSpider

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

Medium

10

Wikipedia

High

High

Low

High

High

Medium

10^3

legislation.gov.uk

Low

Low

High

Low

High

Low

N/A

3.2.5 Core Technological/Infrastructure Dimensions
Data curation is dependent on specific technological and infrastructure demands. The following core
technological and infrastructure dimensions were present as implemented modules or as key
infrastructure requirements across the analysed data curation projects.














1

Standardised and Extensible Data Representation: Data representation models that are
standardized encourage data consumption, consequently affecting community growth, and
creating indirectly the incentives for tools development. Data models which support the
decentralized growth of the database “schema” (schema-less). Support for legacy data formats
should be considered.
Creation, Collection and Maintenance of Metadata and Annotations: Used to support the
interpretation of the data including description, contextual tracking, provenance, and digital rights
management.
Data Transformation/Integration Approaches: Balancing human- and computer-based data
curation is a critical dimension. For larger and more homogeneous datasets, algorithmic curation
should be used for validation, while humans targets ad-hoc and more complex curation tasks.
Data Discovery/Consumption/Access Infrastructure: As open datasets become more
prevalent, organisations will need to develop appropriate internal infrastructures to consume
existing third-party data and to support collaboration with third-party data consumers and
producers.
Infrastructures for Human Collaboration and Validation: including incentives, policies, good
practices, etc.
Provenance and Trust Management: A user consuming data generated from third parties
needs mechanisms to assess the quality of the data. Provenance management is a key aspect in
the process of mapping the historical trail behind an information artefact and can help
determining if the data is high quality, trustworthy and compliant. The representation of
provenance data can be defined in different granularities. While a scientist may need to evaluate
the fine-grained set of computations behind the data to determine its quality, a business analyst
may find sufficient to know the ’brand’ of a data provider. The ability to provide an interpretable
provenance description attached to the data plays an important role in the data quality process.
Curation activities such as edits, should be recorded when possible and maintained as part of a
larger data provenance tracking effort.
Permissions/Access management: Storage of the data and metadata, with levels of security
and accessibility appropriate to the content.

Wikimedia users: http://strategy.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_users, last access September 2013.
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Table 3-4 describes the coverage of each core technological dimension for the exemplar curation
platforms. More principled provenance capture and management is still underdeveloped in existing
projects and it is a core concern among most of them (Buneman et al., 2006). Since most of the
evaluated projects target open data, permissions and access management are modelled in a coarse
grained manner, covering the existing curation roles and not focusing on specific data-item level access.
As data curation moves in the direction of private collaboration networks, this dimension should get
greater importance. Data consumption and access infrastructures usually rely on traditional Web
interfaces (keyword search and link navigation). More advanced semantic search, query and interaction
(Freitas et al., 2012) capabilities are still missing from most of the existing systems and impact both on
the consumption and on the data curation tasks (such as in the schema matching). For projects curating
structured and semi-structured data, interoperability on the data model and on the conceptual model
levels are recognised as one of the most critical features, pointing in the direction on the use of
standardized data representation for data and metadata.

Data Consumption/
Access Infrastructure

Infrastructures for
Human Collaboration
and Validation

Domain
Specific/
Linked Data

Human

Navigation,
Search

Critical

Low

Coarsegrained

PDB

DomainSpecific

N/A

Search
Interface

Data
deposits

Low

Coarsegrained

ChemSpider

Relational(
Moving to
RDF)

Human and
Algorithmic

Search
Interface,
Navigation

Critical

Low

Medium

Wikipedia

HTML

Human and
Algorithmic

Navigation,
Search

Critical

Medium

Medium

legislation.gov.uk

XML/RDF

Human

Navigation,
Search

Critical

Low

Coarsegrained

Permission/Access
Management

Data Transformation/
Integration Approaches

NYT

Provenance and Trust
Management

Technological/
Infrastructure
Dimensions

Data Representation

Table 3-4: Technological infrastructure dimensions

3.3. Sectors Case Studies for Big Data Curation
In this section, we discuss case studies that cover different data curation processes different domains.
The purpose of these case studies is to capture the different workflows which have been adopted or
designed in order to deal with data curation in the Big Data context.

3.3.1 Health and Life Sciences
1

ChemSpider: ChemSpider is a search engine that provides free service access to the structured centric
chemical community. It has been designed to aggregate and index chemical structures and their
associated information into a single searchable repository. ChemSpider contains tens of millions of
1 http://www.chemspider.com
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chemical compounds and its associated data, and is serving as a data provider to many websites and
software tools. Available since 2007, ChemSpider has collated over 300 data sources from chemical
vendors, government databases, private laboratories and individuals, providing access to millions of
records related to chemicals. Used by chemists for identifier conversion and properties predictions,
ChemSpider datasets are also heavily leveraged by chemical vendors and pharmaceutical companies as
pre-competitive resources for experimental and clinical trial investigation.
Data curation in ChemSpider consists in the manual annotation and correction of data (Pence et al.,
2010). This may include changes to the chemical structures of a compound, addition or deletion of
identifiers associated with a chemical compound, associating links between a chemical compound and its
related data sources etc. ChemSpider supports two different ways for curators to help in curating data at
ChemSpider:




Post comments on a record in order to take appropriate action on your concern by the Master
curator.
As a registered member with curation rights, allows to participate directly in marking data for
master curation or to remove erroneous data.

ChemSpider adopts a meritocratic model for their curation activities. Normal curators are responsible for
deposition, which is checked, and veriﬁed by master curators. Normal curators in turn, can be invited to
become masters after some qualifying period of contribution. The platform has a blended human and
computer-based curation process. Robotic Curation uses algorithms for error correction and data
validation at deposition time.
ChemSpider uses a mixture of computational approaches to perform certain level of data validation. They
have built their own chemical data validation tool, which is called CVSP (Chemical Validation and
Standardization Platform). CVSP helps chemists to check chemicals and tell quickly whether or not they
are validly represented, whether there are any data quality issues so that they can flag those quality
issues easily and efficiently.
Using the Open Community model, ChemSpider distributes its curation activity across its community
using crowd-sourcing to accommodate massive growth rates and quality issues. They use a wiki like
approach for people to interact with the data, so that they can annotate it, validate it, curate it, delete it,
flag it if deleted. ChemSpider is also in the phase of implementing an automated recognition system that
will measure the contribution effort of curators through the data validation and engagement process. The
contribution metrics becomes then publicly viewable and accessible through a central RSC profile as
shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: RSC profile of a curator with awards attributed based on his/her contributions
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1

Protein Data Bank: The Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank (RCSB
PDB) is a group dedicated to improve understanding of the functions of biological systems through the
study of 3-D structure of biological macromolecules. Started in 1971 with 3 core members it originally
offered free access to 7 crystal structures which has grown to the current 63,000 structures available
freely online. The PDB has had over 300 million data set downloads. Its tools and resource offerings have
grown from a curated data download service, to a platform which serves complex molecular visualization,
search, and analysis tools.
A signiﬁcant amount of the curation process at PDB consists in providing standardised vocabulary for
describing the relationships between biological entities, varying from organ tissue to the description of the
molecular structure. The use of standardized vocabularies also helps with nomenclature used to describe
protein and small molecule names and their descriptors present in the structure entry.
The data curation process also covers the identification and correction of inconsistencies over the 3-D
protein structure and experimental data. The platform accepts the deposition of data in multiple formats
such as the legacy PDB format, mmCif, and the current PDBML. In order to implement a global
hierarchical governance approach to the data curation workﬂow, wwPDB staff review and annotate each
submitted entry before robotic curation checks for plausibility as part of the data deposition, processing
and distribution. The data curation effort is distributed across their sister sites.
Robotic curation automates the data validation and verification. Human curators contribute to the
definition of rules for the detection of inconsistencies. The curation process is also propagated
retrospectively, where errors found in the data are corrected retrospectively to the archives. Up to date
versions of the data sets are released on weekly basis to keep all sources consistent with the current
standards and to ensure good data curation quality.

3.3.2 Telco, Media, Entertainment
Press Association: Press Association (PA) is the national news agency for the UK and Ireland and a
leading multimedia content provider across Web, mobile, broadcast and print. For the last 145 years, PA
has been providing feeds of text, data, photos and video.
The objective of data curation at Press Association is to select the most relevant information for its
customers, classifying, enriching and distributing it in a way that can be readily consumed. The curation
process at Press Association employs a large number of curators in the content classification process,
working over thousands of data sources. A curator inside Press Association is an analyst, who collects,
aggregates, classiﬁes, normalizes and analyses the raw information coming from different data sources.
Since the nature of the information analysed at Press Association is typically high volume and near realtime, data curation is a big challenge inside the company and the use of automated tools plays an
important role in this process. In the curation process, automatic tools provide a ﬁrst level triage and
classification, which is further reﬁned by the intervention of human curators as shown in Figure 3-5.
The data curation process starts with an article submitted to a platform which uses a set of linguistic
extraction rules over unstructured text to automatically derive tags for the article, enriching it with machine
readable structured data. A data curator then selects the terms which better describe the contents and
inserts new tags if necessary. The tags enrich the original text with the general category of the analysed
contents, while also providing a description of speciﬁc entities (places, people, events, facts) which are
present in the text. The classification is then reviewed by the meta-data manager and the content is
published online.
Thomson Reuters: Thomson Reuters is a leading information provider company which is focused on the
provision of specialist curated information in different domains, including Healthcare, Science, Financial,
Legal and Media.
In addition to the selection and classification of the most relevant information for its customers, Thomson
Reuters focuses on the deployment of information (including structured data) in a way that can be readily
consumed. The curation process at Thomson Reuters employs thousands of curators working over
approximately 1000 data sources. In the curation process, automatic tools provide a first level selection
and classification, which is further refined by the intervention of human curators. A typical curator is a
domain specialist, who selects, aggregates, classifies, normalises and analyses the raw information
1 http://www.pdb.org
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coming from different data sources. Semantic Web technologies are already applied in the company’s
data environment. The overall data curation workflow at Thomson Reuters is depicted in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-5: PA Content and Metadata Pattern Workflow

Figure 3-6: A typical data curation process at Thomson Reuters

The New York Times: The New York Times (NYT) is the largest metropolitan and the third largest
newspaper in the United States. The company has a long history of the curation of its articles in its 100year-old curated repository (NYT Index).
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New York Times curation pipeline (see Figure 3-7) starts with an article getting out of the newsroom. The
first level curation consists in the content classiﬁcation process done by the editorial staff, which consists
of several hundred journalists. Using a Web application, a member of the editorial staff submits the new
1
article through a rule based information extraction system (in this case, SAS Teragram ). Teragram uses
a set of linguistic extraction rules, which are created by the taxonomy managers based on a subset of the
controlled vocabulary used by the Index Department. Teragram suggests tags based on the Index
vocabulary that can potentially describe the content of the article (Curry et al, 2010). The member of the
editorial staff then selects the terms that better describe the contents and inserts new tags if necessary.
Taxonomy managers review the classification and the content is published online, providing continuous
feedback into the classiﬁcation process. In a later stage, the article receives a second level curation by
the Index Department, which appends additional tags and a summary of the article to the stored resource.
The data curation workflow at NYT is outlined in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7: The NYT article classification curation workflow

3.3.3 Summary
In this section, we summarize the different case studies discussed above in terms of different key points
we identified in the process.
Table 3-5: Summary of sector case studies
Case study

Consumers

Semantic
Technologies

Consumers as
curators

Data Validation

ChemSpider

chemists

Yes

Yes

Yes

Protein Data Bank

biomedical
community

Yes

Yes

Yes

Press Association

public

Yes

No

Yes

Thomson Reuters

public

Yes

No

Yes

The New York Times

public

Yes

Yes

Yes

1 SAS Teragram http://www.teragram.com
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3.3.4 Case Studies: Future Work
In this document, we have covered 5 case studies related to the data curation topic by studying two
different sectors which are: Health and Telco, Media & Entertainment. We plan to extend this document in
the near future with more case studies with a broad range of sectors which includes but not limited to the
following:
Finance & Insurance
Manufacturing, Retail, Energy, Transport

Public & Government sector
We will interview data curation experts working in the above areas and outline their experiences,
processes they follow, opinions and future direction in order to outline core challenges, trends and
opportunities in data curation.



3.4. Data Curation Road-map
The Big Data phenomena (Howe et al., 2008) underline the explosion of information content generated by
variety of sources including but not limited to sensors, multimedia, and knowledge bases on the web. This
massive amount of collect data can result in data errors and incorrect analysis. Therefore, the value of
Big Data lies in data quality. Specifically the veracity dimension of the Big Data deals with the accuracy
and the trustworthiness of information (Lord & Macdonald, 2003). The main objective of data curation is to
address the veracity requirements of heterogeneous data collected from variety of sources, at the same
time considering the volume and velocity dimensions of Big Data.

3.4.1 Future Requirement of Big Data Curation
The future data curation system will need to address following requirements that are typically absent from
current approaches.
Curation at scale: Since volume, velocity and variety are the fundamental dimensions of Big
Data, future curation systems will need to incorporate more automation. Advanced techniques
based on machine learning and semantic reasoning can be used to perform repeatable curation
tasks, consequently allowing human resources to concentrate on complex tasks. A
complementary challenge lies in the fact that automated curation should be verifiable to ensure
trust and provenance.

Variety of expertise: Current data curation technologies and processes are limited to specific
curators because of their heavy reliance on domain expertise and programming languages.
Therefore, most of the curation tasks are limited to specialists. Since human attention and
expertise is a limited resource, future systems need to enable contribution from wide range of
human resources such as programmers, domain experts, non-experts contributors, and crowds.
Designing systems that can distribute curation tasks while considering abilities of persons and
complexities of tasks is an important challenge in this regard.

Access management: Control over accessibility of various data items becomes more important
as more people are involved into the curation process. In this regard, the curation system should
provide different levels of update and view interfaces to humans and machines. Discoverability of
the data items is also another related aspect of data curation that is becoming crucial due to
advancement in Internet technologies.

Multimedia & Text: Current tools and technologies support curation activities for mostly
structured or semi-structured data. However, Big Data will require curation of unstructured
information like text, audio and videos. Future data curation should be able to understand
unstructured information to ensure the quality and trust, with minimum human supervision.
The following section describes some recent developments on the Web that can lead us towards
addressing the above-mentioned requirements of future data curation systems.
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3.4.2 Emerging Paradigms
3.4.2.1

Communities & Crowds

Data curation can be a resource-intensive and complex task, which can easily exceed the capacity of a
single individual. Most non-trivial data curation efforts are dependent of a collective data curation set-up,
where participants are able to share the costs, risks and technical challenges. Depending on the domain,
data scale and type of curation activity, data curation efforts can utilize relevant communities through
invitation or crowds through open call. Figure 3-8 shows the continuum of control and participation in data
1
curation. Curation system such as FlyBase and PDB reside on the left side, due to high level of control
over curation processes with small number of participants. Crowds-based knowledge bases like
2
3
Wikipedia and Freebase exhibit lower levels of control with a large number of contributors.

Figure 3-8: The continuum of control and participation

A consortium is a type of community where participating organizations collaborate on curation activities. A
consortium is usually a closed community where members are invited based on their domain experience
to provide a contribution to focussed curation activities. The availability of the resulting output data may
be publicly available or limited only to the members. Consortia typically form a democratic partnership
with some vote proportionality reflected by the level of investment of each organisation.
Within crowds-based curation, everyone can participate in the curation of any data item. The leaders or
developers of the curation system define the desired curation activity and seek public support from a
potential unlimited number of anonymous participants, who feel they have the skills to provide or
contribute to curation activities. Wikipedia, Freebase, and DBpedia are good examples of large open
communities where anyone can contribute to manage large datasets. These platforms provide exemplar
user cases of the balance between human and algorithmic curation.
Wikipedia, for example, supports its curators providing processes, tools and artefacts. Examples of these
are: Wiki Article Editor, Talk Pages, Watch-lists, Permission Mechanisms, Automated Edition, Page
History and Restore, Guidelines, Policies & Templates, Dispute Resolution, Article Edition, Deletion,
Merging, Redirection, and Archival.
Freebase is a large knowledge base, which facilitates creation and management of structured data by
community of web users (Bollacker et al., 2008). It has been argued that Freebase was built with
objective of high collaborative density, increase in semantic integration and wide range of administrative
proximity. Graphical interfaces for data creation and back-end data transformation frameworks such as
OpenRefine supports the scale of the data curation activity.

3.4.2.2

Mixed Human-Computer Intelligence

Algorithms are becoming more intelligent with advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence. It is
expected that machine intelligence will be able to validate, repair, and annotate data within seconds,
which might take hours for human to perform (Kong et al., 2011). In effect, human will be involved as
required e.g. for defining curation rules, validating hard instances, or providing data for training algorithms
(Hassan et al., 2012). During next few decades, large-scale data management will become collaboration

1 http://www.flybase.org
2 http://www.wikipedia.org
3 http://www.freebase.com
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between machines and humans. Apart from machine learning, other enabling technologies include
speech recognition, natural language processing, machine vision, and reasoning.
The following list summarizes some of the research prototypes using machine intelligence in concert with
human effort to manage data:










1

Data Tamer : This prototype aims to replace the current developer-centric extract-transform-load
(ETL) process with automated data integration. The system uses a suit of algorithms to
automatically map schemas and de-duplicate entities. However, human experts and crowds are
leveraged to verify integration updates that are particularly difficult for algorithms.
2
ZenCrowd : This system tries to address the problem of linking named entities in text with a
knowledge base. ZenCrowd bridges the gap between automated and manual linking by
improving the results of automated linking with humans. The prototype was demonstrated for
linking named entities in news articles with entities in Linked Open Data cloud.
3
CrowdDB : This database system answers SQL queries with the help of crowds. Specifically,
queries that cannot be answered by a database management system or a search engine. As
opposed to the exact operation in databases, CrowdDB allows fuzzy operations with the help of
humans. For example, ranking items by relevance or comparing equivalence of images.
4
Qurk : Although similar to CrowdDB, this system tries to improve costs and latency of humanpowered sorts and joins. In this regard, Qurk applies techniques such as batching, filtering, and
output agreement.
Wikipedia Bots: Wikipedia runs scheduled algorithms to access quality of text articles, known as
5
Bots. These bots also flag articles that require further review by experts. SuggestBot
recommends flagged articles to a Wikipedia editor based on their profile.

3.4.2.3

Sheer Curation

Sheer curation, or curation-at-source, is an approach to curate data where lightweight curation activities
are integrated into the normal workflow of those creating and managing data and other digital assets.
(Curry et al., 2010). Sheer curation activities can include lightweight categorisation and normalisation
activities. An example would be, vetting or “rating” the results of a categorization process performed by a
curation algorithm. Sheer curation activities can also be composed with other curation activities, allowing
more immediate access to curated data while also ensuring the quality control that is only possible with
an expert curation team.
Following are the high-level objectives of sheer curation described by (Hedges & Blanke, 2012):
Avoid data deposit by integrating with normal workflow tools

Capture provenance information of the workflow

Seamless interfacing with data curation infrastructure
The successful implementation of sheer curation faces following limitations


The set of tools used the curation purposes are not entirely integrated. Therefore, leading
towards a lot of manual work in terms of transports data between tools or defining interfaces
between them.

Specialised tools are mostly designed for desktop environments, as well as they are limited by
input and output from file systems.

It is very difficult to automatically predict workflows, since the workflows are domain specific and
dependent on a person’s work preferences.
Nonetheless, the above-mentioned challenges also provide opportunities for both researchers and
practitioners.


1 http://www.data-tamer.com/
2 http://exascale.info/ZenCrowd
3 https://amplab.cs.berkeley.edu/publication/crowddb-answering-queries-with-crowdsourcing/
4 http://db.csail.mit.edu/qurk/
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:SuggestBot
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3.4.2.4

Open Data & Open Access

The Open Data movement is based on the idea that data should be freely available for use by everyone,
without any restrictions of copyright (Klump et al., 2006). This movement has recently gained momentum
with the launch of open data portals by governments such as the UK and the US. However, the adoption
of open data has received varied degree of interest across industries. For example,




World Bank Data: There more than 200 datasets available online that is published by several
1
national governments. Open Government Data Toolkit , by World Bank, has defined a set of
criteria for governments and sectors for publishing open data on the web. For example, the data
is considered open if it’s accessible through machines and licensed to be used for commercial
and non-commercial use. Additionally, there are set of guidelines to access readiness and quality
of data for open publication.
Sciences Data: There are existing data portals providing accesses to experimental results,
compounds, genes, etc. However, the level or detail and data availability varies across fields. For
example, the Protein Data Bank and GeneBank both are both publicly available. On the other
hand, since the data about chemical compounds and drugs is easy to monetize, the chemical and
2
pharmaceutical industry is reluctant to follow the open initiative. LinkedScience is a recent effort
targeted at establishing practice for open sharing and interlinking of scientific assets.

Similar to Open Data, the Open Access (OA) involves providing unlimited and unrestricted access to
articles and publications. The objective of OA is to remove the barrier of payment for online access of
content. For instance, the Public Library of Science (PLOS) is a non-profit project for creating a library of
open access journals and scientific literature.

3.4.2.5

Visualization

One of the experts on data curation expressed that “from a Big Data perspective, the challenges are
around finding the slices, views or ways into the dataset that enables you to find the bits that need to be
edited, changed”. Therefore, appropriate visualization of data is important not only from the usage
perspective but also from maintenance perspective (Hey & Trefethen, 2004). Specifically, for the
collaborative methods of data cleaning, it is fundamental to enable discovery of anomalies in both
structured and unstructured data. Additionally making data management activities more mobile and
interactive is required as mobile devices overtake traditional PC. The following technologies provide
direction towards interactive visualization






3

Data-Driven Documents (D3.js): D3.js is library for displaying interactive graphs in web
documents. This library adheres to open web standard such as HTML5, SVG and CSS, to enable
powerful visualizations with open source like licensing.
4
Tableau : This software allows users to visualize multiple dimensions of relational databases.
Furthermore it enables visualization of unstructured data through third-party adapters. Tableau
has received a lot of attention due to its ease of use and free access public plan.
5
Open Refine : This open source application allows users to clean and transform data from
variety of formats such as CSV, XML, RDF, JSON, etc. Google refine is particularly useful for
finding outliers in data and checking distribution of values in columns through facets. It allows
6
data reconciliation with external data sources such as Freebase and OpenCorporates .

1 http://data.worldbank.org/open-government-data-toolkit
2 http://linkedscience.org/about/
3 http://d3js.org/
4 http://www.tableausoftware.com/public/
5 https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki
6 https://www.opencorporates.com
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3.4.3 Summary
Table 3-6 maps above discussed emerging systems and technologies according to Big Data Curation
requirements and emerging paradigms. The mapping into the requirements is based on the main
functionality of systems and technologies.
Table 3-6: Summary of emerging data curation systems
Paradigms

Scale

Variety of
Expertise

Access
Management

Multimedia &
Text

Communities &
Crowds

Wikipedia
Freebase
Protein DB

Wikipedia
Freebase
Protein DB

Wikipedia
Protein DB
ChemSpider

Wikipedia

Mixed HumanComputer
Algorithms

Data Tamer
ZenCrowd
CrowdDB
Qurk
Wikipedia Bots

Data Tamer
Wikipedia Bots

Wikipedia Bots

Semantic
Desktops

Semantic
Desktops
Work Bank Data
LinkedScience
PLOS

Sheer Curation

Open Data & Open
Access

Work Bank Data
LinkedScience
PLOS

Work Bank Data
LinkedScience
PLOS

Visualization

D3.js

Tableau
Open Refine

Tableau

Tableau

This section discussed some emerging paradigms that can enable curation of Big Data. Figure 3-9
highlights the areas where the paradigms and associated technologies can be applied within data
curation lifecycle. As illustrated the sequential actions of data curation lifecycle are more suited to
adoption of emerging technologies. People from community or crowd can participate in the curation
process. For example crowds can be leveraged to correct data values according to some reference data.
Similarly, community members could be ask to appraise data items generate by others. However, the
potential impact on lifecycle actions and occasional actions should be considered before adoption.
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Figure 3-9: Emerging paradigms highlighted in DCC Curation Lifecycle Model
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Annex 2. Services and Tools
This section lists the services and tools available for data curation. The tables are grouped into four
categories: Repository, Data Preparation, Data Identification and Curation Integrated System. Each
category is divided into two tables, namely Tools and Services. Tools are applications that can be
downloaded and deployed in a curation environment, whereas Services are online functionalities provided
though web interfaces by a service provider.

Annex a.

Repository

The curated data is preserved in the repository, which might be hosted by a third party. The online
repository services offer data storage management and visualisation. In general, these services charge
for the storage space, as seen in Table 3A-1. Repository tools listed in Table 3A-2 can be deployed to
archive data.
Table 3A-1: List of Repository Services
Name

Provider or
Developer

Licence

Platform or
Language

Domain

Archive-It
http://www.archive-it.org/

The Internet
Archive

Commercial

Web based

General

SparkWise
http://sparkwi.se/

Sparkwise

Open Source

Web based

General

WebCite
http://www.webcitation.org/

The University
of Toronto /
University
Health
Network's
Centre for
Global eHealth
Innovation.

Creative
Commons
AttributionNonCommercial
-ShareAlike 2.5

Web based

Web Archiving

DuraCloud
http://duracloud.org/

DuraSpace
http://www.dura
space.org/

Commercial

Web based

General

Portico
http://www.portico.org

Ithaka

Commercial

Web based

Library

MetaArchive
http://www.metaarchive.org

Educopia
Institute

Commercial

Web based

General

Table 3A-2: List of Repository Tools

Name

Provider or Developer

Licence

Platform
or
Language

Domain

Eprints
http://www.eprints.org/

University of Southampton

GPL and
Free

Web
Based

General

DSpace
http://www.dspace.org/

Hewlett-Packard and MIT

Open
source

Java

General

The Flexible Extensible Digital
Object Repository Architecture
http://fedora-commons.org/

the University of Virginia
Library and Cornell
University's Digital Library
Research Group

open
source

Java

General
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The Norwegian Social
Science Data Services, UK
Data Archive, and the
Danish Data Archive

free under
a custom
license.
60-day trial
versions of
the Server
and
WebView

Java

General

Artefactual Systems in
collaboration with the
UNESCO Memory of the
World'sSubcommittee on
Technology, the City of
Vancouver Archives, the
University of British
Columbia Library,
theRockefeller Archive
Center, Simon Fraser
University Archives and
Records Management, and
a number of other
collaborators.

GPL 3

Linux
Desktop

General

The Dataverse Network Project
http://thedata.org/

The Data Preservation
Alliance for the Social
Sciences

Open
Source
and Free

Web
Based

General

Hydra
http://projecthydra.org/

Stanford University, the
University of Virginia and the
University of Hull in close
collaboration with Fedora

Open
Source

Web
based

General

gCube framework
http://www.gcube-system.org/

A number of Europe
Institutes

EUPL

Web
Based

Science

ICA-AtoM
https://www.ica-atom.org/

Managed by Artefactual
Systems on behalf of the
International Council on
Archives

AGPL

Web
Based

General

Kepler
https://kepler-project.org/

Kepler Team

BSD

Java

Science

Netarchive Suite
https://sbforge.org/display/NAS/

The Royal Library of
Denmark and the State and
University Library of
Denmark

GNU
Lesser
General
Public
License

Linux

Web
Archives

RRDTool
http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/

CAIDA

GPL

Linux

General

Hoppla
http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/dp/hop
pla

Vienna University of
Technology
Institute of Software
Technology and Interactive
Systems
Information & Software
Engineering Group

Free

Java

General

Nesstar
http://www.nesstar.com/

Archivematica
https://www.archivematica.org/wik
i/Main_Page
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Annex b.

Data Identification

In order to organize data collection, each digital should have identification. This identification is also
useful for citation and reference management. Table 3B-1 describes five open source tool to
automatically generate digital identification.
Table 3B-1: List of Data Identification Tools
Name

Provider/Developer

Licence

Platform or
Language

Digital Record Object Identification
(DROID)
http://droid.sourceforge.net/

The National Archives UK

Open
Source and
Free

Java

FITS
http://code.google.com/p/fits/

Harvard University Library Office for
Information Systems

GNU
Lesser GPL

Java

JHOVE2
http://sourceforge.net/projects/jhove/

California Digital Library, Portico, and
Stanford University, with funding from
the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation
Program (NDIIPP)

Open
Source
BSD license

Java

The National Archives of Australia

GNU
General
Public
License
version 3

Java and
Xena

The National Archives of Australia

GNU
General
Public
License
version 3

Windows
Application

Xena Software

Manifest Maker
http://manifestmaker.sourceforge.net/

Annex c.

Data Preparation

Before retaining data, several steps are required for data preparation such as data conversion, data
cleansing, data annotation and data integrity checking. Table 3C-1 summarizes data preparation tools.
Table 3C-1: List of Data Preparation Tools

Provider or Developer

Licence

Platform
or
Language

Domain

Duke Data Accessioner
http://library.duke.edu/uarchives/a
bout/tools/data-accessioner.html

Duke University Libraries

free and
available
for noncommerci
al,
education
al and
research
purposes
under an
opensource,Du
ke-written
license

Java

General

MIXED (Migration to Intermediate
XML for Electronic Data)
https://sites.google.com/a/datanet
workservice.nl/mixed/

Data Archiving and Network
Services (DANS)

free under
an
unknown
license

Web
based

General

Name
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NLNZ Metadata Extraction Tool
http://metaextractor.sourceforge.net/

The National Library of New
Zealand (NLNZ)

Apache
Public
License
(version 2)

Java
Based

General

PREMIS in METS Toolbox
http://pim.fcla.edu/

The Florida Center for Library
Automation, sponsored by the
Library of Congress

Free and
open
source

Web
based

General

The BagIt Library
http://sourceforge.net/projects/locxferutils/

The United States Library of
Congress, and the National
Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation
Program (NDIIPP)

BSD
License

Java
based

General

Checksum Checker
http://checksumchecker.sourcefor
ge.net/

The National Archives of
Australia

GNU
General
Public
License
version 3

Windows
Applicatio
n

General

SWORD
http://swordapp.org

JISC Project

Apache
License

Web
based

General

Annex d.

Integrated Curation System

Integrated Curation system is a tool or service that has supported each step in the data curation process
including data identification, data preparation and data storage management. However, several systems
do not provide data storage management. Table 3D-1 lists integrated data curation tools and Table 3D-2
list integrated data curation services.

Table 3D-1: List of Integrated Curation System Tools

Name

Provider or Developer

Licence

Platform
or
Language

Domain

ARCHER Project
http://archer.edu.au/

the Australian Commonwealth
Department of Education,
Science and Training, the
Australian Research Enabling
Environment

GPL

Web
Based

Science

BigSheets

IBM

Java

General

Curator's Workbench
https://github.com/UNCLibraries/Curators-Workbench

Carolina Digital Repository, an
initiative of the University
Libraries of UNC Chapel Hill.

Apache
2.0

Java

General

Digital Curation for Excel
http://dataup.cdlib.org/

California Digital Library

open
source

windows

General

D-Net
http://www.d-net.researchinfrastructures.eu

Driver Project

Apache
License

java

General

SAP Crystal Solution
http://www.sap.com/solutions/sme/bu
siness-intelligence-crystalsolutions.epx

SAP

Commerci
al

Java

General
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Oracle Optimized Solution
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/se
rver-storage/hardware-solutions/oosoln-lifecycle-content-mngmt403579.html

Web Curator Tool
http://webcurator.sourceforge.net/

Oracle

Commerci
al

Web

General

Developed by the National
Library of New Zealand and the
British Library, initiated by the
International Internet
Preservation Consortium.
Currently maintained by
Oakleigh Consulting Ltd.

Apache
Public
License

Web
based

Web
Archive

Table 3D-2: List of Integrated Curation System Services
Name

Provider or
Developer

Licence

Platform or
Language

Domain

DataStax
http://www.datastax.com

DataStax Team

Free for limited
edition

Java

General

DMPTool
https://dmp.cdlib.org/

A consortium of
US research
bodies

GPL

Web

Science

Open DOAR
http://www.opendoar.org/

SHERPA

Free

Web

General
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4.

Data Storage

4.1. Introduction
In this section, we will trace the roots of Big Data buzz, trace the trends and problems in software data
storage products and provision the future solutions and approaches to store and process data. There are
many different aspects of Big Data but in this section, we will limit ourselves to those aspects that are
relevant to data storage as defined in the following section.

4.1.1 Data Storage Working Group
The data storage WG is responsible for different aspects of storage, organization and manipulation of
information on electronic data storage devices. These include:


Electronic devices and resources required for data storage



Data organization and modelling, data definition languages and schemas



Basic data manipulation operations (Create, Read, Update, Delete - CRUD)



Database systems architecture, availability, consistency and partition tolerance



Data compression, data recovery, security and encryption

4.1.2 Objectives
In order to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state in the data storage area and predict
possible future trends, the data storage WG studied available technical papers including but not restricted
to: technical market analysis, company and industry roadmaps, related research studies etc. In addition,
we accumulated information from different sources to present a clear picture of the current state of Big
Data storage technologies and their main advantages and disadvantages. Below are the main topics
covered in this document:












Resources to support data storage and data manipulation
In this topic we will investigate volume related questions that should provide a clear view on
future data growth and storage, CPU power and energy resource availability to support the
growth.
Hardware influence on future database architecture
As new hardware becomes available, we might expect its influence on data storage and data
store architecture. As part of this topic we will examine such relations, for instance, as SSD and
in-memory storage influence on databases or network quality and partition tolerance problems.
Data Store technologies
Big Data triggered an explosion of new software paradigms and technologies. As part of this topic
we will focus on existing technologies and possible future trends.
Standardization and integration
Technological explosion has led to significant complexity in managing and integrating of Big Data
technologies. As part of this topic we will examine standardization and integration possibilities.
Efficient Data
To address data growth two approaches are possible: 1. extensive, which is based on resource
growth such as storage and CPU, and 2. intensive, which looks for better use of available
resources. For instance: more data does not necessarily create more information and as a result
sometimes only a small portion of the data is really valuable. As part of this topic we will study
different approaches for intelligent use of resources such as data marketplaces as well as
research perspectives to deal with Big Data by applying principles similar to information theory.
Security and privacy
Data everywhere poses new challenges to data security and privacy. As part of this topic we will
address security and privacy related technologies and future trends.
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4.2. State of the Art
In this section we assess the current state of the art in data store technologies that are capable of
handling large amounts of data and also identify data store related trends.

4.2.1 Background
During the last decade, the need to deal with the data explosion and the hardware shift from scale up
approach to scale out approach, led to an explosion of new Big Data software technologies and solutions.
These technologies can be roughly assigned to two main classes: Big Data Stores and the set of
technologies that we call “Distributed Processing Frameworks”.
As for Distributed Processing Frameworks, we define them as a set of software technologies that support
the development and execution of distributed algorithms based on a distributed programming model. The
two best-known examples today are MapReduce and Bulk Synchronous Parallel.
Distributed Processing Frameworks are usually used for analytical purposes or as infrastructure layer for
some Big Data Querying Platforms (data store role) such as Hive.
As for Big Data Stores, we can distinguish the following types:








Distributed File Systems such as the Hadoop File System (HDFS), which offer the capability to
store large amount of data in a reliable way on commodity hardware.
NoSQL Databases: Probably the most important family of Big Data storage technologies is the
NoSQL database management systems. NoSQL databases use other data models than the relational
model known from the SQL world and do not necessarily adhere to transactional properties of
atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability (ACID).
Big Data Querying Platforms: Technologies that are layers over NoSQL databases (Drill) or layers
over MapReduce distributed processing framework (Hive). Their main goal is to provide SQL like
interface to developers, whether to support ad-hoc quires or to support batch processing.
NewSQL Databases: Another technology set to be considered as part of Big Data storage
technologies is NewSQL databases. NewSQL is shorthand for the various new scalable/highperformance SQL databases.

Big Data Stores are used in a similar way as regular RDBMSs. Specifically they are used for Online
Transactional Processing (OLTP) solution and data warehouses over structured or semi-structured data.
NoSQL databases can further be classified in four main categories of databases:






Key-value stores: Key-value stores such as the Microsoft Azure Table Service (Microsoft Azure
Table Service) allow storage of data in a schema-less way. Data objects can be completely
unstructured or structured and are accessed by a single key. As no schema is used it is even not
necessary that data objects share the same structure.
BigTables clones: BigTables clones (Columnar stores) refer to implementations that are based on
Google’s BigTable data model and storage system. The BigTable is a sparse, distributed and
persistent multi-dimensional sorted map in which data is indexed by a triple of a row key, column key
and a timestamp. The value is represented as an uninterrupted string data type. BigTable data is
accessed by column families, i.e. a set of related column keys that effectively compress the sparse
data in the columns. Column families are created before data can be stored and their number is
expected to be small. In contrast the number of columns in BigTable is unlimited.
Document databases: Document databases such as CouchDB (Apache CouchDB Project) store
documents, typically encoded in a standard format such as XML or JSON. Similar to key-value
stores, documents are accessed and indexed via a unique key. However, it is also possible to access
documents by their contents. The capability to query is typically dependent on the encoding format
used by the databases. For instance, by filtering according to field values in a database that encodes
documents in JSON.
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Graph databases: graph databases such as Neo4j (Neo4j Graph Database), store data in graph
structures making them suitable for storing highly associative data, e.g. social network graphs. A
particular flavour of graph databases is triple stores such as AllegroGraph (Allegro Graph) and
Virtuoso (Virtuoso) that are specifically designed to store RDF triples. However, existing triple store
technologies are not yet suitable for storing truly large data sets efficiently.
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Figure 4-1 shows the main NoSQL categories in the context of Complexity and Scalability aspects:

Figure 4-1: Data complexity and data size scalability of NoSQL categories. Source: Neo4j, July 2010

Another technology to be considered as part of Big Data storage technologies is NewSQL databases.
NewSQL is shorthand for the various new scalable/high-performance SQL databases. Those solutions
have the following technical characteristics:






SQL as the primary mechanism for application interaction.
ACID support for transactions.
A non-locking concurrency control mechanism.
An architecture providing much higher per-node performance.
A scale out, shared-nothing architecture, capable of running on a large number of nodes
without suffering bottlenecks.

The expectation is that NewSQL systems are about 50 times faster than traditional OLTP RDBMS. For
example, VoltDB (VoltDB) scales linearly in the case of non-complex (single-partition) queries and
provides ACID support. It scales for dozens of nodes where each node is restricted to the size of the main
memory.

4.2.2 Database landscape
Big Data caused an explosion of different database tools. According to the 451 Group the research
database landscape from above looks as follows:
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Figure 4-2: Database landscape. Source: 451 Group, "MySQL vs. NoSQL and NewSQL:2011-2015", 2012

Storage technologies can be classified according to their data model support, their approach for
scalability, availability and consistency as well as their best use objectives. Such classification supports
matching of data store to specific architecture requirements by finding the best balance between different,
sometimes conflicting, features. In the next paragraph we will try to provide some rules of thumb on their
applicability.

4.2.3 Applicability of different data store technologies
To compare different technologies according to their applicability we should take into account such Big
Data properties as Volume, Velocity etc. And though the exact solution should be defined according to
specific problem, below are some rules of thumb.
With respect to Volume vs. Analytics required the following rules of thumb can be defined (as explained in
Michael Stonebraker’s blogs (Michael Stonebraker, What Does ‘Big Data Mean?' Part1, 2012),(Michael
Stonebraker, What Does ‘Big Data Mean?' Part2, 2012),(Michael Stonebraker, What Does ‘Big Data
Mean?' Part3, 2012)):
Regular Volume

Big Volume

Basic analytics
RDBMS/BI

Advanced analytics
Statistics packages such as SAS (SAS),
SPSS (SPSS) and open source R project(R
project)

Big Data querying platforms such
as Drill (Drill), Impala (Impala),
Hive (Hive) or parallel DBMSs
such
as
Vertica(Vertica),
Netezza(Netezza),
Greenplum(Greenplum)etc.

Solutions are in its infancy

In-memory databases are limited in size and are usually more expensive than disk based solutions. On
the other hand they can significantly improve performances.
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NoSQL solutions as an opposite to classical RDBMS and NewSQL solutions are capable of operation at
scale, in a grid computing environment (over WAN with significant probability for network partitioning) and
provide the best scalability. On the other hand NoSQL solutions usually don’t provide sequential
consistency and are less suitable for applications with high data connectivity that usually implies joins. In
addition, NoSQL solutions are less suitable for maintenance as their schema is not explicitly defined.

4.2.4 Current Trends
Big Data storage technologies are a hot topic and each year many new solutions are presented to the
market. Below are some notable trends and expectations:

Memory hierarchy: As the cost of DRAM main memory decreases ($/GB: 2010 – 60$, 20152020 – 4$), we will see more solutions using main memory to boost performance. In addition,
such benefits of flash memory as low access latency, low energy consumption and
persistency are explored by vendors to create a hierarchy of memory where the hottest data
resides in DRAM, cooler data resides in flash memory with main memory interface and the
coolest data resides in HDD. As main memory becomes more available many new databases
use this availability to build upon new architecture possible for high OLTP performance. Such
architecture according to (Michael Stonebraker, Use Main Memory for OLTP, 2012), “get rid
of the vast majority of all four sources of overhead” in classical databases as were found in
“OLTP Through the Looking Glass, and What We Found There“ research (S. Harizopoulos,
2008). Smaller latency in such databases will make them suitable for near-real-time
computations. Indeed, based on Gartner research, one of the promising trends is in-memory
computing technology such as in-memory database management systems and in-memory
data grids (Gartner, 2012).

Figure 4-3: General purpose RDBMS processing profile. Source: Harizopoulos, Stavros, et al. "OLTP through the looking glass, and
what we found there",ACM SIGMOD 2008


New data stores that push CAP theorem to the edge. The first wave of NoSQL database
implementations simplified CAP theorem, the cornerstone of distributed computing systems,
to “Consistency, Availability, Partition Tolerance: Pick any two”. In reality CAP theorem
restrictions on Consistency, Availability, Partition Tolerance combinations are more grained.
As a result a new wave of NoSQL databases is coming – databases that try to keep as much
of Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance as possible and, at the same time, to
provide a valuable alternative to traditional database indexes. For instance the HyperDex
database (Sirer, 2012) introduces hyperspace hashing to support efficient search and a novel
technique called value-dependent chaining to preserve, up to some degree, all three:
Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance.
In addition, as Big Data becomes mainstream, the requirements significantly changed. CAP
theorem that began as an Eric Brewer conjecture followed by proof from Seth Gilbert and
Nancy Lynch (Gilbert, 2002), states that it is impossible for a distributed computer system to
simultaneously provide all three of the following guarantees: Consistency, Availability and
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Partition tolerance. As a result early Big Data technologies developed mainly in big web
oriented companies favoured availability and partition tolerance over sequential consistency
(replacing it by eventual consistency). As Big Data became a mainstream and more and
more companies began looking at Big Data potential, the landscape of the average
application become to change. As a result, many database management systems today that
are branded under Big Data buzz require a cluster-computing environment. Some of them
rely heavily on the computer's main memory and takes CAP theorem in more practical way.
Indeed, as mentioned earlier in this report, most Big Data related projects today are dealing
with a few dozens of Terabytes rather than Petabytes. Many of them can afford a few
seconds for failover to replicas and are building around more efficient in-memory solutions
and more reliable cluster computing. As result, many such projects prefer consistency over
immediate availability.
New graph data storage solutions: As main memory and flash memory with main memory
interface became cheaper, graph related problems that usually require graph traversal and,
as a result, loading of significant part of data into memory become more affordable. The
Microsoft research project Trinity (Trinity), achieved a significant breakthrough in this area.
Trinity is an in-memory data storage and distributed processing platform. By building on its
very fast graph traversal capabilities, Microsoft researchers introduced a new approach to
cope with graph queries. New analytics related requirements and technology advances in
graph processing translates to broader adaption of graph-based technologies. Indeed, web
giants are already processing such huge graphs such as Facebook's graph search or
Google's knowledge graph. According to Jim Webber (Jim Webber, 2013) "Graph
technologies are going to be incredibly important" and like Hadoop’s MapReduce which
originated in Google internal development and democratized disconnected flat data
processing, current graph processing solutions in web giants will finally find their way to
enterprises.
Column-oriented databases: "A column-oriented DBMS is a database management system
(DBMS) that stores data tables as sections of columns of data rather than as rows of data,
like most relational DBMSs" (Column-oriented DBMS, 2013). The benefits of the columnoriented approach such as: engineered for analytic performance, rapid joins and aggregation,
a smaller storage footprint, suitability for compression, optimization for query efficiency and
rapid data loading (Loshin, 2009) have become widely recognized by database community.
As result we might expect that all SQL vendors will move to column stores (Michael
Stonebraker, What Does ‘Big Data Mean?' Part3, 2012).
Need for standardization: the dozens of current solutions, each optimized for a specific type
of problem create a new problem for organizations: the problem of standardization. To
overcome this problem, current solutions should meet standardization that is yet to be
defined by the software community as well as abstraction that will reduce development and
maintenance costs.
Semantic abstraction: the multitude of heterogeneous data sources increases development
costs as applications require knowledge about individual data formats of each individual
source. An emerging trend is the semantic web (Semantic Web) and in particular the
semantic sensor web (Semantic sensor web homepage) that tries to address this challenge.
A multitude of research projects are concerned with all level of semantic modelling and
computation. We expect that in the coming years semantic technologies will be usable for Big
Data problems. This trend is facilitated by the emergences of new graph data storage
solutions as detailed above and may contribute to standardization.

4.2.5 Standardization
Contrary to the well standardized RDBMS world, the NoSQL world lacks standards. Currently no
standards exist beyond de-facto graph database related Blueprint standard and triplestore’s data
manipulation language (SPARQL) supported by triplestore’s vendors. Other NoSQL databases usually
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provide their own declarative language or API and standardization for these declarative languages is
missing.
Though currently, for some database categories (Key/Value, Document, etc.) declarative language
standardization is still missing, it seems that it is just a matter of time until such standardization will
become available. At the same time, creating one language for different NoSQL database types is a hard
task with an unclear outcome. One such attempt to create an unified query language (UnQL) seems to
fail as each database type has too many specific features to be covered by one unified language. Another
promising direction could be the creation of a heterogeneous extendable language with the common core
operations that can be extended to each database type according to its data model.
As for distributed processing frameworks (at their database role), the situation is similar – they lack a
standardized declarative language for CRUD.

4.2.6 Integration
Many possible directions are possible to integrate the abundance of existing Big Data technologies.
Integration of different distributed processing platforms is one such possible direction. Indeed the Hadoop
Yarn project (Apache Hadoop Yarn project) will go in this direction and thus more solutions in this
direction should be expected with more programming paradigms. Federation of heterogeneous database
categories (Such as key/value, document, graph etc.) is another possible direction for integration. This
direction faces such challenges as data models’ mapping and a standard query language for all database
categories.
There are other possibilities for technology integration also. For instance: integrating between federation
of heterogeneous databases and different distribution programming platforms or analytical packages like
SAS (SAS),R project (R project)etc. Indeed, many NoSQL databases integrate today with Hadoop, thus it
would be natural to expect other distributed programming platforms (based for instance on Bulk
Synchronous Parallel approach) to be integrated with databases as well.

4.3. Future Trends
There is a lot of buzz over “Big Data”. But what actually is Big Data? From the very beginning of the
computer industry, data sets always grew bigger and bigger and IT departments always were concerned
with insufficient resources to support this growth. What caused the Big Data Phenomenon? One possible
way to look at this phenomenon is through the eyes of the semiconductor industry. One possible question
to ask: are we experiencing a tectonic change in the semiconductor industry, which influences the nature
of software development?
In order to find the answers to the questions raised above we studied data growth trends, storage
technology trends and CPU development trends as well as their influence on energy consumption.

4.3.1 Data growth
A number of studies were conducted to estimate the amount of data created annually and growth trends
of data creation.
The first study (Lyman P. V., 2000) was conducted in 2001 and accompanied by the second edition in
2003 (Lyman P., 2003). According to this study the amount of new stored data grew by about 30% a year
(analog and digital) between 1999 and 2002 reaching 5 Exabyte (EB) at 2002, of which 92% is stored on
magnetic media, mostly in hard disks.
The second study was done by analytical company (IDC, 2008) in 2007 (updated every year since than).
According to this study in 2007 the so called digital universe (“a measure of all the digital data created,
replicated, and consumed in a single year”) was 281EB and 1.8 Zettabyte (ZB) in 2011 and we should
expect 40-60% annual digital data growth (while storage growth is 35% per year) that will bring us to
40ZB by year 2020 (IDC, December 2012).
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Figure 4-4: Data growth between 2009 and 2020. Source: IDC's Digital Universe Study, sponsored by EMC, December 2012

In the same study, total storage capacity was estimated and it was found that storage capacity growth
falls short of data growth. Specifically, world storage capacity in 2007 estimated was as 264EB as an
opposite to 281EB of digital universe.
Hard disks made up the lion’s share of storage in 2007 (52%) while optical storage contributed 28%. The
annual storage growth per capita over two decades was estimated at 23% but the lower growth rate
results from the relatively high base level provided by prevalent analog storage devices.
Where is this data coming from? A number of reasons support today’s fast data growth rate. Below are
some of them as listed in (Michael Wu, 2012):


Ubiquity of data capturing devices. Examples are cell phones, digital cameras, digital video
recorders, etc.



Increased data resolution. Examples are: higher density CCDs in cameras and recorders.
Scientific instruments, medical diagnostics, satellite imaging systems, and telescopes that benefit
from increased spatial resolution. Faster CPU allowing capturing data at a higher sampling rate
etc.



Super-Linear scaling of data production rate which is particularly relevant to social data.

When looking at the data growth we can list the following sources for big data:


As users become a valid source of data, we experience a jump in the growth rate of data. In fact
according to (Booz&co, 2012), by 2015, 68% of the world’s unstructured data will be created by
consumers.



Our business and analytical needs caused an explosion of machine created data. For example
the Large Hadron Collider generates 40TB of data every second during experiments. According
to IDC (IDC, 2012), "machine generated data, increasing from 11% of the digital universe in 2005
to over 40% in 2020".



Large retailers and B2B companies generate multitudes of transactional data. Companies like
Amazon generate petabytes of transactional data.

Data capturing devices ubiquity and increased data resolution contributed substantially to image based
data. More than 80 percent of digital universe is images: pictures, surveillance videos, TV streams, and
so forth.
Though Big Data is a very wide phenomenon, the digital universe does not resemble the world economy,
the workforce or the population. According to EMA & 9sight (Barry Devlin, 2012) the Communication© BIG consortium
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Media-Entertainment industry, for instance, is responsible for approximately 50% of the digital universe
while its share in worldwide gross economic output is less than 5%. On the other hand, the manufacturing
and utilities industry, which contributes approximately 30% to the worldwide gross economic output, is
responsible approximately for 15% of the digital universe only. The disproportion is even bigger in
professional services industry where worldwide gross economic output share is approximately 4 times
bigger than its share in digital universe. That might suggest that the cost effectiveness of adopting Big
Data technologies varies across different industries. Another way to look at Big Data technologies
applicability scope is by examination of major big data set sources. Figure 4-5 shows such potentially
useful Big Data sets sources.

Figure 4-5: Useful Big Data sources. Source: IDC's Digital Universe Study, sponsored by EMC, December 2012

Unstructured data growth rate in the digital universe is much higher (approximately 15 times) than
structured (Paul S.Otellini, 2012) and as mentioned earlier mainly lead by image based data. But
according to EMA & 9sight (Barry Devlin, 2012) data sources being used in practical Big Data projects
are mainly structured operational data (50%). Most probably, this is because our capability to extract
meaningful information from unstructured data is inferior to our capability to deal with well-known
structured world. In fact according to IDC (IDC, 2012)“only 3% of the potentially useful data is tagged and
even less is analyzed”.

Figure 4-6: data percentage being analysed. Source: IDC's Digital Universe Study, sponsored by EMC, December 2012

But general data growth is not the real concern for organizations. They are interested in their own data
size and data growth rate. According to EMA & 9sight (Barry Devlin, 2012) data growth for organizational
needs is very different. In some organizations the growth rate is insignificant in others – the growth rate is
above 50%, with the most common growth rate around 25%. On the practical level, according to EMA &
9sight (Barry Devlin, 2012), organizations define “Big Data” projects with significantly smaller data sizes
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than those generally considered as Big Data. Only 5% of organizations deal with data sets above 1PB
while the majority deals with datasets somewhere between 1TB and100TB.
As result, the question to be asked is how is it possible that data growth in organization is relatively
modest but general data growth is so high? Unfortunately we don't have appropriate data to clarify
whether this disproportion is caused by high growth rate in user stored data, long tail distribution of
growth rate between organizations or because of fast growing data sets which are not analysed in Big
Data projects or because of some other reason.
Another interesting question to ask, would be whether there indeed exists the problem to process a dozen
terabytes of data as these “Big Data” projects suggests? If so then the reason for that problem is probably
not the data volume (and probably not the velocity) but probably the algorithmic complexity of analysis
that makes this effort to be so Big. Another explanation for such "small" Big Data projects could possibly
be found in the way people and organizations define the term "Big Data". It seems that there coexist at
least 2 commonly accepted definitions: one defining Big Data as "collection of data sets so large and
complex that it becomes difficult to process" (Big Data, 2013) and another implicit definition which is
associated with distributed technologies and advanced analytical processing (data analysis that goes
beyond classical BI reports and OLAP capabilities).

4.3.2 Storage Capacity
When looking at data growth rate it is important to realize that data growth rate by itself is not important. It
becomes important only when comparing it with our capability to store and to process data. As mentioned
earlier, storage capacity grows more slowly than data (see Figure 4-7) and we should expect a
significant gap by 2020.

Figure 4-7: The emerging gap

And as result, though cost per GB memory will decrease, total investment will rise (IDC, 2011):
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Figure 4-8: Cost of storage. Source: IDC's Digital Universe Study, sponsored by EMC, December 2012

Today our storage is based mainly on hard disk drivers (HDD) and will remain so in the foreseeable
future. Theoretical HDD density is far from its fundamental limits (theoretically stable at densities
approaching
while today’s drivers around
) (Mark h.Kryder, 2009) and its future
looks bright at least until the end of this decade.
Yet, HDD capacity growth is slowing down. Its capacity grew approximately 40% per year in the last
decade, but estimations for the next five years compound annual growth rate for HDD areal densities are
significantly smaller: about 20% annual growth (R. E. Fontana, 2012). As for flash memory, it’s expected
to grow with the rate of 20-25% per year, reach it limits in 10 years (ITRS, 2011) and it won’t be able to
compete with HDD in size and price per Gb. Later on NAND based flash memory for SDD (Arie Tal,
2002) probably will be replaced by PCRAM (phase change RAM) or STTRAM (spin-transfer torque RAM)
memory (Mark h.Kryder, 2009)
According to (Frost & Sullivan, 2010), market might expect holographic storage in the near-term, if R&D
organizations enhance their efforts in realizing commercial products. MRAM (magneto-resistive RAM) has
opportunities in the medium/longer term as an alternative to DRAM and/or flash memory in certain
applications. Other memory types such as Nano memory (memory based on the position of carbon
nanotubes on a chip-like substrate) hold potential in the long run.
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Figure 4-9: Memory capacity trends. Source: ITRS, 2011

4.3.3 Computer performance
In order to deal efficiently with ever growing data sets, it is important to understand not only our capacity
to store the data but our capability to process the data as well. Four main sources provided the base for
our estimation of computer performances: Intel publications (Patrick P.Gelsinger, 2008), (Kirk Skaugen,
2011), (Jesse Treger, 2012), the semiconductor industry map-road, the report by Martin Hilbert (Martin
Hilbert et al., 2011) and the report by the USA National research council (Samuel H.Fuller & Lynette
I.Millett, 2011).
According to these sources, growth of the number of transistors per square inch will continue as projected
by Moore’s law, but single-processor performance growth is slowed down significantly early in the 2000s
from a previous ~50% to the current ~10-20% year-on-year increase. Current computing performance
growth is based mainly on adding processing cores to CPU, but according to USA National research
(NRC), even the growth in the performance of computing systems based on multiple-processor parallel
systems, “will become limited by power consumption within a decade”.
The end of single-processor performance scaling poses new challenge for software industry. Future
growth in computing performance will have to come from software parallelism, however, an adequate
programming paradigm for general purpose does not exist yet.
In addition, USA National research council report points out that computer memory grows more slowly
than CPU speed growth (DRAM speeds increase approximately 2-11% annually). This misbalance
creates continuously growing gap between memory system and processor performance and adds
another challenge for software developers to obtain high computing performance.
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Figure 4-10: Micro-processing functions per chip prediction by ITRS. Source: ITRS, 2011

4.3.4 Energy consumption
Energy is an important global resource and its importance for computer industry growths with the growing
demand for computation. According to (Koomey J.G., 2008) data centres’ energy consumption in 2000
was 70.8BkWh or 0.53% of the world's total electricity consumption. By 2005 that percentage had almost
doubled to 0.97% of the world's total electricity consumption to 152.5BkWh. According to (Koomey J.G.,
2008), consumption growth slowed in the period between 2005 and 2010. Data centres consumed
235.5BkWh or 1.3 % of the world's total in 2010. This is mainly due to significant effort from leading
computer vendors to cut computer energy consumption.
Though currently, only a small percentage of the world’s global electricity consumption is spent on data
centres, energy consumption costs already heavily influence the computer industry as there is a
correlation between CPU speed and CPU energy consumption and of course between energy
consumption and data centres’ costs. Figure 4-11 shows the increasing influence of power costs on data
centres expenses.

Figure 4-11: Costs of power and cooling. Source: IDC's Digital Universe Study, sponsored by EMC, March 2008
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4.3.5 Efficient Data
As mentioned earlier, our capability to deal with ever growing data sets is theoretically limited.
Additionally, it seems that these limits start to press our capability to proceed with an extensive approach
to the data. This naturally raises different alternatives, for instance: instead of keeping all the data and
keeping it only for ourselves, one might consider a centralized approach for data storage which will
reduce the number of data copies in the world. Such an approach fits well with cloud technologies. Indeed
such marketplaces already exist, for instance: Microsoft data market. Currently, data available at such
markets is data that the market owner find useful to keep and share but in the future it might include
additional data sources such as data originally provided by a data consumer who seeks to reduce storage
costs by sharing this data with others.
Another possible approach is based on ideas similar to information theory. It is well known that more data
doesn't necessarily mean more information. Data redundancy could for instance be a result of multiple
copies, frequent measurements on slowly changing data or cross correlation of data sources. Our
capability to measure the marginal value of each data piece in the data set could help us to find the
optimal data size.

4.4. Challenges for Security and Privacy
The CSA Big Data Working Group interviewed Cloud and Big Data security experts to determine the
following “Top 10 Big Data Security and Privacy Challenges” (Big Data Working Group, 2012):
1. Secure computation in distributed programming frameworks
2. Security best practices for non-relational data stores
3. Secure data storage and transactions logs
4. End-point input validation/filtering
5. Real-time security/compliance monitoring
6. Scalable and composable privacy-preserving data mining and analytics
7. Cryptographically enforced access control and secure communication
8. Granular access control
9. Granular audits
10. Data provenance
Five of these challenges –number 2, 3, 7, 8 and 10 – are directly related to data storage. In the following
we discuss the security and privacy challenges related to data storage in more detail.

4.4.1 Security Challenges for Non-Relational Data Stores
Major security challenges for Big Data storage are related to non-relational data stores. For companies it
is often not clear how NoSQL databases can be securely implemented. Many security measures that are
implemented by default within traditional RDBMS are missing in NoSQL databases. However, the security
threats for NoSQL databases are generally very similar to traditional RDBMS and therefore the same best
practices should be applied (Davey Winder, 2012):

Encryption of sensitive data

Sandboxing of unencrypted processing of data sets.

Validation of all input.

Strong user authentication mechanisms.
However, the focus of NoSQL databases is on solving challenges of the analytics world. Security was not
a priority at the design stage and there are no accepted standards for authentication, authorization and
encryption for NoSQL databases yet. For example, the NoSQL databases Cassandra and MongoDB
have the following security weaknesses (Lior Okman, 2011):

Encryption of data files is not supported.

Connections may be polluted due to weak authentication mechanisms (client/servers as well as
server/server communication).
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Very simple authorization mechanism, RBAC or fine-grained authorizations are not supported.
Database systems are vulnerable to different kinds of injection (SQL, JSON and view injection)
and Denial of Service attacks.

Some NoSQL products recommend the use of the database in a trusted environment with no additional
security or authentication measures in place. However, in an interconnected Internet world this is not a
reasonable approach to protect data.
The security concept of NoSQL databases generally relies on external enforcing mechanisms.
Developers or security teams should review the security architecture and policies of the overall system
and apply their own encryption and authentication controls to safeguard their Big Data in NoSQL
databases. Security mechanisms should be embedded in the middleware or added at application level
(Big Data Working Group, 2012). Many middleware platforms provide ready-made support for
authentication, authorization and access control.
Security of NoSQL databases is getting more attention by security researchers and hackers. As the
market for NoSQL solutions becomes more mature, security mechanisms will improve. For example,
there are initiatives to provide access control capabilities for NoSQL databases based on Kerberos
authentication modules .(Davey Winder, 2012).

4.4.2 Security Challenges in Multi-Tiered Data Storage
Particular security challenges for data storage arise in multi-tier based solutions. The increasing size of
data sets necessitates auto-tiering for optimizing Big Data storage management in order to achieve
scalability and availability. In this case operators give away control about data storage compared to
manual solutions where the IT manager decides what data is stored where and when it should be moved
to another location. Some kind of algorithm implemented and a software module automatically decides
when data should be moved and stored in another location. Automatic tracking and logging mechanisms
about where data is stored are missing in existing auto-tiering solutions
The auto-tier storage solution saves money for Big Data storage as rarely used data can be moved to a
lower and cheaper tier, which may lead to privacy and security problems. Some data sets may not be
used very often but may still contain critical information of a company, for example, research results or
patent information. Lower tier storage is more cost efficient but also may provide lower security. This way
security and privacy of critical data can be at risk. Therefore, auto-tiering strategies have to be very
carefully designed and monitoring and logging mechanisms should be in place in order to have a clear
view on data storage and data movement in auto-tiering solutions (Big Data Working Group, 2012).

4.4.3 Challenges in Cryptographically Enforced Access Control and
Secure Communication
Data should only be accessible by authorized entities. Nevertheless even sensitive data is often stored
unencrypted in the cloud. Efficient mechanisms for authentication, secure communication and access
control in distributed Big Data environments are required. Data should be encrypted based on access
control policies and end-to-end communication has to be cryptographically secured. For these purposes
new cryptographic mechanisms are required that provide the required functionalities in an efficient and
scalable way.
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) (Vipul Goyal, 2006) is an approach based on public key cryptography
which can be used as a starting point. It enables access control based on attributes related instead of the
identity of the entity itself. Less sensitive data may be stored unencrypted but this data too should be
securely exchanged using a cryptographically secure communication framework.
Most cloud storage providers offer mechanisms to store encrypted data the cloud. However, encrypted
data is only effectively protected if the encryption keys are generated by and stored at the client and not
at the provider. Otherwise users cannot be sure whether a storage provider can decrypt the data and
pass it on to other parties. According to (Moritz Borgmann, 2012) three approaches are recommended
that encrypt data before transmission to the cloud: directory-based encryption, container-based
encryption and manual encryption.
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4.4.4 Security and Privacy Challenges of Granular Access Control
The handling of diverse data sets is a challenge – not only in terms of different structures and schemas
but also with respect to diverse security requirements. There is a plethora of restrictions that have to be
considered including legal restrictions, privacy policies and other corporate policies. Access control
mechanisms are required to assure data secrecy and prevent access to data by people that should not
have access.
The problem of course-grained access mechanisms is that data has to be stored in more restrictive areas
to guarantee security and cannot be shared. Granular access control enables operators to share data on
a fine-grained level without compromising secrecy. Therefore, fine grained actions access control and not
only an all-or-nothing retrieval policy of data is required for data storage in order to enable effective
analytics of Big Data.
However, the increased costs of developing applications based on fine-grained access control
mechanisms lead to a restricted approach where only a small number of people and systems can
participate in the analysis. Therefore, efficient solutions for granular access control in data storage for Big
Data are required to enable analytical systems to work in this increasingly complex security environment.

4.4.5 Challenges in Data Provenance
For some security applications information about the history of a data object such as its creation date are
required. In general, the main aspects of data provenance are ownership of the data and data
usage. In Big Data applications the complexity of provenance metadata will significantly increase.
Provenance enabled programming environments allow the generation of large provenance graphs. The
analysis of large provenance graphs for security applications can be computationally intensive and
requires fast algorithms.

The challenge of secure data provenance is to guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of
provenance information. It has to be assured that the history of a data object cannot be
changed and that users can specify who is able to track their actions with data objects.

4.4.6 Technical and Operational Recommendation
Some of the general findings have also been drawn in (Lane A, 2012) and further technical and
operational recommendations have been made particularly for the Hadoop Stack. It has been noted that
this and similar stacks available, do not offer much built-in security and sometimes lack the most basic
mechanisms. Malicious nodes can easily corrupt the whole system. While node authentication could be
established through the Kerberos System provided by the stack, stolen keys (from a node image) are an
issue and the setup of a Kerberos system has its difficulties. But a proper key and certificate management
is required.
There is a strong need for file-system encryption to protect the data against malicious local
administrators. Encryption can also be used to establish separation of duty, but this has to be provided
through the design of the overall system and is not provided out-of-the-box. While there is a strong need
for secure communication, as the nodes by default trust the various requests send as RPC, TLS or SSL is
not part of the usual stack.
While some third-party software is available, its origin from traditional systems limits its scalability, or
restricts the core-functionality of a Big Data installation. Detailed fine granular access control is not
available, but instead has to be built, depending on the application, on top of the primitives provided by
HDFS. But there are open issues with API security, which has to protect the system from command
injection and other known attacks. In addition mechanisms to carefully control MapReduce requests are
missing.
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4.4.7 Privacy Problems in Big Data storage
As social security numbers are used in the USA for various identification and authentication purposes
their privacy or better confidentiality has become crucial. In (Lane A, 2012) it has been shown that Big
Data analysis of publicly available information can be exploited to correlate the social security number of
a person.
Together with other aspects of Big Data a roundtable organized by the Aspen Institute discussed the
implication on users’ privacy (Bollier D, 2010)). In particular the use of patient information has been
addressed. While anonymising or de-identifying the data is one approach to preserve the privacy of the
patient, the huge amount of data may enable a re-identification later on. It has been noted that the actual
1
control of data gets lost as soon as it is sent out .
Regarding the abuse of Big Data two general options have been advocated during the roundtable (Bollier
D, 2010). One direction was described as “new deal on Big Data” which sees the end user as the owner
of the data, which has a well-defined lifespan and company audits on the data-usage and a general
transparency on the handling of data and the algorithm applied. The envisioned regulation has some
similarities with the European data protection approach. Other participants doubted that a regulatory
approach would be adequate for Big Data, as it is enforcing centralized control. Instead breaches should
be addressed through “new types of social ordering and social norms”, which was seen as quite a
visionary approach. More practically, the protection should be enforced through a private law regime i.e.
contracts between companies and individuals.
Anonymised data or data commons have been identified as a key topic for research. However, it has
been observed (Acquisti A., 2009) that the privacy of such data is key to the user’s trust in the system and
for providing her information.

4.4.8 Conclusions


Digital data growth rate (40-60%) is bigger than storage growth rate (20-35%). As a result, we
should expect storage capacity challenges. This is especially true for image-based data.



Computational power growth (20-25% for CPU and 2-11% for memory speed) is slower than data
growth and thus we should expect significant challenges in processing and analysis of data.



Electrical power still does not restrict our capability to deal with Big Data though it imposes
significant costs on such operation.

Having a better understanding of resource availability to support computation we can now better
understand the origins of Big Data as well as its future: Today, computer systems growth still might be
supported by our hardware technology improvements, but this growth is not sustainable in the long run
and today we are experiencing first warning signals. As a result we might start thinking about switching
from an extensive approach to an efficient approach to deal with data. Such an efficient approach (Smart
Data as coined by Michael Wu, Lithium Principal Scientist of Analytics) which might be based, for
instance, on Information theory should be able to evaluate the value of data piece in order to make a
conscious decision whether to keep each data piece or dispose of it in a similar way to the human brain.

4.5. Summary
This paper provides a high level overview on the current state of Big Data storage area. It provides a
systematic view on the large amount of different data storage approaches shows possible origins of Big
Data and extrapolates possible future implications of current trends as well as some possible solution
directions.
Based on this better understanding, our next goal for the final white paper version is to further engage
with major industry and academia stakeholders in a discussion about a European roadmap for Big Data

1 The concept of attaching policies to data (containers) and enforcement wherever they are sent has been presented in (Karjoth G., 2002) and discussed in (Bezzi M., 2011),
(Antón A.I. et al., 2007)
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storage technologies. Our objective is to better understand how Big Data storage technologies will have
to be further developed in order to fill the gaps of the respective industry segments.
We invite stakeholders from industry and academia to participate in this discussion.

4.6. Abbreviations and acronyms
RAM

Random access memory

DRAM

Dynamic random access memory

HDD

Hard disk drive

HDFS

Hadoop distributed file system

MRAM

Magneto-resistive RAM

STTRAM

Spin-transfer torque RAM

NAND

Type of flash memory named after NAND logic gate

PCRAM

Phase change RAM

SSD

Solid state drive

CPU

Central processing unit

WG

Work group

DBMS

Database management system

RDBMS

Relational database management system

OLTP

Online transaction processing

SQL

Structured query language

SPARQL

Recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

UnQL

Unstructured query language

OLAP

Online analytical processing

ACID

Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability

CAP

Consistency, Availability, Partition tolerance

CRUD

Create, Read, Update, Delete

ABE

Attribute based encryption

RPC

Remote procedure call

TLS

Transport layer security

SSL

Secure sockets layer

NRC

National research council
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5.

Data Usage

Big Data is used in a wide variety of applications and use cases. On of the core business tasks of
advanced data usage is the support of business decisions. In extreme simplification, this amounts to the
task of taking the entire Big Data set, apply appropriate analysis and condense the results to a
management report of considerably less than 100 pages. Other use cases include automated actions,
e.g., in smart grid analysis where anomalies in the networks are detected and corrective actions are
executed. Updates of very large indices, e.g., the Google search index are another important use case of
Big Data.
As an emerging trend, Big Data usage will be supplemented by interactive decision support systems that
allow explorative analysis of Big Data sets.

5.1. Introduction
The full life cycle of information is covered in this report, with previous chapter covering data acquisition,
storage, analysis and curation. Data Usage covers the business goals that need access to such data and
its analysis and the tools needed to integrate analysis in business decision-making.
The process of decision-making includes exploration of data (browsing and lookup) and exploratory
search (finding correlations, comparisons, what-if scenarios, etc.).
The business value of such information logistics is two-fold: (i) control over the value chain, and (ii)
transparency of the value chain.
The former is generally independent from Big Data, The latter, however, although related to the former,
additionally provides opportunities and requirements for data markets and services.
Big Data influences the validity of data-driven decision making in the future. Situation dependent influence
factors are (i) the time range for decision/recommendation, from short-term to long-long and (ii) various
data bases (in a non-technical sense) from past, historical data to current and up-to-date data
New data driven applications will strongly influence the development of new markets. A potential blocker
in such developments is always the need for new partner networks (combination of currently separate
capabilities), business processes and markets.

5.2. State of the Art
Access to data usage is given through specific tools and in turn through query and scripting languages
that typically depend on the underlying data stores, their execution engines and APIs and programming
models. Some examples include SQL for classical relational database management systems (RDBMS),
Dremel and Sawzall for Google’s file system GFS and MapReduce setup, Hive, Pig and Jaql for Hadoopbased approaches, Scope for Microsoft’s Dryad and CosmosFS and many other offerings, e.g.
Stratosphere’s Meteor/Sporemo and ASTERIX’s AQL/Algebricks. See Figure 5-1 for an overview.
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Figure 5-1: Big Data Technology Stacks for Data Access
(source: TU Berlin, FG DIMA 2013)

Analytics tools that are relevant for Data Usage include SystemT (IBM for Data Mining and information
extraction), R and Matlab (U. Auckland and Mathworks, resp. for mathematical and statistical analysis),
tools for business intelligence and analytics (SAS Analytics (SAS), Vertica (HP), SPSS (IBM)), tools for
search and indexing (Lucene and Solr (Apache)) and specific tools for visualisation (Tableau, Tableau
Software).
Each of these tools has its specific area of applications and covers different aspects of Big Data well.
E.g., the code efficiency needed for Big Data is not provided by high-level tools; packages like R and SAS
lack in data management features etc. See the blog posting at http://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blogcacm/156102-what-does-big-data-mean-part-2/fulltext for a discussion of further aspects.
The tools for Data Usage support business activities that can be grouped in three categories: lookup,
learning and investigating. The boundaries are sometimes fuzzy and learning and investigating might be
grouped as examples of exploratory search. Decision support needs access to data in many ways, but
mostly from the interfaces that enable exploratory search. Current decision support systems—as far as
they rely on static reports—use these techniques but not allow sufficient dynamic usage to reap the full
potential of exploratory search. However, in increasing order of complexity, these groups encompass the
following business goals:




Lookup
o

Fact retrieval

o

Known item search

o

Navigation

o

Transaction

o

Verification

o

Question answering

Learn
o

Knowledge acquisition

o

Comprehension and interpretation

o

Comparison

o

Aggregation and integration

o

Socialise
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Investigate
o

Accretion

o

Analysis

o

Exclusion and negation

o

Synthesis

o

Evaluation

o

Discovery

o

Planning and forecasting

o

Transformation

Examples for learning include simple searches for a particular item (knowledge acquisition), e.g., a
celebrity and their use in advertising (retail). From a Big Data appliance, it is expected to find all related
data. In a follow-up step (aggregation), questions like “Which web sites influence the sale of our product?”
will arise.
Higher levels of investigation (discovery) will attempt to find important correlations, say the influence of
seasons and/or weather on sales of specific products at specific events. More examples, in particular on
Data Usage for high level strategic business decisions are given in the upcoming section on Future
Requirements.
The final version of the white paper will provide examples of these business activities, mapping them to
tools that are representative for the groups.

5.3. A Case Study: Dremel and the YouTube Data Warehouse
Google maintains a comprehensive data warehouse infrastructure for their YouTube video service on the
1
web. Although the raw data volume comprises mostly the actual video files, the amount of meta data
available including usage log files, the additional services like files in various codecs and resolutions, the
social network created by users, their comments and messages, video annotations, automatic speech
recognition etc. make it a prime example for Big Data.
The software stacks and environments (see Figure 5-2 for an overview of the complete software
landscape) are mostly in-house products and adapted open source software, however, some of the
relevant packages are either opened up or have companion projects that aim at producing an open
source implementation.
Perhaps the most important component within this software infrastructure is Dremel, see the following
section. It aims at making MapReduce (Hadoop) queries interactive, e.g., Google claims: “Dremel can
execute many queries over such data that would ordinarily require a sequence of MapReduce jobs, but at
a fraction of the execution time, […] it can run a query on a petabyte of data in about three seconds” Urs
Hölzle (Google).
Dremel also scales its processing power over large farms of servers, running on thousands of servers in
parallel.

5.3.1 The YTDW infrastructure
Google keeps all YouTube data in one consolidated warehouse. It’s a very large DB (multiple PB of
uncompressed data with beyond a trillion row tables).The data turnover is also high volume with
hundreds of TB processed each day. The software stack has three core components.


Query: Oracle -> MySQL -> ColumnIO



ETL: Python -> Sawzall + Tenzing + Python

1 See Biswapesh Chattopadhyay’s presentation at XLDB 2011.
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/xldb2011/talks/xldb2011_tue_1120_YoutubeDataWarehouse.pdf
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Reporting: Microstrategy -> ABI

The ETL cycle (extract, transform, load as commonly used in data warehouses) is covered by a bundle of
software systems, including Python and C++ as well as the Sawzall and Tenzing packages). With key
technologies comprising: Sawzall, Tenzing, Dremel, and ABI.

Figure 5-2: The YouTube Data Warehouse (YTDW) infrastructure

5.3.2 Sawzall
Sawzall (the name derives from a popular handcraft power tool) is a scripting language based on
Google’s MapReduce framework. It has built-in security for accessing sensitive data such as the log file
data in YouTube. It also provides strong support for aggregation and complex computations with
read/write operations in various formats. As a procedural language, it implements complex functionalities
and is mostly used for repeated (or highly special) operations. Repeated operations include the ETL of
YouTube’s log files. It is open sourced and Szl, the compiler for Sawzall can be found here:
http://code.google.com/p/szl

5.3.3 Tenzing
Tenzing provides SQL functionality on top of MapReduce. It compares to HIVE and HadoopSQL. Its key
strengths are strong SQL support and high scalability. The latter is of particular importance for all Big
Data usage. It has its limitation wrt. complex operations that require procedural code, e.g., only a limited
support for nested and/or repeated structures. It also has a higher latency than Dremel. The core areas of
usage of Tenzing within YTDW are ETL operations for non-logs data and denormalisations. It is also used
for simpler, medium complexity analyses on YTDW data.

5.3.4 Dremel and ABI
The next step in the Data Usage chain is formatting and reporting the analysis results. In YTDW this is
handled by Dremel. Dremel is mostly used as a reporting query engine, but also for interactive simple
logs analysis. Compared against Sawzall and Tenzing, it has a very low latency, making it the best tool
for interactive access. It provides SQL support including strong nested-relational support and direct
access to log files. There are some limitations, however, including a more limited library of functions and
scalability, when compared to MapReduce is lacking.
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A quote from Google clarifies the high expectations that Google has for Dremel as a tool in many Big
Data applications: “You have a SQL-like language that makes it very easy to formulate ad hoc queries or
recurring queries — and you don’t have to do any programming. You just type the query into a command
line,” Urs Hölzle (Google).
ABI is a complete reporting and dashboarding solution. It is built on the Google stack and provides tight
integration with Dremel and ColumnIO. It also includes Google Visualizations and even some Flash
components. Currently, it is used within YTDW mostly for reports and dashboards.

5.3.5 Current Developments
Current extensions concentrate on the further development of Dremel, including the addition of
MapRreduce capabilities to Dremel, a scalable reliable shuffle, materializing large result sets and an even
further extension of the read and write functionality for multiple data formats.
Analysis in Dremel will be further advanced by including user defined scalar and table values functions
and more SQL features like better support for joins, analytic functions, set operators, etc. In the long term,
Dremel might completely replace the Tenzing MapReduce backend and extend the BigQuery service
capabilities.
With the growing data sets, performance improvement strategies are continuously in focus. Some
strategies aim at the data model by using de-normalised aggregated materialized views and range
partitioning. This increases performance in the query rewrite layer when using the right aggregated
materialized view and when pruning partitions based on data knowledge can be performed. Performance
improvements in the reporting front end are expected from a more aggressive result caching with
memcached.

5.3.6 Big Data Lessons
The YouTube Data Warehouse case presents a number of general lessons to be learned and
opportunities to note for Big Data. Besides efficient implementations, even when sacrifices have to be
made with respect to functionality, most of the software is or will be available as open source, presenting
opportunities for others to benefit from Google’s experiences.
Currently, Sawzall has been open sourced and can be found at http://code.google.com/p/szl. There is a
proposal to create a Dremel implementation as an Apache Incubator project called Drill, see
http://wiki.apache.org/incubator/DrillProposal from the same people working at MapR and some other
companies. There is also a project called OpenDremel, see http://code.google.com/p/dremel, a clone of
Dremel built by a team of Israeli engineers.
These projects are particularly interesting as they address a perceived trade-off between high scalability
and interactivity and flexibility (as, e.g., provided by SQL). Dremel is proof that low-latency, interactive
SQL-like queries do scale to what Google calls 'medium' scales.
Recall the previous quote for Dremel on 'trillions of rows in seconds', and running on 'thousands of CPUs
and petabytes of data', processing 'quadrillions of records per month'. While Google regards this as
medium scale, this might be sufficient for many applications that are clearly in the realms of Big Data.
Table 5-1 from Google’s XLDB 2011 presentation summarises the trade-offs that are important in this
regard. Even though latency is low for Dremel, and—as expected—expressive power is also low, it
manages to stay in medium ranges for scalability and expressive power when compared to SQL proper.
Sawzall

Tenzing

Dremel

Latency

High

Medium

Low

Scalability

High

High

Medium

SQL

None

High

Medium

Power

High

Medium

Low

Table 5-1: Comparison of Data Usage Technologies used in YTDW
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5.4. Sectorial Requirements
First results of requirement collections from the Sector Forums of BIG present a wide variety of
requirements from the Data Usage area. A common thread are detailed, but task specific applications of
Data Usage that naturally vary from sector to sector and there is no common, horizontal aspect to these
requirements that can be identified already.
Some general trends are identifiably already and can be grouped into requirements on the


use of Big Data for marketing purposes



detect abnormal events of incoming data in real-time



use of Big Data to improve efficiency (and effectiveness) in core operations
o

realising savings during operations through


real-time data availability



more fine-grained data



automated processing

o

better data basis for planning of operational details and new business processes

o

transparency for internal and external (customers) proposes



customisation, situation adaptivity, context-awareness and personalisation



integration with additional data-sets
o

open access data

o

data obtained through sharing and data marketplaces



data quality issues where data is not curated or provided under pressure, e.g., to acquire an
account in a social network where the intended usage is anonymous



privacy and confidentiality issues, data access control, arising from internal and additional (see
previous item) data sources



interfaces
o

interactive and flexible, ad-hoc analyses to provide situation-adaptive and context-aware
reactions, e.g., recommendations

o

suitable interfaces to include the above-mentioned functionalities and provide access to
Big Data Usage in non-office environments. E.g., mobile situations, factory floors, etc.

o

tools for visualisation, query building, etc.



discrepancy between technical know-how necessary to execute data analysis (technical staff)
and usage in business decisions (by non-technical staff)



need for tools that enable early adoption. As the developments in industry are perceived as
accelerating, the head start from early adoption is also perceived as being of growing importance
and a growing competitive advantage.

5.5. Data Usage in the Roadmap
The (sector specific) roadmaps must provide the basis for recommendations for (European) companies to
adapt or formulate their business strategy for Big Data. This includes business users of Big Data as well
as technology suppliers, and regulators, and funding agencies
The roadmap must help to understand the market situation. Concretely, this is the influence of the state of
the art in the market situation, i.e., the market power of Google, Yahoo!, bing (Microsoft), iTunes (Apple)
and Amazon in the U.S., as well as competing niche market players Baidu in China, Orkut in Brazil,
Yandex in Russia, Exalead in France as well as smaller, European players.
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5.5.1 Target Markets for Big Data
The Big Data roadmaps must evaluate the expected, desired and possible chances in various markets for
European companies. These will be strongly sector dependent, however there are a number of horizontal
aspects, e.g., the enormous advances that some very big players already have in end-consumer
offerings. Derived from a consideration of questions such as “How likely is a company in Europe to
become a veritable competitor for Google, Yahoo, Amazon, etc.?”, an evaluation must be made on the
most promising target markets with respect to likely development and most effective supporting actions.
For the end-consumer market, this might bring the conclusion that is more effective to concentrate on
business-to-business markets than to attempt to create a global competitor to existing market leaders.
On the other hand, specific cultural or regulatory circumstances might allow for veritable local
competition. Existing examples for such success stories include the Chinese search engine Baidu, the
social network Orkut’s status in Brazil or the Russian search engine Yandex. Ideally, the roadmap will
include an analysis of these circumstances and their applicability to the European situation.

5.5.2 Future Requirements
Derived from current developments, the roadmap identifies future requirements that need to be
addressed to enable effective and efficient Data Usage. Some of these potential blockers are briefly
outlined in the following sections.

5.5.2.1 Data quality in Data Usage
In order to evaluate decisions derived from Data Usage, the veracity of data is of high importance. The
provenance and quality of data must be available as meta data. This is a demanding task when data
becomes part of larger data cascades and is merged with data sets of different provenance and quality.
This results in a requirement for methods for measuring and providing meta data on provenance, quality
and confirmability.
The quality of data in exploratory search has a high impact on the validity of the results. This requires
complex and careful design of algorithms used in exploration. High level “programming languages” and
tools must provide explicit support for exploration and consider the influence of data quality, allowing for
an evaluation of the results. Comparisons of exploratory searches for the same analysis problem based
on different data sets and algorithms are a typical use case of the evaluation of results. The impact of
uncertainty of data must be evaluated and communicated, e.g. through extensions of classical methods,
e.g., confidence intervals and statistical significance.

5.5.2.2 Tools Performance
Real-time aspects are of highest importance for exploratory searches and decision-making tasks. The
main factors influencing performance are data volume but also variety and type. In particular unstructured
text, images, video and audio data can become critical factors. Within data usage, the time critical
aspects are typically prominent in actual data analysis, see the chapter on Data Analysis for further
considerations.

5.5.2.3 Strategic Business Decisions
Strategic business decisions that can currently not be supported by data analysis tools directly, e.g.,
‘Which products and companies are not on our strategic watch lists?’, ‘Which companies are potential
targets for mergers and acquisitions?’, will come into the focus of Data Usage in the context of Big Data.
Obviously, such Data Usage requires not only large volumes (and coverage) of data but also data
sources from outside of the company. This calls for the development of data market places and/or related
services.
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As in all aspects of Big Data, Data Usage has legal ramification and touches upon regulatory issues that
must be addressed appropriately.

5.5.2.4 Big Data Job Descriptions
A potential blocker for Data Usage is the availability of experts and expertise. Job profiles develop over
time and need to be aligned with business needs and technological development.
The advent of Big Data and extracted knowledge calls for workers with a two-fold qualification. The first is
technical know-how for using Big Data tools efficiently, the second is business know-how for applying Big
Data tools effectively. The new type of job description that is emerging has been called “Data Scientists”
and various requirements have been formulated. E.g., a “T-shaped” expert having a combination of deep
and broad knowledge. Also, the responsible handling of data is a key qualification and the question arises
whether a classical curriculum is sufficient to ensure that students have the right qualifications?
Besides these data scientists, engineers will be needed to work on the underlying technologies, beginning
from the cloud-based, virtualised infrastructure to industrial engineers to provide the embedded smart
products and production environments.
Finally, user interface experts will be needed to provide the tools, technologies and techniques that are
needed for efficient Data Usage.

5.5.3 Emerging Trends
There are a number of trends that are emerging in the areas of technologies, e.g., in-memory data bases
that allow for a sufficiently fast analysis to enable explorative data analysis and decision support.
New services are developing, providing data analytics, integration and transformation of Big Data to
organisational knowledge.
As in all new digital markets, the development is driven in part by startups that fill new technology niches,
however, the dominance of big players is particularly important as they have much easier access to Big
Data.
The transfer of technology to SMEs is faster than in previous digital revolutions, however, appropriate
business cases for SMEs are not easy to design in isolation and typically involve the integration into
larger networks or markets.

5.5.3.1 Data Filtering
The LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at CERN on the border between Switzerland and France creates
enormous amounts of data. The data from the collider experiments themselves are highly structured data,
so they might not count as proper Big Data. However, the methods of Data Usage at the experiments are
a highly instructive example for other applications of Big Data.
The two particle beams that are held on collision courses in the 27km accelerator ring collide at a rate of
about 10 million collisions of particle packets per second. At each collision of two particle packets,
approximately 20 protons actually collide, generating an enormous amount of data, up to a billion
collisions at peak. Early analysis of the collision data is used to discard about 95% of the collisions (and
their data) completely as they can be recognised as well understood reactions that do not reveal the
Higgs-Boson that LHC is looking for.
Although storage is taken to be “cheap”, in a realistic scenario not everything can or must be stored.
Applying appropriate data filters can be a key measurement in making Big Data effective and
economically efficient.
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5.5.4 Data Usage in an Integrated and Service-Based Environment
The continuing integration of digital services (Internet of Services), smart, digital products (Internet of
Things) and production environments (Internet of Things, Industry 4.0—see Big Deliverable D2.3.1 on
Manufacturing) includes the usage of Big Data in most integration steps. Figure 5-3 from a study by
General Electric shows the various dimensions of integration. Smart products like a turbine are integrated
into larger machines, in the first example this is an airplane. Planes are in turn part of whole fleets that
operate in a complex network of airports, maintenance hangars, etc. At each step, the current integration
of the business processes is extended by Big Data integration. The benefits for optimisation can be
harvested at each level (assets, facility, fleets, and the entire network) and by integrating knowledge from
data across all steps.

Figure 5-3: Dimensions of Integration in Industry 4.0
from: GE, Industrial Internet, 2012

5.5.4.1 Service integration
The infrastructure within which Data Usage will be applied will adapt to this integration tendency.
Hardware and Software will be offered as services, all integrated to support Big Data Usage. See Figure
5-4 for a concrete picture of the stack of services that will provide the environment for “Beyond technical
standards and protocols, new platforms that enable firms to build specific applications upon a shared
framework/architecture [are necessary]” as foreseen by the GE study or the “There is also a need for
ongoing innovation in technologies and techniques that will help individuals and organisations to
integrate, analyse, visualise, and consume the growing torrent of big data.” as sketched by McKinsey’s
study.
Figure 5-4 shows Big Data as part of a virtualised service infrastructure. At the bottom level, current
hardware infrastructure will be virtualised with cloud computing technologies, hardware infrastructure as
well as platforms will be provided as services. On top of this cloud-based infrastructure, software as a
service and on top of this business processes as a service can be build. In parallel, Big Data will be
offered as a service and embedded as the precondition for Knowledge services, e.g., the integration of
Semantic Technologies for analysis of unstructured and aggregated data. Note that Big Data as a Service
may be seen as extending as a layer between PaaS and SaaS.
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This virtualisation chain from hardware to software to information and knowledge also locates the skills
needed to maintain this infrastructure. Knowledge workers or data scientists are needed to run Big Data
and Knowledge (as a service or even in a non-virtualised infrastructure).

Figure 5-4: Big Data in the context of an extended service infrastructure. W. Wahlster, 2013.

5.6. Conclusion and Next Steps
This chapter has collated the basic inputs and state of the art in Big Data sources and their potential
areas of usage. The core areas of Data Usage are in lookup, learning and investigating supporting the
tasks of decision making, decision support and controlling. Interface technologies that need to be adapted
for these tasks comprise adaptive and personalised interfaces, multimodal interfaces and last but not
least visualisation techniques.
All of these areas have a long history and the full version of the white paper will explore the specific areas
where these interface, visualisation and decision support technologies must be extended to meet the
needs of Big Data Usage.
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5.8. Abbreviations and Acronyms
MR

MapReduce

DB

Database

DBMS

Database management system

RDBMS

Relational database management system

SQL

Structured query language

SPARQL

Recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

UnQL

Unstructured query language

OLAP

Online analytical processing

ACID

Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability

CRUD

Create, Read, Update, Delete

ETL

Extract, Transform, Load (in data warehouses)

YTDW

YouTube Data Warehouse

SME

Small and Medium Enterprises

TB

Terabyte

PB

Petabyte

BIG

The BIG project

IaaS

Infrastructure as a service

PaaS

Platform as a service

SaaS

Software as a service

BPaaS

Business processes as a service

BDaaS

Big Data as a service

KaaS

Knowledge as a service
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